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ABSTRACT 

One important means by which a society maintains and reproduces its dominant 

ideology is through cultural seductions. By creating in its viewers/readers a good feeling 

about themselves and the world they live in, popular culture entices individuals into 

approving d", supporting and embracing the dominant social, political and economic 

orders of our world. What Louis Althusser calls ideological "interpellation," therefore, is 

frequently a form of seduction involving the use of sweeteners that render certain values, 

beliefs and social positions enticmg and attractive. Among such seducers are money, 

women (sexual pleasure), fear, an illusion of power and the semblance of 

dissent/rebelliousness, many of which are, or are generated by the representation of, the 

cultural and political "others" of the West. At the same time, the reproduction and 

maintenance of the dominant orders in the West, to which these "others" make no 

insignificant contributions, ultimately reinforce their subordinate and underprivileged 

statuses. Driving such illusion-based ideological seductions are capitalian and its 

colossal culture industry-a symbol of the postmodern convergence of the cultural, 

ideological and the economic-whose insatiable desire for profit casts the "others" of the 

West into the vicious circle of mis-representatioa and domination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation originally conceived as an inquiry into Western culture's 

(niis)representation of its political and cultural "others." It was a natural response to the 

amount of demonizing representation of the West's "others" that filled the airwaves and 

print media of the United States during the past few years. One image, in particular, 

triggered the idea of an in-depth study on the pattern and driving foices of such 

representation. It was a picture that I happened to find in the June 7,1999 issue of the US 

News and World Report (see page 10). Entitled "Ground Zero," the image shows the 

control room of a Chinese missile test during the final countdown. In spite of its insidious 

caption, it is a rather unimpressive picture-a row of technicians sitting sluggishly in front 

of a row of computer monitors in a darkish room watching the launch of a missile. 

Except for one thing; it is a flipped-over image-in other words, a distorted representation. 

To be fair, there must have been a small glitch on the part of an unwitting editor, for no 

one will be able to notice such an error unless he or she knows the Chinese language 

(which few Americans do). But it is also one that is highly ^bolic of the West's 

representation of its "others:" it powerfiiUy illustrates how little those in the West who 

pretend to know its "others" actually know them,' and how such ignorance frequently 

leads to mistakes that few notice, and no one corrects. 

My fiirtherresearch into the matter, however, took me to an interesting turn in 

the project. The overv^ehning number of articles, reports, speeches, television programs 

'China's alleged nuclear espio nage on the US is the cover story of the issue. All the four articles in its 
"World Report" section are on China, covering more than 20 pages. 
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Figure 1 Chinese nussile test control room, photo from Chine NouveHe, carried in US 
News & World Report (7 June 1999) 28-29. 

and even literary works that the so-called nuclear espionage case spawned between 1998 

and 2000 led me to believe that truthfulness or distortion was perhaps not the crux of the 

matter in the West's representation of its "others." Neither did the surprising uniformity 

of this corpus of representation seem so significant when it was compared with the highly 

melodramatic television perfonnance over this issue by politicians, especially potential 

candidates for the upcoming presidential election The eagerness and swiftness with 

which they turned this matter to their own advantage in^nted one to suspect that the sly 

and menacing foreign devil in the media and literature was one of a domestic origin, and 

that such demonizing portrayal of foreigners perhaps sigpaled, more than anything else, a 
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us problem. 

These events were paralleled by another incident which turned out to strengthen 

the validity of the above speculation. It was my discovery of a picture inside an Army 

recruitment brochure obtained at an air show in Tucson, Arizona. The photo^ph, which 

I will be analyzing in detail in Chapter 1, captures a dinner scene at a certain restaurant 

in which a beautiful and demure Asian waitress brings a dish to the dining table of a 

happy Western couple. I was particularly impressed by the docile and content expression 

of the waitress and the ambience of felicity that pervades the image, to which Ae makes 

not an insignificant contribution. It is a highly seductive image even to a casual observer, 

and when it appears in a military recruitment brochure, such seductiveness carries a 

purpose. The obvious importance of the waitress (despite her seeming background status) 

to the unstated mission of this picture and the political drama provoked by the 

aforementioned nuclear espionage case are both clear indications that Western 

representation of its "others," after all, may not be so much about the "others" as about 

itself 

The apparent purposefiihiess of such portrayals, meanwhile, brings up the issue of 

cultural representations' impact on reality. The above two cases, in particular, present 

two key questions, which in fact confront cultural critics whenever they examine texts of 

this nature: 1) exactly what kind of purposes does culture accomplish? 2) what role does 

the representation of (ihe West's) cultml and ideological "otheis" in particular play in 

this process? With these questions h mind, I proceeded to invest^ate a number of genres 

of discursive representation in Anglo-American culture that seemed to carry a purpose-
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sometimes quite obvious, other times not so overt. They included recruitment materials 

(information brochures, television commercials and web sites) from branches of the US 

armed forces, action/adventure fibns from Hollywood produced over the last two 

decades, eighteenth-century English novels (the so-called "didactic literature"), 

demonizing representation of foreign nations by US media, contemporary popular novels, 

campaign commercials of the 2000 presidential election, among otheis. One thmg that 

these texts have in common is the relative salience of the dominant political, economic 

and cultural orders in their representation. My investigation focused on how the portrayal 

of the West's cultural and political "other" reflects and affects the prevalence of these 

orders both in and outside these works. 

Chapter 1 examines the military recruitment advertisements and information 

brochures that I have collected over the past three years. The first section analyzes the 

economic incentives that Pentagon offers recruits for joining the services. Special 

attention is paid to the nuanced difference between the various branches, and an attempt 

is made to explain such difference from the perspectives of class, race and gender. The 

second section, which centers around the aforementioned restaurant photo, examines the 

lole which images of attractive foreign women, and for that matter, feminized foreign 

nations, play in assisting the Pentagon's recniitment efforts. The third section reads such 

representation in light of Edward Said's theory on OrientaUsm. 

Inspired by the US Department of Defense's recent use of Hollywood in its 

recruitment campaign. Chapter 2 searches for sigps of affim'ty between Hollywood fihns 

(in particular, the Indiana Janes series and King Solomon's Mines) and military 
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recruitment commercials, especially elements in the former which seem capable of 

stimulating a desire in teenage and young adult males to join the service of defending 

their countries. My focus in this chapter is on the representaticn of Asian and African 

cultures (both the lands and the people) by these fihns^ givmg special attention to such 

rhetorical features as feminization/naturalization, aestheticization/romanticizationand 

abjection. 

The topic of Chapter 3 is the portrayal of female protagonists by Hollywood 

action/adventure fihns of a relatively recent origin, b spite of their apparent diversity in 

terms of profession and ethnicity, these women images share important characteristics. 

At the core of their similarity is what I found to be these figures' constructive relation to 

the ideologies which they embody or which the fihns represent. Indeed, this chapter 

argues, diese female protagom'sts act very much as the symbolic prostitutes of power. 

Chapter 4 is in some ways the reverse ofChapter 3. Using novels by Richardson 

and Austen as the mam texts, it looks at how women's ideological importance has 

impinged upon their portrayal in literary tradition; specifically, in what ways literature 

works to recruit women to their seductive role. Focusing on the mechanism of reward 

and punishment that figures so prominent^ in both authois, this chapter analyzes aspects 

of the plot and characterisation in these novels that would entice female readers of their 

times into accepting and copying the roles of Pamela, Clarissa and their literary sisters. 

The constructive role of fear is the topic of Chapter 5. Consisting of five 

sections, this chapter deals widi a fairly wide range of texts diat contain elements of fear 

of varying degrees. The first section, using recent cinematic representation of terrorism 
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as the texts, examines the policing role that the representation of fear often plays in our 

society. The second section looks at America's loss of and subsequent quest for a 

national idatity, as reflected in the 1997 action movie Air Force One. Section 3 is a 

continuation of this topic widi a slightly different focus. Using recent films portraying 

space-originated disasters such as Independence Day and Deep Impact, I study in this 

section the healing effect that external threats, be it &om foreign countries or outer space, 

have on the US society. The next section follows the US quest of a new defining (earthly) 

"other" in the demonizalion of China. Here I view the lepresentalion of the so-called 

"China threat" from the perspectives of such theorists as Antom'o Gramsci, Raymond 

Williams and Stephen Greenblatt. In the final section of the chapter, I analyze the use of 

fear in the construction of presidential selfhood both in fihns and in life. Texts include 

recent actions films, mainly Air Force One and Independence Day, and campaign 

commercials of the last presidential election. 

The subject of Chapter 6 is the power of illusion as reflected in the illusion of 

power. Drawing on the theories of such critics as Mulvey and Adomo, I look into the 

"incentive effect" that the Qlusory sense of power generated by fihns and other forms of 

discursive representation produces on the readers/audience. This chapter is particulady 

concerned with how such illusion facilitates the construction and reinforcement of the 

dominant political and economic orders of a society. 

Chapter 7 questions the fad of pditical correctness incxirrent cuhural discourses 

in the US. Hsre I view the symbolic importance that films and literature assign to women 

and minority characters-the "others" of the mainstream culture-as a form of the 
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appropriation of the marginalized/dissenting for the consolidation of the existing order, 

which in effect precludes the realization of such importance. This type of appropriation, I 

point out in this chapter, is a form of "symboUc colonization." 

Chapter 8 turns attention away from the content to the fonn. Its main concern is 

the possible ideological role of the form of discursive representation. The first part 

unveils the ideological character of the language form by scrutinizing some common 

practices in translation. The second part goes on to discuss how the form's various 

features accommodate this ideological capacity and how such capacity expedites the 

reception of the content. 

My dissertation concludes with the argument that culture's relation to ideology is 

founded firmly upon its afGnity with the capitalist market economy. I will also address 

the impact that the profit-driven nature of culture has on the West's cultural and political 

"others," the representation of whom has proven to play a pivotal role in the installation 

and maintenance of the dominant politico-economic order in the West. 
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CHAPTER 1 SEDUCERS IN MHITARY RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENTS 

1.1 The Economic Benefits 

One of the things that struck me most during my study of military recruitment ads 

was the near absence of "ideology" (understood in the conventional sense) fiom these 

texts, which is very unusual for a genre so ideological in nature. In almost every country, 

recruitments are quasi political campaigns-times when the young people are usually 

bombarded with ideas and images that invoke national pride, demonize enemies of the 

country and glorify such virtues as individual sacrifice for the nation. In fact, during the 

past hundred years of human history, outbursts of nationalism, racial hatred and religious 

bigotry marked the major recruitment campaigns on both sides of the wars. In the US 

itself, mobilization was often synonymous with patriotic propaganda centering around 

such concepts as freedom and democracy as well as the importance to defend them at all 

costs. During those times, it seemed, people were motivated by lofty ideals. The current 

(since the early 1990s) recmitment campaign run branches of the US armed forces 

presents a sharp contrast to this history. Not only are the recruitment commercials and 

literature almost devoid of traditional ideological rhetoric, but they seem also to 

emphasize everything that is considered the very opposite of ideals; highly practical 

considerations such as salary, job benefits and career opportunities. Take a look at the 

following recruitment information brochure, obtained at the 2000 air show at Davis-

Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona, for example, ft sounds like a perfect 
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employment ad: 

We Do More nan FLY 
The wide variety of Air Force opportunities can help you make your 

dreams for the future a reality. Add your hard work and you'll accomplish your 
goals in life. 

No matter what kind of job or career you're interested in, there's a good 
chance you'll find it in the Air Force. Most ^r Force bases are like small towns 
with one major industry, in our case, it's flying The Air Force has construction 
workers, police ofBcers, electricians, hotel managers, firefighters, mechanics, 
doctors, nurses, lawyers, dentists, information and human resource managers, 
computer specialists, recreation specialists, and more. 

Of course, we also have pilots, navigators, air traffic controllers, jet engine 
mechanics and all the other spedalties that keep our planes in the air. 

Check out our programs; they offer the education, training and experience 
you'll need to be a success. ("The Air Force" pars. 1-4, original emphasis) 

What makes this advertisement especially interesting is that it is typical of the vast 

majority of recruitment information brochures both in format and in content. Television 

commercials are slightly different only insofar as they include other matters that can best 

be expressed in video images. Of the numerous military recruitment ads aired on national 

networks which I happened to see or record, almost none broke the silence on national 

and international political issues. These ads seem to indicate that the armed forces have 

increasin^y turned to more practical incentives-job opportunities and financial 

bonuses-with which to attract America's young men. 

While economic benefits have always been part of the rewards for military 

service, the total absence of political vocabulary in the current recruitment campaign is 

certainly a puzzling phenomenon at first glance: One logical explanation is that political 

rhetoric has lost its appeal to today's young generation. This lack of interest is a result of 

the end of the Cold War, which, among other good things it brought about, also cost the 

United States an enemy to rally its people against. The collapse of the Soviet Union did 
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leave the United State the sole superpower in the world, but also a victor without a 

meaningfiil adversary, a self without a defining "other" and a potential filter very much 

without a purpose. For sure, there are still the regional dictators who sponsor terrorism 

and genocide, some of whom have fought high-profile wars with the US as late as during 

the past decade. Yet these adversaries are nowhere close to the former Soviet Union, 

whose sheer size seemed to pose a formidable threat to the national securiQr of the US. 

The wars with Iraq and Yugoslavia, for example, were won by the US and its Western 

allies with few casualties for Western troops. In ^ite of the media hype about their 

capabilities, these small, recalcitrant nations are smiply not forces to be reckoned with in 

the eyes of the Americans. Before the media conjure up a credible creditable enemy for 

the nation,^ the Pentagon has to look elsewhere for incentives to make a career in the 

military a more enticing option. 

The loss of appeal of patriotic ideals is coupled with fierce competition from the 

private sector, which further exacerbates its undesirable consequences. At a time of 

prolonged economic growth in the US, an ever-mcreasing number of lucrative job 

opportum'ties make military service look like hazardous and unprofitable drudgery. These 

two factois combined with the absence of a draft have caused unprecedented personal 

shortages and recruitment drops in all major branches of the US armed forces. The 

severity of the situation is evident from a few figures in this July 28,2000 Los Angeles 

nme; article; 

The Air Force, for example, this month disclosed that it will faU 2,500 

media's amplification and demonizationofChinaisthe best exam pie of this search for an "other." 
This topic will be deak with in some detail in Chapters. 
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recruits short of its annual goal-for the first time in 20 years~and said 
that it also expects to be short 1,401 active-duty pilots. It has 12,744. 
Earlier this year, the Navy said that it would fall 22,000 sailors short of a 
projected force of394,00io. (Richter par. 8) 

Serious personnel shortage has affected more than combat units. The Pentagon, 

for example, could not even find enough buggers to play Taps at funerals, forcing it to 

replace the bands with music from CD's (Buchanan par. 1). The branches of the armed 

forces respond to ihe personnel shortage and civilian competition with a more realistic 

though expensive solution than the Department of Defense: they simply sweeten up the 

deal by giving away more money, b addition to increasing benefits for those already in 

service, the armed forces now offer extra bonuses for recruits, which are openly and 

widely advertised on TV, in print media and on the Internet. In fact, these benefits so 

completely dominate the military's recruitment campaign that to the general public the 

advertisements sound virtually indistinguishable fiom ordinary commercials for products. 

Of the seven recruitment information brochures from die US Anny which I obtained at 

the aforementioned air show, for instance, only one contains some information about the 

future duties of a soldier. Most of such literature provides profuse details of the "profits" 

that one will be rewarded with for merely joining the Anny. I am Usting all the titles to 

illustrate the total lack of subtle^ m their offers of money for service: 

ARMY: Combat Arms (caption: armor crew); 

ARMY: Skill Training (caption: Learn Skills for life); 

ARMY: Hnancial Manager (caption: More Than Your Money's Worth); 

ARMY: Education (caption: Graduates); 

ARMY RESERVE: Money for College (caption: Experience for Life): 
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ARMY RESERVE; Benefits (caption; Army Benefits for Part-Time 

Training); 

ARMY; $50,000 for College or Vo/Tech (caption; Experience with an 

Education); 

ARMY: Opportunities (caption: Begin Your Future Career Today). 

The Army is certainly not alone in adopting the economic solution to the 

personnel shortage problem. The strategy is being used by all major branches of the 

military. In the middle of the year 20001 received a letter from US Air Force Lieutenant 

Colonel Mark E. Booth, a reply to my inquiry 

about a possible career in the Air Force (I 

obtained recruitment literature by pretending to be 

a prospective recruit.). A blatant money offer from 

the beginning through the postscript, the letter 

sounds more like a negotiation proposal for a 

business deal dian a military recruitment 

solicitation. Pecuniary offers like these make the 

US military, which is supposed to be composed of 

volunteers, look ahnost like a legion of 

mercenaries. For quite a while I was troubled by 

the apparent challenge that these advertisements 

Figure 2 Cover of Army recruitment present to received theories regarding issues of 
brochure. 

this type: have values and ideals completely lost 
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their relevance in calls for the defense of one's country, so as to render an innately 

ideological process seem devoid of ideobgy? Or can ideology probably dispense with 

ideological rhetoric after all? 

To answer these questions it is necessary to bring up the concept of ideology 

itself, hi his Ideology: An Introduction, Terry Eagleton Usts the various definitions of 

ideology that enjoy some kind of currency today: 

a) the process of production of meaning, signs and values in social life; b) 
a body of ideas characteristic d a particular social group or class; c) ideas 
which help to legitimate a dominant political power; d) false ideas wiiich 
help to legitimate a dominant political power; e) systematically distorted 
communication; f) that which offers a position for a subject; g) forms of 
thought motivated by social interests; h) identitythinking; i) socially 
necessary illusion; j) the conjuncture of discourse and power; k) the 
medium in which conscious social actors make sense of their world; 1) 
action-oriented sets of beliefs; m) the confusion of linguistic and 
phenomenal reality; n) semiotic closure; o) the indispensable medium in 
which individuals live out their relations to a social structure; p) the 
process whereby social life is converted to a natural reality. (1-2) 

Certainly, these definitions may very well overlap with or contradict each other, which is 

not a sign of the illusiveness of the concept, but rather an indication of the range and 

complexity of matters that the term is used to cover. Neither is it my purpose to rewrite 

or pass judgements on these definitions, which I think are all valid ones fi»m their own 

perspecti\es. In &ct, the sheer number of definitions only suggests the many-&ceted 

character of ideology itself Nevertheless, these various conceptions can be roughly 

divided into three groups: ideology defined as ideas or systems of ideas, ideobgy as 

symbolic practice, and ideology as a sodal process. By examining the above texts within 

the context of these definitions (for I do believe that military recruitment is a hig^y 

ideological process; no matter how one understands the term), I am trying to find out how 
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ideology works so that it appears anything but ideological, and in so doing, to establish 

connections between these groups of definitions. 

French Marxist Louis Althusser's re-conceptualsKition of ideologyr (as opposed to 

the conventional Marxism's understanding of it as a part of the "superstructure" 

reflecting the economic base^) offers a very satisfactory explanation for the puzzle of the 

seemingly non-ideological appearance of ideological texts. For Althusser, ideology is not 

so much a body of ideas as a material existence: it "represents the imaginary relationship 

of individuals to their real conditions of existence" and "always exists in an apparatus, 

and its practice, or practices" (161-162). Althusser bases this conception on the belief 

that "the 'ideas' of a human subject exists in his actions, or ought to exist in his actions, 

and if that is not the case, it lends him other ideas corresponding to the actions (however 

perverse) that he does perform"(166). The most common ideological processes, 

according to Althusser, are our interactions with such social institutions as &mily, 

church, school and the media, which call out to the subject and assign him/her to a 

position in the social/pohdcal hnaginary (Althusser 170-173). Althusser calls these 

institutions "ideological state apparatuses" because diey "[/taiT] or {interpellate] concrete 

individuals as concrete subjects, by the functioning of the category of the subject" (173, 

original italics). This Althusserian conception of ideology is a revolutionary one, for it 

views all the lived experiences of a social being as potentially ideological.^ 

^or more on Marx and En gels' defmitionorideology, see part one of German Ideology, which is available 
in diRerent English versions &om various publishers. 

'Key to Antonio Gramsci's dieory about hegemony, this idea became die theoretical bundation of 
Althusser's thesis on ideology. 
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Military recruitment campaigns are a prime example of ideological 

"interpellation." In urging an individual to join die military services, a recruitment 

advertisement not only reaches out to, and in doing so, recognizes the person as a citizen, 

but also literally assigns the subject to a preconceived social position-military service for 

the nation. Yet military recruitment ads also leveal something about ideological 

interpellation which Althusser did not give much consideration to when he conceived his 

theory. For while Althusser's theoretical formulation does recognize the social nature of 

ideology, interpellation involves much more than merely "calling out;" it needs to 

interest its addressees in the ftst place. Ihis is snnply because people are not objects that 

can be named at will; for them to accept (not just to recogm'ze) the interpellation, it often 

entails the presence of some sweeteners that helps make the social/political positions to 

be assigned to the individuals enticing and attractive. Such sweeteners may include 

money, sex and (an illusory sense of) power, among other things. US armed forces, as I 

will demonstrate later in this dissertation, offer their prospective recruits a bit of 

everything, among which lucrative grants of money and the promise of job opportunities 

are the most substantial incentives. Indeed, the desperate need for recruits has very much 

inverted the usual pattern of mifitary recruitment. Rather than enumerating what one can 

achieve for the country by joining die services, as recruitment ads used to do, nowadays 

the commercials and brochures emphasize what the military can do fcr the person once 

he/she joins, especially economically. And while financial reward for fulfilling one's 

civic duties is nothing unusual, the US military's excessive fiicus on the money is quite 

remaricable, especially viewed in light of the all but total absence of lofty patriotic ideals. 
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Of the more tbaa three dozen brochures/flyers/cards/ that I have obtained in one way or 

another fiom the US military, only oas-Precious Metal, a brochure from the Marine 

Corps-makes mention of such ideas as "righf and "freedom" at all. But even here, these 

words do not appear in the main text body, but in the margin/ Apparently, for the 

military recruiters, entering the military services is not very different from getting any 

other kind of job in the private sector of the economy. According to the ads at least, a 

military career, like an ordinary job, earns you a living and builds you a self-fulfilling 

career. One serves the country wMle fulfilling his/her own life objectives. This h^hly 

practical approach to a deeply ideological job, I want to argue, indkates not only the full 

integration of ideology into the social processes, but also the convergence of the 

ideological with the economic. 

The practicality of kleology inevitably raises the issue of consciousness in 

ideological "interpellation." To what extent are today's recruits aware of, to say nothing 

about being motivated by, such ideals as freedom and democracy, in their decision to join 

the military services? Certainty I do believe that the young people are conscious, to 

varying degrees, of the patriotic nature of the military service. Aiier all, the US flag, 

though very much faded into the background, does still fly in some of the ads (three out 

of the three dozen or so in my collection, and a few television commercials). But my 

point is that today no one is so naive as to consider such vague consciousness as a driving 

force for serving the country. The texts I examined clearly suggest that, instead, 

acceptance of one's social position and what that position entails, at least as ^ as 

'On the upper bolder of Ihe second page of the brochure, continued from the fiist, it reads: "First to fight for 
right and freedom, and to keep our honor clean; we are proud to claim Ihe title of United States Marine." 
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military service is concerned, is literal^ purchased. To give the young people the benefit 

of doubt, thou^, it is perhaps safer to say that ̂ atever appeal they may still find in 

ideals like freedom, democracy and world peace, this appeal is certainly magnified by the 

incentives that come along with these ideals. &i other words, economic and other benefits 

turn reluctant believers in patriotic ideals into their enthusiastic defenders. Their 

sweetening of relevant social positions makes ideological interpellation ahnost a form of 

seduction. 

For an act to be seductive, it certainly entails, first and foremost, some design on 

the part of the seducer, often coupled with an attempt to conceal his or her real intention 

or design. Meanwhile, successful seduction also depends to a large extent on inadequate 

awareness of this intention on the part of the seducee. This is a pattern that I found 

roughly characterize the interpellation of young people by the recruitment 

advertisements. The military's blatant money offers, for example, often sugarcoat, if not 

conceal, the real nature of military service (especially to teenagers of needy family 

backgrounds, who are in greater danger of being preoccupied with the money). In fact, 

these pecum'ary incentives seems to be carefully tailored to the needs and tastes of 

particular groups of people that the military wants to attract. Prospective recruits of 

different ages/blasses/races/education, though never openly specified (occasionally with 

the exception of educational level), are provided with slightly yet still recognizably 

different incentives. This difierentiatioa is suggested, among other things, by the uneven 

distribution of ther images among recniitment information biochures of the three 

branches of the US armed forces, which seem to target specific ethnic/economic groups 
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of people. The following table lists comparative statistics on the representation of race 

and gender by some of the brochures I have collected over the past three years: 

Table 1 

Comparative statistics of women and minorities images in the US Military 

recruitment materials' 

Women Minority Males Minority Total 

Air Force 13.9% 7.8% 13% 

Navy 24.3% 19.5% 3l.7%« 

Army 32.4% 18.9% 31% 

One most obvious and undoubtedly interesting feature of these statstics is that 

the Air Force, which is the most technologically demanding branch among the three, 

hence requiring the highest level of education, has the lowest numbers of minority and 

women images in its brochures. Air Force television commercials also feature fewer 

minority figures. Of the five it aired in 2000, for example, only one of them, entitled 

"Our People," shows two black men and one black woman, neither of whom is in combat 

positions (They appear to be part of the support personnel while all of the pilots in the 

five commercials are white males.). White Anglo-Saxon males, who are the most 

educated part of the US population, are apparently the main target of the Air Force's 

recruitment efforts. On the other hand, the Army, which is perhaps the least demanding 

'Computed on the basis of brochures in my collection (percentages of total number of soldiers shown in 
each group of brochures). 

'Due to the very limited number of Navy brochures (I obtained only two), the numbers are apparently less 
scientific than those about the other two branches. 
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in tenns of technological knowledge and the general level of education, shows the largest 

number of women figures in its publicity brochures and commercials. Were there more 

sample brochures firom the Navy, which would make the statistics more scientific and 

reliable, the numbers in this table would probably suggest a conelation between a decline 

in technology/education demand down the columns and a rise in the percentages of 

women and ethm'c minorities. The percentage of minority figures in the Army's ads, in 

other words, would probably also be the highest. 

Leaving numbers aside, such difference is also evident from the relative position 

of the images. Minority figures are more conspicuous and prominent in the Army 

brochures than those in the Navy's booklets. They, for example, often appear on the front 

covers, usualty in large-size images, wiiile their naval counterparts are smaller, fewer in 

large images and mostly inside the brochures. The Army in fact openly reaches out to and 

woos potential minority recruits, something that none of the other branches has done so 

far. The then Secretary of the Army Louis Caldera, for instance, went to "Los 

Angeles-home to the largest Spanish-sumamed population in the Um'ted States"-in an 

effort to boost the recruitment of Latinos by the military, as reported by the Los Angeles 

Times on June S, 1999 (Ramos Bl). hi addition to reiterating the economic incentives for 

recruits of all ethm'c groups, Caldera announced an increase in the Army's 

Spanish-language TV budget from $ S million to $ 10 million a year to better leach out to 

the Latino population (Ramos Bl). 

I did not include images in the Marine Corp^ brochures in the statistical 

comparison since the materials were too scan:e for the statistics to be scientific. But even 
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judging from the limited number I have obtained, they are obviously the most masculine 

of all the military lecruitment literature, ^ch is not surprising given the highly physical 

character and unusual harshness of the Marmes' combat duties, the magazine Precious 

Metal, there are only a few female figures, mostly in support roles. 

Disparity in racial/gender composition among the branches of the military is 

matched by corresponding difference in the type of incentives being touted to potential 

recruits. The contrast between the Army and the Air Force is predictably the sharpest. 

While Air Force brochures take pride in opportunities in training, technical skill 

acquisition and career development within the branch, the Army's literature seems most 

eager to impress its readers with the economic benefits: the pay, the bonuses and tuition 

reimbursement, which are understandably the most attractive incentives to the 

economically less privileged population groups. Such contrast is in fact quite obvious 

from a mere look at the covers of the brochures: where Air Force brochures speak of 

beginning a career, building a dream and meeting die challenge, the Army booklets 

openly advertise their cash offers, sometimes even with specific figures (see Figure 2 on 

page 20). The brochures are also stylistically dissimilar. The Air Force tends to show off 

the expensive gadgets that its recruits will be playing with once they are in the service, 

with a particular stress on the excitement of woiking with sophisticated machines, while 

publicity materials from the Army, whose tasks require more muscles and less brains, 

feature more pictures of human-to-human (instead of human-to-machine) interaction, 

many of which purport to show racial harmony and esprit de corps within the service. 

The same difference is repeated in television commercials. Awe-inspiring pictures of the 
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US's most advanced jet fighters~F-22, F-117, F^15 and F-16-symbols of the branch's 

technological superiority, dominate all five of the Air Force's recruitment commercials 

aired in 2000. The Marines, which often woric in the physically most demanding 

conditions^ on die other hand, glorify such qualities as honour, pride, self-confidence, 

team spirit.^ 

Aside from outright money offers and promise oi career opportunities^ the armed 

forces also offer softer but no less tempting incentives for their prospective recruits. For 

the Navy, whose sailors spend most of their time outside the country, an important source 

of attraction is the opportunity to visit foreign lands, an aspect of naval life whidi few 

Navy advertisements wiU fail to hi^light. In fact, the Navy's presentation of overseas 

visits, especially its feminization or even eroticization of foreign nations/lands, is a very 

interest-worthy topic for cultural studies, one which I will pursue in the second half of 

the chapter. 

1.2 The Foreign Enchantress 

The various kinds of incentives offered in recruitment commercials and brochures 

provide a powerful example for Antonio Gramsci's theory on ideology and hegemony. 

The Gramscian notion (^hegemoi^ refers to a form of power which is not imposed as 

absolute domination, but one assiduously won from and accepted by all classes and 

which, by this virtue, is omm'present in a society^ and fundamental to its normal operation 

'I wilt write more on the psychological aspectof the modeling effect ofthese images in Chapter 7. 
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(Storey 124-5 and Williams 108-114)' A significant revision of and a giant step forward 

firom the Marxist concept of ideobgy (as defined in the German Ideology), Gramsci's 

conception of hegemony presupposes that political domination is never complete but in a 

state of constant negotiations between the dominant classes and the general populace. 

Any form of political status quo, as a result, is achieved through some kind of consensus 

among all major groups of a society. 

The ongoing military recruitment campaign in the US fits niccly into this 

hegemonic process. The recruitment efforts by the branches of the US armed forces, for 

example, can be viewed as a major state apparatus's negotiation with individual citizens 

and a competing private sector for the purpose of winning these individuals over to the 

service of the country. The various money offers are the Pentagon's "bargaining chip" 

with which to help the military gain leverage in its race for manpower against a booming 

economy. Such negotiations, however, are not limited to forms of open political and 

economic give-and-take in the political and civil states, but may also take place on a less 

practical level, often involving the flow of pleasure and a sense of power, as Laura 

Mulvey and the Frankfurt School have powerfully demonstrated in their respective 

studies. The dominant power's "bargaining chips," as a result, can be anything diat 

sweetens up the social position, not even excluding women and sex, which I now proceed 

to analyze. 

In the very middle of an Army recruitment brochure that I obtained at the Davis-

Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona during the 2000 air show is a section on the 

'For detailed dscussion of hegemony, see Selections from the Prison Notebooks ofAntonio Gramsci and 
Williams's Marxism and Literature, from which what follows is taken. 
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Figure 3 Background image in Army recruitment brochure Financial Advantage 
6-7. 

leisurely aspect of life in the US Army.' First on the Ust are "the recreational clubs where 

soldiers can relax and enjoy themselves during (^-duty hours" at easily affordable prices 

(Army: Financial Advantage 6-7). Under the next headline is information on paid 

vacations, which, according to army regulations, include 30 paid off-duty days in 

addition to holidays and weekends. The thiid subsection goes on to add that a soldier in 

the army can spend those paid days-off with militaiy flights across the wodd, which costs 

him/her next to nothing. The final part contains information on discount prices offered by 

These brochures were eagerly distributed to civilian visitors to the show. 
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the Anny Post Exchanges. As if to give a real touch and feel to these offers, the brochure 

has in the background of this section a two-page colour photo purporting to show one of 

such off-duty da>s when soldiers are enjoying themselves outside their base in a 

restaurant. 

Viewed outside the context, however, there appears to be little special meaning in 

the picture other than its apparent foreign locale-although it is not entirely impossible to 

find such a place in the Chinatown of such major US cities as New York and Los 

Angeles. Qi the lower left side are two diners: a young man and yoimg woman, both 

whites and probably a couple, seated at a table covered with oriental dishes. One wearing 

a smile, the other in relaxed concentration, the two seem to be figuring out how to use 

chopsticks at the start of a romantic dinner. Behind them are a larger dinner party, of 

which only two are racially identifiable. The person in the middle appears to be a young 

white man and the woman on the left distinctly Asian. To the right of the said young 

couple stands a young and pretty Oriental waitress, who, with a leceptive smile on her 

face, is bringing one more didi to their table. Farther in the background are ftiz^ images 

of some purple flowers and an Oriental woman carrying a pink umbrella. 

This could be any restaurant in any East Asian city with a substantial number of 

Western tourists; the diners could also be anyone from any country in West Europe and 

Norih America. When it appears in a US Army brochure, especially with the text in the 

foreground, however, diings begin to look a litde different. First of all, the Western 

diners are not ordinary tourists but (ostensibly) US soldiers eating out with their Mends 

and families on a weekend or holiday. Second, this identic limits the possible setting of 
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what this photograph represents to places in present-day Japan or South Korea, where the 

US have stationed troops. The restaurant should be either on or reasonably close to their 

base as theie seems to be more than one soldier in the picture.^" The Asian woman at the 

next table could be a Mend, a lover or wife of the American soldier sitting next to her. 

What the editors of this brochure had in mind when choosing this picture we can 

only guess. The focus of my analysis is the impression one gets from viewing this picture 

(which is what really matters since, after all, this is publicity material, which is meant to 

move people in a certain direction). Above all, this picture creates an image of happiness: 

whoever these diners are, they seem to be having a good time, as is plainly suggested by 

the carefree and satisfied look on the faces of die young couple. The general felicity that 

fills the picture, meanwhile, also seems to have much to do with the ambience of the 

restaurant, which is pervaded by a sense of peace and softness. It is a place of beauty, of 

close proximity to nature and of feminine docility. Moreover, the major contributors to 

this pleasant impression-the beautiful flowers, green grass and leafy trees outside the 

restaurant, and the pretty waitress inside it~seem in perfect harmony with each other. 

Indeed, her green dress and her sh'ghtly blurred and shaded image make the girl ahnost 

indistinguishable from the trees and plants behind her, each constituting part of the 

"natural" background the young American military couple, whose images, by contrast, 

appear bright and well focused. 

The coziness and serenity that suffuse this picture, however, mask a relationship 

'°It is not impossible that this be a city in any other Asian country, such as Thailand and Singapore, where 
US battleship groups pay leguIarport visits. But since these soldiers are supposed to be servicemen from 
the Army, who do no t enjoy as much mobility, this is more likely a place in Japan or South Korea, the only 
permanent hosts of US troops in Asia. 
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of domination and dependence between the American military power and a timid and 

docile Asian nation that hosts these US soldiers. This relationship is most aptly 

symbolized by the people in the picture and their obvious relational positionality; the 

white American man, who is situated in the most prominent and the brightest spot in the 

picture, and his female Asian server on the side, a blurred and shadowy image (although 

the waitress is probably the reader's immediate focus of attention). Read within the 

proper context (along with the text in the foreground) and conveyed through the right 

channel (in an Army recruitment information brochure), this peaceful-looking young man 

patiently learning to use chopsticks becomes the very symbol of US military presence in 

East Asia, a land signified by the demure and passive-looking waitress standing next to 

him and the luxuriant vegetation so indistinguishable fiom her. In fact, the Asia 

represented in this picture is feminized to a extreme degree; not only is the waitress well 

blended with the natural landscape (which is always feminine in Western culture), but the 

Asian man is conspicuously absent." To the young Americans who will be reading this 

brochure, this photogrs^h clearly signifies a relationship parallel to the gender divide-

the masculine American power versus passive Asian femininity-one that conesponds 

and makes easy reference to man's conquest of and domination over nature. It justifies, 

naturalizes and legalizes, in cultural and social tenns, US military domination over Asia, 

by transplanting men's "God-given" rights over women into relations between nations. 

Feminization as a way of legitimating domination is not new in Western culture. 

Early in the sixteenth century, for example, European settlers adopted the same cultural 

"Just as Native American men seem always absent in cultural representations oflndian cultures in the US. 
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technique to justify their occupation of the newly "discovered" continevt. In her The Lay 

of the Land, Annette Kolodny examines how, through both documentary and literary 

representations, early settlers conjured up an America as at once a virgin to be desired, 

conquered and deflowered and a mother to be revered. John Hunmond, for one, called 

Virginia and Maryland his two sisters, on whose beauty he was "in amoured" and whose 

company he enjoyed "with delight and profit" (Kolodny 13). Asa consequence of such 

"bold exercise of masculine power over the feminine," "the new American continent had 

become the focus for both personalized and transpersonalized (or culturally shared) 

expressions of filial homage and erotic desire" (Kolodny 22). To what extent did such 

feminizing representation of America facilitate the colom'zation of the land by Europeans 

it is certainly impossible to measure. But Mary Fuller's suggestion that printed books 

"helped to generate England's entry into American discovery and colonization" during 

the late sixteenth century and early seventeenth century provides a meaningful clue to the 

effect of such representation (Fuller 1). The advent of printed books, no doubt, 

accelerated the circulation in Europe of writings on America by early explorers, thus 

helping to create and deepen in the European consciousness the image of an America that 

was abundant, wild and desirable.'̂  While formost European immigrants the chief 

attractions of America were clearty of rdigious; economic and political kinds, narratives 

and legends such as those by Captain John Smith served, if anything to justify and 

arouse interest among later settlers in decolonization of America. 

The British explorers' feminizing portrayal of America, meanwhile, bears 

"FormoreonEutopean rep resentalionof America and the impact ofsuchrepresentationon Europe itself, 
see Karen Ordahl Kupperman, ed., America in European Consciousness, 1493-1750. 
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surprising similarity to the writings of the Spam'ards, who first "discovered" and 

conquered the American continent. In his diaries, for example, Christopher Columbus 

(Italian explorer in the service of the Spam'sh king) portrays the Mexico he saw as a 

world of extreme beauty and natural abundance, and he makes no secret of the masculine 

pleasure he derived from this sight; "He wouU tarry more than he wished because of b's 

longing to see and the pleasure he took in gazing at the beauty and the fireshness of these 

lands, wherever he sought to enter" (27/11/1492, qtd in Todorov 2S). Spanish scholar and 

philosopher Gine de Sepulveda further likens Spanish-hdian relations to those between 

men and women, among other sets of binary oppositions (Todorov 152-153). Compared 

with the British writings, the Spanish representation of America was intended for a more 

explicit purpose. Columbus' writing served to arouse the Spanish sovereign's interest in 

the American continent and to secure the king's continued financial support for his 

exploration. Similarly, Sepulveda's view of the Indians became his main justification of 

war against the native Americans, a subject on which he wrote a whole treatise (Todorov 

152). 

The same technique is being employed in our age by the US armed forces for a 

comparable end: feminization, which facilitated Europe's conquest of America in the 

Renaissance, is providing cultural support for America's domination of the rest of the 

world. Just as die Indian woman in early American writings was used "as a kind of 

emblem for a land" that entertained Europeans settlers "with all love and kindness and... 

bounty" (Kolodny 5), the demure Asian woman in the Army's recruitment brochure 

becomes the signifier of a land fiill of romantic opportunities, a land that needs and 
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yeams for Western protection/domination. The fiizzy but clearly obliging expression of 

the local woman at the other table (towards the American soldier sitting across fix)m her) 

and the docile and receptive snile on the face of the aforementioned pretty waitress in 

the said photo are an unequivocal sign (to young American male readers) of an invitation 

to conquest. Indeed, the waitress, as if fully aware of the important task she is entrusted 

with, looks passively jet seductively into the camera, right in the eye of her beholder in 

the United States. Her facial expression seems to be saying: "Come here and you will be 

treated with hospitaUty and love." Her fellow countrywoman on the other side of the 

room may have alreacty taken die step of dating or even marrying an American 

serviceman, as many in Korea and Japan do each year. In fact, the Asian women's 

appearance in the recruitment literature is a sure indication that their attraction to young 

American soldiers has become a factor to be reckoned with in the US military's 

formulation of recrm'tment strategies. And for this reason, I would argue that these 

attractive foreign women are the de facto seducers that help entrap young Americans into 

toiling for the defense of their country's sphere of influence around the world. Like the 

representation of America by early European colonialists, the feminization/eroticization 

of Asia by military lecruitment literature and commercials goes much beyond the 

justification of conquest; it is an active attempt at ideobgical seduction of American 

teenagers and young adults Women and sex are but a "sweetener" among many that 

makes this boring and sometimes dangerous role an attractive and tempting one. 

Unlike early American writings, however, the current feminization/eroticization 

of overseas lands ly the military is never as explicit. Out of obvious political 
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considerations, it is often indirect and very subtle at best. Most recruitment 

advertisements, particularly Navy and Marine commercials aired on major national 

networks, for ocample, do not rely heavily on verbal texts to achieve their seductive 

EXPERIENCE THE WDRLO 
A funsttin Sptin.Tfit nton glow of Hong Kong.Tht Itgondary 
b««ch«s of Austr«(i«. Joining tht M«vy it ono oftht btst w«y* 
CO St* cht world* For mony poopit* cravol htip* Co broodtn 
choir woridvitw tnd OHporionct dKTtrtnteulcurof. Forothtrs« 
it*s I W4y to hovt fun» Nivy ships visit pores around cho world, 
ind whilt you hiwo o job to do whtn on doploymonv Soilors «rt 
givon cimo fbr«Nplor«cion tnd sightsooing whilt 4shoro 

Figure 4 Experience the World, page from Navy's recruitment web site 
<http;//www.navyjobs.com/expworld/index.jsp>, accessed on IS May2001. 

effect but resort to carefiil manipulation of images to inculcate a passive and erotic Asia 

very receptive of the masculine presence of US troops. One of their fiequently cited 

reasons for joining the Navy and the Marine Corps is the opportunities to travel to 

foreign lands. A recent Navy commercial (also available at their web site 

http:/Avww.navyjobs.com, now replaced \j/ http//www.navy.com, under the title 

'Travel") dwells specifically on this aspect of the naval life. As the screen shifts firom the 

image of one foreign place to anoAer, a group of sailors playfiiUy name the places they 

can go to while serving in the >&vy. A male sailor concludes the ad saying: '1 want to 

see the world, so I figured the Navy will be the place to do that." The Navy's recruitment 

web site actually used the word "exotic" in leferring to the foreign places, but had it 

removed by the time I tried to record it. However they are characterized in words, the 

http://www.navyjobs.com/expworld/index.jsp
http://www.navy.com
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"foreign lands" these commercials represent almost invariably appear unusually peaceful 

and deeply feminine. In the aforementioned ad, for example, the places, in spite of the 

geographical diversity, are all natural landscapes with few signs of modem civiliation. 

Some of the port cities where US troops are stationed or pay frequent visits (for ship 

refueling, etc.), in particular, are presented in a way that adds to them some mystic 

appeal. Often they take on a stereotypically oriental aura, even though most of these 

places are highly Westerw'zed modem cities. The Hong Kong harbour, a usual feature in 

the Navy's commercials, for example, seldom appears without a wooden ship with a tall 

sail on top of it or a dragon boat in the midst of a heated rowing race (in spite of the rarity 

of these objects/occasions locally). Japan, a country which hosts the US Navy's Seventh 

Fleet, is sometimes even portrayed by the mih'tary's television commercials as a 

seductive enchantress. In an ad aired during the 1999-2000 period,'̂  there briefly 

appears, among other images of foreign lands, a docile-looking Japanese woman dressed 

in traditional kimono as the narrator enumerates in the voice-over the exciting places one 

will be visiting durmg his/her career as a sailor m the Navy. 

The early colonial writings and the current US military recruitment campaign 

nicely illustrate Althusser's point that the reproduction of the power relations in a society 

requires not only the biological reproduction of the people that man these relations, but 

also the "reproduction of submission to the rules of the establi^ed order" (132). To 

"Although die US does not have troops in Hong Kong, the city is an onportant supply port for die US 
Navy. 

"Due to the lack of announced schedule oftelevsion commercials, my effcrts to record it was not 
successful. 
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achieve and sustain the West's domination over and conquest of the non-Western world 

in both the colonial age and the post-Cold War era depends heavily on the continuous 

reproduction of conquerors, or an unintenupted supply of subjects who are not only 

physically capable but also mentally desirous of this task. Much of this desire, quite 

naturally, is motivated by an interest in the objects ci such domination and conquest. It is 

the task of culture to generate this interest, mainly through representation of the "others" 

of the West. 

1J Orientalism: Representaticn and Rape 

The writings and commercials I have been discussing are perfect instances of 

what Edward Said calls "Orientalist" portrayal in his influential study on Western 

cultural representation of the East. For Said, literary and journalistic writings in the West 

on the Orient have always been informed and stimulated by "a relationship of power, of 

domination, of varying degrees of a complex hegemony" (Orientalism S). Such 

domination is in turn legitimated and facilitated by the knowledge about the Orient, 

assiduously produced by a system of scholars, institutions and cultural conventions-the 

corporate institute for dealing with the Orient-which Said collectively calls 

"Orientalism" (Orientalism 3). As a matter of fact. Western representation of its "others," 

according to Said, is ahnost always intended for the West itself (ultimately for the 

reinforcement of its hegemony over the "others") and as a result, often has little to do 

with the real object of representation itself (Orientalism 208). Filtered through the grid of 
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Orientalism, the Orient has become h Western consciouaiess a monolithic entfty steeped 

in the past and inseparably associated with backwardness, femininity and unchanging 

eternity (Said, Orientalism 6,96 and 230). Said's study argues that for centuries, 

Orientalism has contributed to the West's domination over the East, by portraying it as 

feminine and seductive, thereby generating interest in it, or by creating an image of 

backwardness and barbarity, hence justifying its conquest and domination. The 

production of both early American writings and the current nulitary recruitment 

literature/commercials is marked by largely the same relationship between domination 

and representation. 

Said's study, at the same time, provides ample evidence suggesting that such 

representation of the "other" frequently becomes part of the construction of the self, or 

what Stephen Greenblatt and his colleagues refer to as self-fashioning. Various theorists 

have written profiisely on cultire's fashioning of individual sii)jects. Among diem, 

Geertz and Foucault are two foundational figures. Geertz's descriptions of various 

cultural traditions indicate that human beings aie, above all, artifacts d culture, their 

"nature" a result of the "cultivation" by the totaUty of a cultural system (46-54). This is 

because, writes Geettz, "[c]ulture, rather than being added on, so to speak, to a finished 

or virtually fim'shed animal, was ingredient, and centrally ingredient, in the production of 

that animal itself' (47). The Western subject, according to Geertz's theory, would be the 

product of the sum total of die media, literature and other "texts" that fill the life In the 

"Greenblatt in fict intends the lenn to mean both Ihe fashioning ofhuman beings by culture on the one 
hand, and literary characteis and autiors imposing a shape on themselves through tie use of lexis (1 and 
10). 
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West on a daily basis. This crucial role of cultural texts in the fashioning of subjects 

opens up a space where power comes into play, because the knowledge that these 

discourses produce, as Foucault views it, is inextricably entangled with power, h fact, 

Foucault believes there is simply no pure knowledge; even such seemingly scientific 

knowledge as medicine is "profotndly enmeshed in social structures" {Power/Knowledge 

109). Power's circulation in knowledge is especial^ evident in the "whole new 'legime' 

in discourse and forms of knowledge" that appeared in medicine at the end of the 

eighteenth century (Foucault, Power/Knowledge 112). Such discontinuity in the system 

of knowledge, forFoucauU is 

not a question of what governs statements, and the way in which they 
govern each other so as to constitute a set of propositions which are 
scientifically acceptable, and hence capable of being verified or fiilsified 
by scientific procedures.„it's not so much a matter of knowing what 
external power imposes itself on science, as of what effects of power 
circulate among scientific statements, what constitutes, as it were, their 
internal regime of pov/er...(Power/Knowledge 112) 

The military recruitment ads, certamly, present a case where the attendant power 

of the discourse is too obvious to need explanation. Even so, this power is still not 

identical to the Department of Defense, the US government, or any other state apparatus 

whose operation is backed up by violence or the threat d violence. Rather, the power 

circulating in this discourse takes possession of the knowledge which molds individuals 

into certain shapes, by informing their understanding of people and things, by influencing 

their views of the world, or by encouraging them to do certain things. This power is not 

oppressive but educational and even seductive. The power-saturated knowledge in this 

genre consists at its core of an perception ci the femininity of the "other." It is a highly 
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seductive knowledge, for a feminized Asia (and for that matter, much of the rest of the 

world where the US has military bases), as I have argued earlier in this chapter, not only 

makes the masculine US presence there natural and therefore justified, but also serves to 

arouse interest in and desire for its conquest. Such interest/desire may be political or 

cultural: some soldiers join the military in support of the ofiBcial ideology on peace and 

world order; others enjoy tfie power and pride of behg part of a world-dominating force; 

while still others may be genuinely motivated by seeing the rest of the world. Sometimes, 

this interest can take on a highly sexual overtone: for not a small number of recruits, 

joining in the services means exciting explorations and erotic adventures in foreign 

countries. This desire is not the product of mere fantasy. Military recruitinent literature 

and advertisements, as I have already illustrated, do often eroticize experiences in foreign 

deployment in such a way as seems to promise exciting sexual adventure and the 

gratification of erotic desiies. It simply cannot be a mere coincidence, for instance, that 

ahnost not a sin^e male figure appears b the pictures of those foreign lands featured in 

the recruitment advertisements and brochures, or that most of the female figures in the 

ads are young, beautiful, sexy and seemingly receptive. The military recruitment 

discourse, I want to reiterate, has effectively turned foreign lands/nations into a sex bait 

with which to seduce the younger generation into jo^g the armed forces and serving at 

overseas bases. 

To be sure, I am not speaking of such ideological seduction as a mere theoretical 

possibili^. To what extent the recruitment propaganda has influenced US soldiers' 

behavior in overseas deployment is certainly open to debate, but record does indicate that 
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a fair number of soldiers indeed use their presence in foreign comtries as opportunities 

for sexual adventires. On Sept 4,1995, for example, three US Marines stationed in 

Okinawa, Japan were convicted of gang raping a 12-)ear-old Japanese school girl on her 

way home "in a premeditated attack" (Jordan A15). According to the local police, "the 

three men abducted the girl on Sept 4 near her home and drove her to a beach where they 

raped her" 04P par. 5). A remarkably similar incident occurred only a few years later in 

Kosovo, where a U.S. Anoy paratrooper. Staff Sgt. Frank J.Ron^, raped and murdered 

an 11-year-old Albam'an girl, to the shock of the entire nation. (Quite notably. The New 

York Times reported the news side by skle with the Okinawan case.) The Pentagon later 

opened an investigation into possible similar sexual abuses committed by Ron^ in Haiti 

during 1997 when he was on a peacekeeping mission in the Caribbean country 

(Rosenberg Al). These incidents, which may be only the tip of an iceberg since many 

simply went unreported,'* leave peofde wondermg why the US military, \^ch often 

prides itself on rigorous training and good discipline, could commit such acts of violence 

at all. Certainly, one may well argue that no matter how yon train your soldiers, there will 

always be a small number of bad elements in some units at any time and that this handful 

of bad guys do not have any implication on the armed forces as a whole. As well 

reasoned as this argument may sound, the good people fail to notice that these rapes and 

assaults all occurred in non-Westem, mostly Third-World, countries whereas not a single 

similar incident has beenieported m Western Europe countries (e.g. Italy, Germany, 

where the US also stations troops) during the same period. Such apparently "regional-

"The American soldiers' status as t/e/ac/o conquerors leaves little incentive for local victims to report 
those incidents except when life and death are involved. 
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specific" bad behaviour makes one wonder at \^at the US soldiers find in these countries 

that encouraged their violent acts. 

Sgt. Frank J.Ronghi's own words perhaps provide the best answer to this 

question. The officer was quoted as telling a group of servicemen upon arriving in 

Europe in 1999 "that in a Third World country you could easily get away with raping 

someone, disposng of them and you wouldn't get caught" (Rosenberg Al). Ronghi is 

clearly not refernng only to the well-known inadequacy of law enfoicement and leg^l 

system in Third-World countries (which became an obvious incentive for him). A more 

important and much deeperreason forhis and other US soldiers' udbridled sexual 

aggression against local women is their hardly concealed contempt for the people of 

these nations, whom they apparently regard as inferior and less deser>/ing of respect. 

Undoubtedly, among the key contributors to this attitude are the macho training and 

propaganda that US soldiers receive in the military and to a lesser extent the general 

American culture in which they were brought up, both of which tend to feminize and 

eroticize these nations/peoples, sometimes out of sheer pride, other times for more 

practical purposes. Whether the aggressiveness of the soldiers is the desired effect of the 

recruitment campaign and training I give the military the benefit of doubt. Further 

developments of the matter, however, shed more light on this question. 

The aforementioned rape/murder in Kosovo happened amidst reports of numerous 

incidents of brutality^ committed by American "peace-keeping" troops against Kosova 

Albam'ans, the very people they were deployed to protect from the same kind of attacks 

by the Serbians. In response to the general outcry at these incidents, Col. John Morgan m 
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at the US Department of Defense attributed the assaults to a very unusual cause, 

according to a reported by The Time magazine in its Nov 12,2000 online issue: 

Even before the U.S. Army released its report into the abuse of civilians 
by G J.S in Kosovo, the word was out: A tiny knot of American soldiers 
had harassed and assaulted Kosovar civilians because the troops had 
prepared for war and had not been adequately schooled in peacekeeping. 
"As a result, the U.S. troops experienced difBculties tempering their 
combat mentality for adapting and transitioning to the Kosovo mission," 
Col. John Morgan m concluded in a report released Monday at the 
Pentagoa "In this environment, the unit's overly aggressive tendencies 
were manifested in practices such as the unit slogan, 'Shoot 'em in the 
face,' and their standard operating procedure of pointing the M-4 carbine 
weapon system with the attached maglig|it in the face of local nationals in 
order to illuminate their faces." (Thompson par. 1) 

Leaving aside Col. Morgan's feeble attempt to intercede for or excuse the US 

troops' brutality, his reasoning-if he did speak his mind-^t least reveals the military's 

belief in a connection-interchangeability, to be specific-between a soldier's fighting 

power and sexual drive. If a US soldier's aggressive combat energy does not find a 

proper enemy target, according to Moigan's togic, it has to be released anyway, either 

through acts of general violence against civilians or in the form of sexual assaults on the 

local women. And for this reason, Magan would probably have added, these violent acts 

are really understandable if not entirely lawful. My intention is not to criticize Col. 

Morgan's remarks, for their chauvinistic character is too obvious to need any fiirther 

comment. What I want to point out, however, is that US soldiers' atrocities against 

civih'ans in a Third-world (or non-Westem) country, even those of a non-sexual nature 

(such as beating male civilians), are all acts of rape in the figurative sense of the word, 

for they are the product of the same relationship of domination-subordination, a 

relationship which lesembles the univeisal social inequality between the sexes, h fact. 
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because of the v close association with masculinity, dommtion and conquest always 

cany a sexual connotation. At least the US Department of Defense, judging from Col. 

Morgan's comment, seems to view a soldier's duty-conquest through the use of physical 

violence-in highly sexual terms. 

This string of incidents, meanwhile, sheds interesting light on Edward Said's 

observation that Orientalism is "an excluavelymale province" {Orientalism 207). In 

saying so, of course, Said is not referring to the gender of scholars on the Orient 

(although this is more or less the case); rather, he is commenting on the tendency of 

Western representation to feminize and sexualize the Orient, an intellectual disposition 

best reflected in the "ahnost uniform association between the Orient and se? '̂ in 

Flaubert's Oriental experience (Said, Orientalism 188). Said's remade also quite aptly 

characterizes Orientalism in another sense, whether he intended it or not: Orientalism is 

by nature the imposition of a certain image upon a helpless object, an act which, in terms 

of the power relations between the tepresenting and the represented, highly resembles 

men's sexual violation of women. The kind of manipulated portrayal of the non-Western 

world thati have been analyzing, for instance, is an act ofsymbolic rape: it is at once 

representation based on domination and domination in the form of representation. That 

such symbolic violation will always lead to real acts of rape, whether sexual or 

nonsexual, such as die atrocities committed by US peace-keeping soldiers, is haidly 

surprismg. After all, "[k]nowledge of the Orient," as Said pomts out, will always 

"directly translated into activity" (Orientalism 238). This activity, whether it be violent 

or peaceful, is a form of rape in the figurative sense. 
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For this reason, the brutality that happened in Okinawa, Kosovo, Haiti and many 

other places hitherto unreported aie by no means isolated incidents or pure cdncidence, 

but in a way symptomatic of both the power relations in the current world order and the 

systematic feminization/eroticization of these non-Western lands by literary and media 

texts in the US. Whether they are the direct result of the recruitment discourse in 

question is of little relevance, for what matters is the fact that these acts are "governed" 

by the same power relations that inform the advertisements. 
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CHAPTER 2 FOREIGN LANDS IN DISPLAY 

2.1 Between Military Recruitment Conunercials and Adventure Films 

Somewhere in 1999, the US Marine Corps aired a recruitment commercial on 

network television which echoes a certain scene in the 1981 Indiana Jones sequel, 

Raiders of the Lost Ark. The ad opens with a wild desolate landscape under a half dark 

sky (K looks foreign, to say the least.), where a heroic-looking white man engages with 

several demon-like Ggures in a fierce f^t. After several quick exchanges, the man 

defeats his opponents and jumps into a nearby ditch, in the middle of which he finds a 

sword. In a victorious gesture, the man picks up the weapon and lifts it up above his 

head. As he looks at his raised trophy, a strong gleam of light issues forth from the blade, 

at which instant the warrior turas into a US Marine, dressed in a dark blue um'form and a 

white cap, holding firm his shining sword up in front of his right shoulder.'̂  

This commercial was part of a nationwide campaign started in the mid-1990s by 

the US Department of Defense to recruit soldiers for the various branches of the armed 

forces, which, as mentioned earlier, were all short of personnel. The Navy turned to 

Hollywood filmmakers for strategies to attract recruits, according to a CNN report (May 

27,1999). The desired Hollywood assistance in the Navy's recruitment campaign, die 

"In Raiders ofthe Lost Ark, Indiana Jones goes down a ditcii in quest of llie wiiereabouts of the ark. 
Foltowing the instructions reveated to him, Jones hotds up an object in the middte of the ditch, through 
which the sun's rays at a certain time wilt pinpoint the exact location of the prized treasure. The commercial 
imitates the Gtm in general style, with the soldier's sword4ifling particularly lesembling be moment of 
revelation in the film. 
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report said, involved television commercials that targeted young people between 16 and 

21 years of age> Specific details of the Pentagon's publicity campaign appeared in the 

following news story, carried in the Chicago Sun-Times: 

Defense Secretary William Cohen announced Friday that he had solicited 
about a dozen movie celebrities and professional athletes to appear in an 
advertising campaign aimed at boosting enlistment in all branches of the 
military. "In principle they have agreed to help," Cohen said. 
Cohen specifically mentioned Julia Roberts, Tom Cruise, Harrison Ford 
and Steven Spielberg as possible participants in the efforts. Through 
various spokesmen, they all confirmed Friday that Cohen had contacted 
them...(Suro and Waxman A11) 

These developments clearly suggest a link between Hollywood films and the 

military; there is something in Hollywood (apart from mere celebrity) that may serve to 

advertise for the US military. While characterizing this relationship in theoretical terms 

on the basis of limited materials may be a little premature, one thing looks quite certain: 

the Pentagon's interest in Hollywood (which, given the large expenses involved in the 

making and airing of television commercials, must be real and serious) indicates that the 

film industry has created a favorable image or atmosphere for the military. This "favour" 

is quite obvious in fihns of a military theme, such as Top Gun and Saving Private Ryan, 

where patriotic glory combines with star power to put the military inside a halo of 

"coohiess." With others, such as Indiana Jones, which the \brine commeicial imitates 

and makes convenient reference to, the connection migjit not appear immediately clear to 

some. One purpose of this chapter is to elucidate that connection, fo particular, I am 

interested in revealing how Hollywood's representation of foreigi lands and cultures 

instills in teenagers and young adults in the US the desire to join the military. To 

illustrate the general applicability of my point, I avoided films about wars and the 
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military, whose relevance to the cuirent topic is too evident to merit further analysis. 

Instead, my texts include mainly action/adventure films with a non-military theme, such 

as the Indiana Jones episodes, with which I will begin my examination. 

Indiana Jones is a series of unrelated adventures and explorations outside the 

United States by American archaeologist Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford), in quest of some 

ancient treasure or sacred object, usually coveted by parties finm more than one country. 

Since 1981, three episodes have been produced, all directed by Steven Spielberg and 

starring Harrison Ford. Raiders of the Lost Ark, the first among them, is about Jones' race 

with Nazi Germany to find "an ancient and saaed artifact said to give invincible power 

to its possessor: the Ark of the Covenant" ("Raiders of the Lost Ark" par. 1). Jones and 

his former sweetheait Marion Ravenwood go deep hto the Egyptian territory, where they 

outrun and outsmart their rivals in the search of the priceless treasure. In the end, 

however, the ark's power proves beyond both their imagination and possession. The 1984 

sequel. The Temple of Doom, relates Indiana Jones' restoration of a sacred stone to its 

original shrine in a certain village in India. The Sankara, essential to the ftuitfubiess of 

die village, was wrongfully taken away by die king and his pnme mim'ster, Chattar Lai, 

the evil and rapacious master of the royal palace who operates a mine underneath die 

mansion using hundreds of forced child labourers. Jones penetrates layers of defense to 

land in die subtenanean cave where the stone is kept and where the mine is located. He 

takes the stone back from its illegitimate possessor, but not before some fierce fighting 

with Lai's people is he able to get out of the mine ona wildridedirough the tunnels.In 

die end, Jones not only returns the sacred object to the village shrine but also fi^es the 
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sequel, has a similar theme. Indiana Jones engages with his dd rival the Nazis in their 

competing quest for the Holy Grail. At the conclusion of innumerable trials and 

struggles^ during which he once again outmaneuvers his German foes, Jones finally 

reaches the cave where the sacred cup is hidden, only to find that the holy object is 

ultimately inaccessible to humans. 

In spite of the lack of a military theme and the absence of US soldiers in the 

fihns, Indiana Jones is a tailor-made commercial for the US military, and the Marine 

Corps in particular. Ihis is mamly because these fihns, which all carry a heavily colonial 

overtone, are in some ways allegorical stories about America's conquest of other, 

especially non-Western, parts of the world (which is the unstated mission of the US 

armed forces today). For one thing, the locales of archaeologist Dr. Jones' adventures are 

always outside the United States, with the most important actions taking place in Asia 

and Afiica {Raiders of the Lost Ark in Afiica; The Temple ofDoom and The Last Crusade 

both in Asia)-places that are up for grabs by the West, then and now. Fihns like these 

serve to bring those places into the cultural consciousness and geographical imagination 

of the West. Jones' presence in these lands, in particular, are a reassuring sign that the 

Asian and African lands are not only out diere, but "colonizable" by the West. Secondly, 

the real nature of Jones's adventures into the Orient, it is obvious from the fihns, is 

conquest and plundering, for viuch his seeming academic interest in the ancient/sacred 

objects/artifacts serves as a mere fig leaf." In fact, the Asian and African lands portrayed 

"Academic interest, of course, always carries the appearance of the lack of materialistic interest. 
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in these fihns appear very much the hunting ground for the Westerners; who, posing as 

their indisputable conquerors, are at liberty to take whatever treasures they are after. 

Thirdly and perhaps most importantly, Jones acts as a self-stjied policeman, imposing 

his order wherever he goes, such as in The Temple of Doom, where he restores the 

peaceful life of the village by defeating the despotic owner of the temple. These acts of 

policing or "peace-keeping" bear a strong afiinity to the role of the US armed forces, 

which have been busy keeping the world in order under the Pax Americana since the end 

ofthe Cold War. 

But thematic similarity alone is far fiom sufficient to turn a fibn into an 

advertisement for anything. Ads produce their desired effects primarily through the good 

feeUngs and favourable impressions they create within the viewers; they rarely rely on 

logic and reasoning, fox Indiana Janes, the major source of such good feelings and 

impressions is the thrilling action that intersperses the archaeologist's activities, which 

not only serves to conceal the rapacious nature of his explorations but makes conquest 

and plundering seem an exciting, humane and worthy enterprise. By often leading the 

viewer through danger-laden adventures into foreign lands that are paved at almost every 

step with booby traps, &rce fighting or else exotic experiences, Ais group of films are a 

powerful testimony to what the US military tries to convince young Americans oC so far 

with little success: that foreign adventure is both an exciting and fulfilling experience. 

Creating this perception is very important to recruiters of the US anned forces now that 

with most of America's wars fought on foreign soil, joining the military is ahnost 

synonymous with going abroad. Many military recruitment commerdals and 
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advertisement literature, as Imentioned in Chapter I, often accentuate the opportunities 

to go abroad as one of the benefits of serving in the armed forces. For the Marine Corps, 

which often touts foreign adventures as its major selling point, these adventure films are 

a crucial source of inspiration for its potential recruits. 

Much of the excitement and inspiration, meanwhile, is centered around the icon 

of heroic masculinity that the fibns have constructed-the American archaeologist Indiana 

Jones. (Actions are, after all, always tied to, and would be farcical without, a hero to give 

them a sense of purpose and morality.) The Indiana Jones series, as the tiUe implies, is a 

work of a highly idolatrous character, that consdwts an American hero at once 

adventurous, manly and righteous. Jones' exploratory spirit and physical power, for one 

thing, are quite exceptional for a bookish scholar which he is supposed to be. In fact, 

during many of Ihe action scenes he looks more like a James Bond-type specially trained 

agent dian a professor in archaeology. In The Temple of Doom, for example, Jones 

achieves the impossible by managing to survive a plane aash on top of a snow-capped 

mountain in India, h the same story, he goes on to fiee the enslaved child labourers in 

the cave and recover the sacred stone by almost single-handedly defeating his 

adversaries, who are both numerous and better-armed. In The Last Crusade, his ability to 

dodge the countless booby-traps on the way to the Holy Grail is almost magic and 

superhuman. What perhaps makes Indiana Jones a hero in the real sense of the word, 

however, is the moral value that he ostensibly represents. A Robin Hood figire, Jones is 

not an ordinary treasure hunter but a picaresque adventurer that rights wrongs wherever 

he travels. Even when he arrives at a place quite by accident, as in The Temple of Doom, 
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Jones will still go to the length of overcoming every difiBculty to fiilfill his role as a self-

styled policeman at large, very much as though he went there on purpose and solely for 

this act of heroism. In the other two sequels, Jones' quest for the treasure seems to have 

become a struggle against the Nazis. 

The heroic masculine selfliood of hdiana Jones, I want to argue, is constructed 

upon the foundation of two "others:" the demonized local despots and the Nazis on the 

one hand, and the feminized peoples of the land on the other. And to this topic I turn in 

the rest of this chapter. 

2.2 The Non-Western World Portrayed: A Seductive Land 

The countries that Indiana Jones wanders into are marked by a high degree of 

naturalness and feminini^, among other things. Hrst, they are places where the dominant 

force is nature, which is considered feminine in Western culture, in contrast to such 

forms of civilization as industry and architecture, which are symbols of humankind's 

masculine conquest of nature. Whether in the India of The Temple of Doom, the Egypt of 

Raiders of the Lost Ark or the Middle East of The Last Crusade, for example, there is 

little sigp of Western-style civilization; what fills the screen, instead, is either natural 

landscapes or ways of life very close to and highly dependent on nature. Jones' post-

crash journey in The Temple of Doom takes him and his party through different sorts of 

natural landscapes of the country, showing ahnost everything fiom snow-covered 

mountain peaks to a slow-flowing river. This feminini^ is heightened by the conspicuous 
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absence of masculine symbols in these places. The people they meet are mainly women, 

children and men who would appear unmasculine to a Western eye. Those (men) they 

find in the victimized village are hardly distinguishable fix>m one another," mostly 

emaciated and all look quite feeble. More importantly perhaps, these men are helpless in 

the face of oppressive local despots (hence impotent and inmanly). The castrated 

masculinity of the Indian men is well exemplified by the old man singing by the river, the 

party's first human encounter after their crash landing who, at least judging from his 

physical aspects, appears almost non-sexed at first glance. This initial impression is 

further reinforced by the song he is singing and the mystic language of the lyrics, which 

sound Oriental and feminine. Similar portrayal can be found in the other two sequels of 

the series. The non-Western world (Latin America and the Middle East) in The Last 

Crusade, for example, is also dominated by a natural landscape: the former appears to be 

nothing but layers of deep jungle, the latter innumerable yellow hills. 

Indiana Jones is certainly not imique in its naturalization and feminization of the 

non-Western lands. This style of portrayal is present in numerous other contemporary 

films with a significant amount of representation of the Orient, the most notable of which 

is perhaps the one based on H. Rider Haggard's classic novel, King Solomon's Mines 

(1985), which features a surpnsingly similar theme and plot. Like the Indiana Jones 

series, which it imitates. Mines, too, is about a race between Americans and Nazi 

Germany in Afiica for the possession of native treasures-the diamonds of King Solomon 

believed to be hidden in a deep mountain cave. The American archaeology in pursuit of 

"Individuality is a very maxuline attribute in Western culture. 
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exploration. Fortune hunter Allan Quatennain, the chief protagonist, joins Jessie 

Houston, daughter of the scholar, in die search for and rescue of the venerated 

archaeologist from German hands. Although the professor is killed before he is able to 

find the treasures himself, the information he provides for his daughter and her 

companion enables them not only to reach the mines but manage to return alive with 

several precious stones, leaving their German rivals killed in or swallowed up by the 

treacherous caves. 

Widely considered an inferior imitation of Indiana Jones, King Solomon's Mines 

in fact goes beyond the former in the feminization of the African land: for example, it 

even explicitly refers to the native landscape as a seductive woman. The area where the 

mines are believed to be located is openly compared to the female body, where the 

treasure-stuffed cave is situated rigtit inside her bosom between two breast-^aped 

mountains standing next to each other. Even the "map" on which professor Houston 

marks out the route leading to the treasure chambers of the cave is a female statue.^" As it 

is in The Temple of Doom, local male individuals are all but absent in the fihn. Most 

African men are tribal members indistingaishable from each other, just as their Indian 

counterparts are in The Temple of Doom. More significantly, the person at the top of the 

canmbal tribe is a female figure (an unbearabty ug^y hag who looks more bestial than 

human). This demographic landscape is in sharp contrast to the white male protagonist 

^nteiestingty, the secret tunnel that leads to the cave in The Temple of Doom is guarded by a female statue. 
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that dominates the screen. '̂ It seems veiy much as if \K4iat divides the local people 

fundamentally from the Western hero were not ethnicity, nationality or region, but 

gender. 

Such naturalization'feminization allows Indiana Jones' expbration of the Asian 

and African lands to take on highly sexual connotations. The ubiquitous presence of 

caves and cave-like ditches, where some of the most important actions take place, in 

particular, makes Jones' intrusion look almost like male penetration into a female bo(^. 

The ark in Raiders of the Lost Ark, for instance, is both revealed and found in tomblike 

ditches dug deep into the ground. In The Temple of Doom, the subterranean cave 

underneath the temple, where the stolen stone is placed and where hundreds of forced 

child labourers operate a mine, is the scene of the climactic action of the film and a 

wimess to Indiana Jones' masculine heroism at its best. Perhaps the most sexually 

symbolic adventure in the series is the one in The Last Crusade, where hidiana Jones 

literally penetrates deep into a succession of treacherous caves and tunnels in search of 

the Holy Grail. On top of all this, the convenient lack of powerful local male 

protagonists, who would otherwise compete for a share of the heroic actions and the 

lunelight, allows the American adventurer the entire stage to demonstrate their unusual 

physical, intellectual and moral power. 

I pointed out in Chapter 1 that feminization justifies and legitimates conquest and 

plundering by creating an analogy between the West/non-West lelationshp and that 

"There are Western female prolagonisb in these flhns, but, as I will argue in Chapter 4, their presence is of 
a largely decorative nature. 
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between men and women, which is considered "natural." What sets these fihns apart 

&om the military recruitment ads is that the former's feminizing portrayal of the "others" 

is expressly confirmed by the local (oppressed) people's acceptance of the white man's 

presence and domination, as is signaled by their gestures of fiiendliness towards the hero. 

In King Solomon's Mines, the encounter between Allan Quatermain's party and a 

firiendly tree-dwelling tribe, who protect the couple from both the savage cannibals that 

ahnost eat them alive and the rivaling German army, is a delightfully surprising 

experience in the midst of dangers. The Indian villagers in The Temple of Doom, to 

whom Indiana Jones appears as familiar as an dd acquaintance (God knows howX even 

supplicate the American archaeologist to mtervene m their pitiable situation. Such 

acceptance and fiiendliness, which signify a desire on the part of the local people for the 

West's presence (hence carrying a slight sexual overtone), turns what is in fact conquest 

and plundering into the fulfillment of the West's "natural" responsibility for and charity 

towards its cultural "others." 

That these adventure films present an irresistible temptation for the young people, 

especially teenage males, in the United States, is hardly surprising. To them, the foreign 

lands portrayed are at once desirable and desirous; on the one hand they are objects of 

desire (full of treasures, exotic and exciting); on the other, these are also places where the 

Western man is desired. But a greater source of attraction is perhaps the fact that the 

Asian and Afiican lands and cultures serve to facilitate the construction of a selfhood of 

heroic masculinity by the Western hero. Apart from acting as a feminine mirror that 

"reflects" Western masculini^, these landscapes provide a site or playground for the 
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Western hero to build or demonstrate his heroic selfhood in real action. By that I am 

mainly referring to the omnipresent villains in these lands, who the Western hero 

invariably defeats in the end. In each sequel of Indiana Jones series, for instance, there is 

always a bad guy representing a certain evil force whom die hero must engage with and 

remove in order to accomplish his goal And whatever that original goal may be, quite 

interestingly, by the middle of the story, the struggle against this bad guy (ostensibly to 

protect the land from their plundenng or oppression), somehow will always have evolved 

into the chief objective of his adventure. The evil force in Raiders ofthe Lost Ark, The 

Last Crusade and King Solomon's Mines, is Nazi Germany, a convenient "other;" in The 

Temple of Doom, it is Lai, Prime \finister of the Indian state, an Oxford-educated 

avaricious capitalist. The well-recognized/established evilness of these "bad guys" is a 

convenient excuse for the American hero's presence in the land and a smoke screen that 

conceals his own desire for the treasures. Perhaps for this reason, protecting non-Westem 

cultures from encroachment and domination by evil masculine forces is a common theme 

among Holljwood adventure fihns, one which has also been quite effectively 

appropriated by the US military over the past decade. The US's wars with Iraq and 

Serbia, for example, were both fought in the name of protecting weaker nations bullied 

by dictators like Saddam Bissein and Milosevic: Kuwait, the IQirds, the Albanians...even 

though the real goal of these military campaigns was to protect the US's commercial and 

strategic interests.^ For a military force that has quite lost its sense of mission (see 

"Quite inlerestmgly, these people are subject to the same kind offeminizition by the US media. During the 
1999 war with Yugoslavia, for example, most Kosovo Albanians shown on US television networks were 
most women, children and old and weak men (i.e. those who don't appear masculine). 
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Chapter 1), such Hollywood films as Indiana Jones provide a much-needed purpose and 

sense of direction. Their charismatic and powerful male protagonists, in particular, give 

Pentagon's protective recniits a reassuring sense of (sexual) identity." It is the power of 

this good feeling that appeals most to the US armed forces in their appropriation of 

Indiana Janes and other similar adventure films for die military's recruitment campaign 

(Making the viewers feel good, as I have pointed out, is the immediate goal of all 

advertisements.). 

Instrumental to the production of this good feeling, meanwhile, is the image of 

feminine weakness of the native cultures. In light of such instrumentality, it is not 

surprising that Hollywood adventure fibns often put the femininity of non-Westem 

cultures n a highlypositive light, representing their ways of life as natural, org^c, 

peaceful and harmless. This aura is easily discernible in the portrayal of the old man ni 

The Temple of Doom, whose mysteriousness s^m'fies profindity and whose cahn 

rusticity radiates dignity. Such favourable portrayal contrasts sharply with that of Lai, 

who, though also a native of the land, is characterized as a gieedy, partially Westernized 

entrepreneur that fattens on exploitation of child labour. In fact, the film seems to pit the 

villagers' feminine and natural way of life against the Westem-style industrial mode of 

production as the better alternative. The onlyrudiment ofWestem industryin the movie-

-the enteiprise that Lai operates underneath the temple-is, for instance, closely associated 

with all that is bad: the mine is a symbol of oppression (slavery, child labour) and the 

very source of the village's suffering By contraposing these two ways of life, the fihn in 

"Their obvious sexual potency, as I will argue in Chapter 7, is vicariously transfenred to the viewer him self. 
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e£fect romanticizes and even glorifies the femininity and naturahiess of the lands and 

their people-thanks to the well established "evihiess" of Lai's enterprise. The 

Westernized Lai and the local people he exploits become binary opposites in which the 

demonization of one serves to exalt the other. Such romanticization, I will argue in the 

following section, may not be a compliment as it appears, for in so doing it helps freeze 

them in representation, symbolically outlawing any development beyond this idealized 

state. 

23 Symbolic Museumification 

The result of such representation is the so-called symbolic museumification of the 

non-Western people and cultures. Museumification refers to the fieezmg effect that 

museums and other exhibitionary complexes (often those in the US) produce on the 

objects of their display, especially Native Americans. Such display symbolically 

fossiUzes the objects in a primitive stage, thereby giving the whites a flattering sense of 

advancedness as well as a justification for conquest. But museums are not the only 

institutions that museumifytheir objects of representation. Literature and the media, 

especially fihn and television, rely on techniques similar to those employed by the 

exhibitionary complexes, such as romanticization and aestheticization, to produce the 

same effects on their viewers as well as what they represent A handy example is a 

documentary program that I viewed somewhere in 1999 on PBS, \^ch recounts the 

experiencesof a group of American television journalists travelingon a long-distance 
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train from Moscow to Beijing. The ciew made numerous stops at various places in 

Russia, Mongolia and China along the route in search of culture and traditional life in 

those countries. Their description of what they saw in Ulaanbaatar, capital of Mongolia, 

bears striking similarity to Hollywood's portrayal of Asia and A&ica in Indiana Jones. 

Scamiing the cityfirom afar with his camera, the American reporter sighs in visible 

disappointment that this place, which used to be "a haven of the nomads," has now 

turned into a jungle of "factories and ugly apartment buildings" by "seventyyears of 

communism." Reluctant to give up his quest for authentic tradition, he goes to the north 

of the capital, where he finds, to his unspeakable delight, a camping site of the cattle-

raising nomads, at which a greenish patch of land is beautifully decorated with a few 

dozen traditional Mongol white mobile houses. The crew are invited to one of the homes, 

where they are entertained by the hostess with firedily sqaeezed milk and other home

made foods. Moving around the interior of the home, from the simple utensils to pictures 

of deceased ancestors, die American camera finally focuses its lens on a small child lying 

in the bed, peacefully asleep. Apparently touched by the sight, the reporter comments in 

the voice-over that although he caimot communicate with his hosts in language, "we" 

share the same universal bond that tie all human beings together. Tearing themselves 

from the hospitable fiuiily, Ihe American crew take a brief tour of the surrounding fenced 

grounds, where cattle and horses are either grazing or walking at a leisurely pace of their 

own, totally ignoring or unaware of the strangers from die West As the camera lens 

zooms in on the mountain range in the back^ound which still bears the name of Ghengis 

Khan, the once invincible Mongol conqueror, the reporter reflects with a mixture of 
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sentimentality and hopefulness: "this," he says, "is where lies the past, present and 

probably future of Mongolia" 

In this travel documentary, sentimentality coupled with demonization puts the 

Mongol people and their way of life in a romantic-indeed, almost sacred-aura. Opposing 

them to commimism, a convenient "other" in the Western ideological consciousness, in 

particular, most effectively freezes the Mongolians in history and backwardness in the 

mind set of the American viewing public, just as Indiana Jones does to India and its 

people?* Such symbolic museumification of cultural "others," from a sociological point 

of view, keeps Western societies in good mental health by supplying their members with 

a good feeling about who they are and what they do. But this good feeling consists of 

more than a self-flattering perception of their relative modernity; one of its other major 

contributors is the lack of awareness of, or a clean conscience regarding, the injustice in 

the current world order and the effects of such injustice on other peoples of the world. 

This political blind spot in the Western popular consciousness is created in large part by 

the romantidzation^dealization of the West's cultural "otheis." Such dietorical features 

of cultural representation serve as an alibi for Western conquest and domination of the 

non-Westem world because they conceal the less pleasing aspects of "traditional life," 

such as poverty and backwardness, and thereby spare its Western audiences the 

embarrassment of having to confront their causes, some of ixiiich may have to do with 

^'Representing traditional way of life and communism as polar oppo sites, needless to say, politically 
imprisons the former. 
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the West itself." David Spuir, for one, argues that the aesthetic qualities of media form 

allow for an interest on the part of the media audience which depends on a 
certain detachment from the real conditions that constitute the object of 
representation. This detachment is related to the traditional 
disinterestedness of aesthetic judgement; we must observe the separation 
between stage and audience if we are to appreciate the drama. (44) 

With Indiana Jones, the fihn's preoccupation with the beauty of the native lands, 

the people's contentment with the feminine and organic way of life, as well as the 

viewers' excitement at the thrilling action, takes away some attention from the real nature 

of the hero's adventure in the foreign lands. In the case of the PBS documentary, the 

idealizing and romanticizing portrayal of the Mongol life blinds the Western viewers to 

the adverse impact that a Western-dominated political and economic world order has on 

the non-Western wald, thereby securing continued support for it in the West itself. After 

all, nothing provides better counter evidence against the structural violence in the current 

world order than a happy and beautiful "other" ostensibly contented with the slice of the 

pie she has been allotted. '̂ Bashing such "otheis" as communism, a convenient scap^oat 

for any undesirable aspect of the order of the world, reinforces the stams quo by giving it 

the appearance of justice. 

"In addition to David Spurr, whom I am quoting here, Helen Carr's wo ric on representations of American 
Indians addresses this issue at some length, particularly in her essay "In Other Words," now included in her 
new book Inventing The American Prmitive. 

^y "structural violence" I mem the embedded injustice ofa system, which may not take the farm of 
physical violence. 
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lA The Barbarous Other: Abjection 

Western dnematic representation of its cultural "otheis," certainly, is never as 

simple as feminization and eroticization. Hollywood does as good a job in demonizing 

non-Western lands and cultures. Theie are, for example, numerous scenes in films 

examined earlier in this chapter purporting to show the primitiveness and barbarity of 

these cultures. Of the four films discussed in this chapter, three (The Last Crusade being 

the exception) make particularly significant contributions to this unflattering perception. 

In Uie Temple of Doom, Indians are shown to be locked in a barbarous stage of 

civilization: to the shock of Indiana Jones and his girl companion Willie Scott, gracefully 

appareled guests to the dinner party at Maharajah's palace turn out to be avid devourers 

of baby snakes, monkey heads and scorpions, h the cave beneath the florid marble 

palace, beastly figires sacrifice humans to honour the ghosts they worship^ The Afiican 

natives in King Solomon's Mines are in an even more savage form of primitiveness. 

Allan Quatermain and Jessie Houston are almost cooked alive by the barbarian tribe into 

whose hand they have inadvertently fallen. Irom'cally, the lions they meet at the foot of 

the hill, by contrast, show little carnivorous interest in the well-seasoned couple. 

The barbarity of the native cultures, though, are more often than not associated 

with the "bad guys" in the films: those like Lai and his kind in The Temple of Doom, who 

have deviated from the traditional, highly feminine way of life, or ttie savage tribe in 

IGng Solomon's Mines, who are too integrated with nature to differentiate themselves 

fiom animals. Nevertheless, such demonizationdoes represent certain ambivalence in 
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Western lepresentation of Asian and African cultuies, which may indicate, on a much 

deeper level, a dilemma in the West not only toward its cultural "others," but also toward 

itself. On the one hand, these foreign lands are a source of strong attraction: they are 

portrayed as peaceful, natural, idyllic, and rich in treasures, which may well be a reaction 

to the heavy industrialization in the West itself and all its attendant problems. On the 

other, alternatives to Western industrial civiUzationalso carry a price, which is 

retrogression into primitiveness and barbarity. But this dilemma may equally be 

symptomatic of a certain anxiety in the Western unconscious over its conquest of the 

non-Western world. The barbarity of the bad natives, which proves life-threatening to the 

Western hero on many occasions, is very much an extension of the various sorts of 

natural hazards hidden in the lands that the hero has to overcome in order to accompUsh 

his conquest and plundering. These perils, representing a constant source of fear that 

dogs the adventure, betray a sense of guilt that haunts the Western conqueror/plunderer. 

This is because, being a common component of the mixed feeling that one often 

experiences towards die object he or she desires, especially when one is not fully entitled 

to it, fear is a shadow and therefore a sign of illegitimate desire; hence the unwitting 

admission of guilt. In the classical Gothic novel, such as The Castle of Otranto and The 

Mysteries ofUdolpho, the theme of the dead rising out of the grave to haunt the living 

expresses the Western middle class's guilt in the eighteenth century for usurping the 

power and features of the aristocracy it had replaced and of its fear of possible 

punishment for such usurpation (Fiedler 132 and Hogle 822-823). In contemporary 

Hollywood adventure fihns, fear is almost identical to desire, a fact nowhere more 
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manifest than in the portrayal of the coveted treasures: these invaluable objects, the 

desire for which has drawn hunters from places world apart, are often located in close 

proximity to tortuous tunnels laden with human-killing booby traps and caves where 

boiling lava threatens to swallow its intruders." The terror and horror associated with the 

treasures, I want to argue, mask a half-feh awareness in the West of the illegitimacy of 

colonial conquest and plundering and the fear of possible revenge or punishment for 

these illegal acts. 

Meanwhile, the Westem hero's treasure-hunting activities in some of these 

adventure fihns aie not plundering in the strictly material sense of the word. In both 

Raiders of the Lost Ark and The Last Crusade, for example, Indiana Jones is after objects 

of high symbolic value in Christianity-objects that are associated with the genesis of the 

world according to the Christian religion. In these cases, the hero's search becomes a 

quest for origins and an attempted repossession of the (symbolic) maternal body. This 

reading invites one to view the aforementioned feai/desire couplet in a psychoanalytical 

context, for this mixed mental state is highly analogous to that which, according to 

psychoanalysts, the subject feels towards the maternal body upon his/her entry into the 

Symbolic Order, where the appearance of the father places a social taboo on desire for 

the mother (Eagleton, Literary Theory 16S). This desire, though repressed, always lurks 

somewhere in one's subconsciousness and is frequently manifested in the fear of 

pum'shment for the desiring (Eagleton, Literary Theory 155 and 165). La the adventure 

''The caves m both The Temple of Doom and King Solomon's Mines harbour bva-Hlkd wells h them. The 
fonner almost melts Willie Scott and the latter is the scene of a heart-throbbing fight between Quatermain 
and his Gennan rivals that neatly lands htm in the life-devouring pit 
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films, the treasure-harbouring caves in the Asian and Afiican landscapes become at once 

the womb which one longs to re-enter and the tomb firom which one wants to escape. The 

fear of punishment for this ill^al desinng/pkmderingby an imagined patriarchal 

authority-apparently the all-knowing God in the Giristian tradition-is projected in the 

form of destructive power onto these highly maternal objects: caves, ditches, tunnels, 

breast-shaped mountains and cannibal natives led by a beastly woman. Such an analogy 

becomes even more apt if one looks at the adventure/expbration4>lunderingas an 

indispensable part of the process of constmcting Western manhood. The quandary that 

the Western hero finds himself vis-4-vis the treasures of the foreign lands signals the 

introjection of what JuUa Kristeva calls the primordial "maternal blackness" into these 

objects-a vestige of one's pre-oedipal oneness with the maternal body, a desired and 

feared state ofbetwixt-and-betweenness, of being both inand outside the mother's bo(fy, 

hence living and dead at the same time (Hedler 132 and Hogle 823). A person situated in 

this liminal state does not have a complete, definable selfhood, since it is one of 

radical heterogeneity, the difference of the self from itself at the stait of its 
being, from which a person is never entirely removed yet must wak to 
"feel separated," as Kristeva puts it, "in order to be" a bounded, coherent 
individual able to be identified according to categories in the cultural-
symbolic order. (Hogle 824) 

It is only by throwing off this state of radical heterogenei^ that one can achieve complete 

subjecthood. Kristeva calls the writing/actii^ out of this state in literature, film and other 

forms of representation a process of "abjection," which symbolically throws off the 

multipliciQr and casts it into "a symbol, an 'other,' that can be subjected to, and read as 

repugnant within, the symbolic order" (Hogje 824). Such an "other," because it is 
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rendered so ugly, different and unrecognizable, seems to make some characters who 

throw it away as well as the observing subject have more subjecthood and identity (Hogle 

824). In the adventure films, these symbols are no other than the treasure-harbouring and 

human-devouring caves and tombs and the barbarous natives that eat insects, snakes and 

people (It is therefore not insignificant that the female tribal chief in the latter movie is 

ahnost subhimian either in appearance and voice.). The more abject these others appear, 

needless to say, the more human the hero becomes. On top of these, the rapacious Nazi 

Germans provide a m'ce cover and an alibi for the Western hero's plundering of these 

lands. What is basically stealing and conquest on the part of the white man, as a result 

looks like an act of civilizing and liberation, transforming a treasure thief into a world 

saviour delivering people firom backwardness and fascism. Agiinst this background of 

odiemess the white male hero constructs a Western selfhood that is not only manly, brave 

and adventurous but also humane and righteous. For the Western viewers of these films, 

such representation of the non-Western world makes them feel comfortable about and 

proud of what they are. 

Undoubtedly, portraying other cultures as backward and barbarous, even while 

feminizing them, is also an easy way of legitimating conquest and domination, as 

backwardness and barbarity always signify the want of civilization (of which the West 

supposedly has plenty to ^are). After all, the European colonial powers; whose rapid 

industrialization was to a large extent fiicilitated by the vast resources and huge markets 

of their colonies, always referred to their colonial occupation as a "civilizing mission." In 

the East, Japan's invasion and plundering of China and other parts of Asia before and 
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during the Second World War were also part of what it called the campaigi to 

"emancipate" Asians from Western oppression. It is hardly surprising that civiUzing the 

"barbarians" has over the centuries simply come to be a key component of manhood in 

traditional colom'al poweis like Britain. Even today, the Pnnce of Wales must serve in 

the Royal Navy, for centuries the major colom'zing tool of the British Empire, before he 

can be considered a worthy heir to the throne. Some vestige of this colom'al "world 

saviof mentality also remains in France, wheie young men who refiise to join the armed 

forces can substitute three years of work in a Third World country for military service. 

Meanwhile; representing non-Western nations as primitive and barbarous does 

not conflict with the feminization of these nations/peoples, as it may appear to. For one 

thing, it fundamentally agrees with traditional Judeo-Christian thinking, which considers 

women as an imperfect and therefore an inferior version of men. For another, whereas 

seductive femininity invites conquest and domination, barbarity and primitiveness gratify 

the civilizing instinct of the masculine West. Indeed, for a culture where challenge is 

often considered more enticing than deterring, as the Marine Corps' recnutment literature 

suggests in very unsubtle ways," the dangers that the backwardness and barbaric of 

some Asian and African cultures represent to the Western hero, which the adventures of 

Indiana Jones and Allan Quatermain suggest to be numerous, only adds to the 

seductiveness of these lands. As a result, whether seen as a passive female, or despised as 

a primitive and barbarous stage of civilization, the cultural "others" of the West are 

"More on this n grealsr detail in Chaplsr 7. 
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always a desirable woman, the conquest of whom will turn out to be both a civilizing 

enterprise and an erotic experience. 

Such feminization anderoticizalion are socblogicalty consequential in that they 

generate in the West, particularly the United States, interest in and desire for foreign 

lands, espedally Asia and Africa. Above all, they have contributed to, if not created, the 

impression that the non-Western world not only can and should be dominated by the 

West, but that they actually want Western domination. Of particular significance is 

perhaps the fact that in oonstructmg such icons of heroic masculinity as Indiana Jones 

and Allan Quatermain, Hollywood effectively integrates the representation of the West's 

cultural "others" into the fashioning of the Western manhood. As a matter of fact, these 

two processes are in perfect agreement with each other, for just as constructing manhood 

always involves a sexual component, lepresentii^ Wesf s "othersf' has turned out to be a 

highly erotic process, if only symbolically so. The Asian and African lands and cultures 

dius feminized and eroticized by Westem cinema have become the seductive enchantress 

that helps recruit soldiers for the US military, a force which will in turn secure and 

strengthen Westem domination over the non-Western world. This completes the circle of 

domination-representation-domination which Said found to characterize relations 

between the West and the Orient. 
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CHAPTER 3 SYMBOLIC PROSTITUTION; HOLLYWOOD AND THE NEW 

WORLD ORDER 

My anabgy of the East-West relationship to the gender divide;, of course, 

presupposes the existence of inequality and injustice between the sexes. Given the almost 

universal male domination of political power, it is tempting to characterize power's 

relation to women as one domination and subjugation. While basically accurate, this 

characterization does not capture the complexity of the relationship, for women's relative 

social status, at least in so far as the symbolic reahn is concerned, has never been reduced 

to one of total passive subnussion to die dominant power. By this I certainly do not have 

in mind female figures occupying dominant and powerful positions as commonly seen in 

literature, art and other forms of representation. Rather, I am referring to the biological 

and social powers of femininity and the appropriation of them in discursive 

representation by the social/political hegemony for its own consoUdation. Needless to 

say, such powers are not an ultimately liberating force for women. In fact, if anything, 

they seem only to reinforce the latter's social and political inferiority. Part of my 

dissertation is concerned with representations in which images of women and femininity 

serve to help bring readersMewers into the fold of the dominant ideology. This may 

occur in films, literature, television commercials or some other media and genres. The 

role of foreign women (literal or figurative) in seducing US young men into joining the 

military forces was the topic of the last two chapters. In the next few chapters, I plan to 

invest^ate, by examining some literary and media texts in popular Anglo-American 
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culture, what specific powers of femmiiuty are appropriated, for what purpose and how 

such representation impinges upon women's situation in reality. 

My study begins with female protagonists of Hollywood films. Because of its 

visual form and hi^ly iconic nature, film is an ideal genre for any study of cultural 

representation. My own interest in the cinematic portrayal of femininity, ironically, was 

kindled by my examination of the construction of masculinity in action/adventure 

movies. What particularly caught my attention was the surprising uniformity of the 

stereotypes of womanhood and the pattern of romantic/sexual relations between the male 

and female protagom'sts in these fihns. The works I studied were mostly produced during 

the last two decades (between the eariy 1980s and late 1990s). They include Top Gun 

(1986), Iron Eagle //(1988) and HI(1992), Secret Weapons (1985), Red Comer(1997), 

Provocateur (1996), Into the Sun (1992), The Peacemaker (1997), 007: Tomorrow Never 

Dies (1997); Indiana Jones: Raiders of the lost i4rfc(198l), Indiana Jones: The Temple 

of Doom (1984), King Solomon's Mates (1985), and The Base (1999). Diverse as they 

are, ethnically, politically and professionally, female protagonists in diese movies share 

two distinct features; youth and unusual beauty. They fall roughly into two broad groups: 

the sexy, passive, squeamish yet pleasant, traditional girl companion to the Western man 

of the early 1980s and the capable, independent, educated, though still sexy and 

beautiful, professional woman of a more recent origin. This difference in style apparently 

reflects political changes, especially the women's movement, over the past few decades 

in the United States and the West in general, which have contributed to the redefinition 

of female charms. 
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3.1 Traditional Female Beauties 

The women in the early episodes (1981 and 1984) of Indiana Jones sadKing 

Solomon's Mines are screen beauties of the classical type. Willie Scott (Kate Capshaw) 

in the Temple of Doom and Jesse Houston (Sharon Stone) in King Solomon's Mines, in 

particular, are stereotypical brainless blondes who will scream at the mere sight of 

insects. Iheir presence m the fihns is of a largely decorative nature: for one thing, neither 

woman is really crucial to the unfolding of the plot, bi fact, Wilhe Scott's joining Indiana 

Jones in the adventure in India is veiy much the product of an accidental meeting in 

Shanghai, prior to which they did not even know each other. The most important part of 

Willie's role in the story is, ironically, her capture by the gfiost-worshiping savages in the 

temple and possible death in the boiling lava, an incident which seems only to raise the 

stake in Indiana's victory over her captors (hence an indicator of his own importance) 

and to produce sadistic pleasures (in the audience) over a beauty in distress. Jesse 

Houston in King Solomon's Mines and Marion Ravenwood (Karen Allen) in Raiders of 

the Lost Ark are characteis fashioned in the same mold, who, with their physical 

weakness and girlish follies, at best create additional opportunities for exciting action 

between the male protagonists and the villains. There is, for example, the same abduction 

of the female protagonist by the native thugs at the almost identical bazaars and in die 

same fashion; even the street fights to rescue them look strikingly similar.^ The general 

"The only difference is the way she is carried by the Ihugs; Jesse Houston in a rug and Marion Ravenwood 
in a huge basket. 
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lack of uniqueness of these female characters is one more indication of the largely 

ornamental nature of their roles in the fihns. Metaphorically speaking, these figures are 

veiy much the spice that adds flavours of excitement and sensation to the main plot of the 

stories as well as the actions and adventures that it is interspersed with. 

One major source of such excitement and sensation is the romantic love between 

the female and male protagonists. Unlike in oidinary romances; where love usually 

involves complex sentimental twists and turns, passnn in these adventure films is 

surprisingly strai^tforward: signs of mutual affection can appear as early as after the 

first successfiil show of force by the male protagonist Indeed, love in this genre of fihn 

frequently reverses the "normal" pattern of courtship: it is oftentimes the woman who 

courts the man, she being ostensibly smitten by his irresistible masculine charms. Willie 

Scott in The Temple of Doom, for example, ahnost chases after the uninterested Indiana 

Jones (for sex) the &st nigjit at the Indian palace, a daringly forward move for a woman 

of 193S. Marion Ravenwood o(Raiders cf the Lost Ark, a former lover of Indiana Jones, 

manages to win back the latter's heart with her assistance in Jones' quest for the coveted 

treasure. In King Solomon's Mines, it is also the woman who takes the initiative: Jesse 

Houston beg^ Allan Quateimain for his love with her body language while the two roll 

down the hill inside the huge pot with which the local cannibal tribe is cooking them for 

their meal, hideed, that the savages' cooking pot becomes the Americans' cradle of love 

epitomizes the close afiGnity between love and adventure for the Western adventuier~an 

afiSnity well articulated by the love-stricken Willie Scott, who, indignant at the seeming 
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indifference of an otherwise occupied Indiana Jones, swears outside the latter's bedroom 

that "I could have been your greatest adventure." 

These beautiful and eager women figures play a highly seductive role for the 

Hollywood action movies that represent them. Their power of seduction is derived, first 

and foremost, firom women's close association with (male) sexual pleasure. Laura 

Mulvey's study of visual pleasures in film provides useful insights into the ways in 

which visual representation of women helps constmct the male subject. Adopting a 

basically psychoanalytic approach, Mulvey identifies two types of pleasures, both of a 

highly sexual nature, which flow between the screen and the male audience. The one 

relevant to the current topic is "scopophilia," which, as Mulvey quotes Freud, the viewer 

associates with "taking other people as objects, subjecting them to a controlling and 

curious gaze" (6-18). The beautiful and se^Qr woman on the screen is certainly an easy 

target of this male gaze. Scopophilia allows the male viewer the illusory pleasure of 

possessing and dominating this beauty by simply looking at her image-it is the pleasure 

of what Tony Bennett calls "specular dominance" (123-154).^° For an industry that 

thrives on making people feel good (especially in the US), this illusory pleasure is 

essential to the economic viability of a cinematic product Films' portrayal of attractive 

and desuable women, inotherwoids, is aproductofthe genre's nature as a commodity. 

This profit-dnven presentation of beautiful female protagonists, meanwhile, is 

more than commercially consequential. The illusory pleasure that their feminine charms 

" Such p ossessio n and (ul Gllment are, certainly, never teal, as Adomo and Hotkheimer po int out (139-143). 
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generate becomes a sweetener that renders the ideologies that the fihns embody, the 

situations they depict and the roles they play interesting, attractive and desirable. Desire 

for the female image, for example, may easity be metonymically transferred to matters in 

the film closely associated with her, or at least encourage favourable feelings towards 

them. These matters can be the ideology she stands for, the things in her possession, or 

even the place she is in-in fact, it is not unusual for one to long to be in close proximity 

with the woman he desires. The presence of a beautiful and willing girl does often seem 

to make a perilous foreign adventure appear an immeasurably romantic, therefore 

worthy, undertaking. Take The Temple of Doom, for example. ScopophiUa allows the 

male viewer to enjoy voyeuristically the attractive Willie Scott as his own fair 

companion. In addition to boosting the popularity of the film, such enjoyment helps 

solicit fiom the audience approval of and support for the director's perspective on what is 

represented in the fihn, such as the femininity of the Indian culture and the barbarity of 

its local ruler, both of which seem to justify and call for Western conquest. This approval 

or support, however, might not always be given with full consciousness on the part of the 

audience; rather, the viewers are often seduced into acceptance by the pleasure of 

specular dominance over these attractive female figures. The ostensible availability and 

eagerness of sexy and beautiful women like Scott and Houston conspire to create the 

illusion that sexual pleasure is an intrinsic part of, or the reward for, the white man's 

exploration and conquest of the non-Western world. Di fact, Willie Scott's confession of 

love practically equates adventure with the act of sex, which makes the white man's 

conquest and plundering of the land of the non-Western world seem not onty as natural 



as man's socially sanctioned possession of and domination over women, but also as 

exciting as the savoring of the treasures of a woman's body. These women figures, 

indeed, serve as the bait with which the fihn industry seduces the audience into 

subscribing to the West's domination over and colonization of Asia and Africa. 

It needs to be pointed out that female protagonists are not the only symbol of 

submissive/seductive femininity in these fihns; another significant source of erotic 

pleasure is the Asian/Afiican lands, which are frequently personified as sexy, willing 

women, as I argued in Chapter 2. A good example is King Solomon's Mines, a film that 

simply likens the treasure4iarbouring Afiican land to a female body. By helping entice 

Western subjects into the colom'al enterprise, these seductive images of femininity quite 

literally become the vessels in which the existing netwodc of power relations, domestic 

and international, are reproduced. Women's reproductive role, viewed from this 

perspective, is not limited to the biological as in the conventional sense; it also has a 

cultural or ideological dimension. Women, for example, are always the bearers of 

tradition, whether in reality or in representation, a topic I will further explore in the next 

chapter. '̂ Their reproductive role is an instance of what some critics have called the 

appropriation of the power of female sexuality (e.g. Babcock, "Taking Liberties" 402). 

"This is evident from a mere look atthe attiie of students fom Muslim countries studying in the United 
Slates. While most male students wear T-shirts, blue jeans and Nike shoes, female students remain clothed 
in the garments and robes as required by their religion. In cultural representations of Native Americans, 
traditional artifacts and activities tend to be more closely assodated with women than men. 
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3.2 The New Wcmen 

The aforementioned pattern of intertwined love-adventure in the action/adventure 

films of die 1980s leappears in later, mostly post-Cold-War action films, mai^ of wiiich 

feature female characters of a seemingly radically different type. The female instructor in 

Top Gun (1986), "Qiarlie" (Kelly McGilUs), for example, is a "non-traditional" woman 

of the new era: a PhD, "Charlie" works in the heavily male-dominated Department of 

Defense. In fact, Ae is assigned to the unusual task of instructing a group of male pilots 

on fighting Soviet Mig^. Ahnost a copy of "Charlie" in characterization. Dr. Julia Kelly 

(Nicole Kidman) in The Peacemaker (1997) heads a Pentagon nuclear task force for the 

recovery of several Russian nuclear war-heads stolen by terrorists firom a breakaway 

central Asian republic. Highly inteUigent and independent, both women are put in charge 

of assignments of vital strategic importance to the nation as well as of the men to carry 

them out. This, however, is where their revolution ends. For in almost every other aspect 

they resemble the female protagom'sts in films of the early 1980s. Appearance-wise, 

these two female officers (and for that matter. Major Goode in Into the Sun), like the 

classic screen beauties, are all unrealistically beautiful and sexy girls not easity 

matchable in real life. Charmed by the heroic masculinity of the male protagonists 

(Interestingly, the standards for male charms have not undergone any significant change 

over the years.) as Jesse Houston and Willie Scott are, these women fall in love with, and 

occasionally even court, their male companions. M Top Gun, for instance, an impressed 

"Charlie" invites hertop pilot, "Maverick" (Tom Cruise), to herhome and draws him to 
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her bed on the second visit. After a brief breakup in flieir relationship, during which 

"Maverick'"s reputation as a top pilot is first tamshed by a training accident and then 

restored through the test of real combat, "Charlie" comes back to him by declining the 

offer of a highly prestigious job offer in Washington D. C. Into the Sun contains a similar 

simple miliary romance. Captam Watkins, one of the best pilots on a US Air Foice base, 

seems to be having an on-again-off-again relationship with Major Goode, his beautiful 

female superior. The sudden intrusion of the famous Hollywood actor Tom Slade, who 

comes to the base for a real feel about pilot life for his upcoming movie, casts dark 

clouds over this tenuous romance. At some point, Goode's infatuation with Slade is close 

to creating a scandal on the base. The relationship between the ofiGcers is, however, 

saved by a crisis situation involving hostility from an enemy Arab country, during which 

Captain Watkins outshines the effeminate Slate in a test of manliness. The female officer 

switches her affection, rather piedictably, back to Watkins after the latter comes back 

victorious in an enemy Mirage 2000 fighter. 

A notable feature of the charactereation in these films-apart firom the similar 

pattern of reversed courtship-4s that their seeming stress on progressiveness does not in 

fact go much beyond lip service. The female protagonists' ostensible importance in rank, 

for example, has not changed their basically decorative role in the stories. Despite their 

superiority over the male protagonists, these women characters remain mostty 

background figures only tangential to the imfolding of the plot; none of them is involved 

in a crucial way in any of the operations central to the stories. "Charlie" is only an expert 

on paper, who isnotinvolved mthereal aiiel combat against the Soviets. Dr. Julia Kelly, 



wbo heads the nuclear task force, is also absent from most of the action. In fact, except 

for a few initial orders she does not appear to be in real command over her men. Quite 

irom'caily, the most important lole of these women in the films is one of a reflectional 

nature: with then: rather predictable sways of affection, these women act as the "official" 

barometer of the heroic manliness of the male protagonists. Their bve for ihe man 

fluctuates as the latter's performance in serving the country goes through its ups and 

downs. For this reason, these female images do not represent a radical break from 

Hollywood's traditional beauties; rather, they are conventionah'ty clothed in "political 

conecmess," old wine put in new bottles.^^ 

The female protagonists' unusual attraction for and easy accessibility to Aeir 

male counterparts, meanwhile, bring up the second type of pleasure that Mulvey found in 

film viewing-the pleasure derived from the audience's narcissistic identification with the 

male protagonist (12). The format of fihn-viewing allows the viewer to assume the 

position of the hero, thereby vicariously enjoying/controlling what the he enjoys/controls, 

including his beautifiil woman. The female characters' desirability to and desire for the 

male companions are thereby transformed into matters directly relevant to the viewer. 

Conversely, such enjoyment of pleasure further encourages or consolidates the viewer's 

narcissistic identification with the male protagonist, not to mention that admiration from 

and love by women always seem to add to the power of the hero in the eyes of the 

viewers. What the hero does or represents in the film, for example, will appear 

"la practical tenns, fllm makers in Hollywood are walking a tight rope, having to cater to the taste of mo st 
Americms on the one hand, and to appease feminist and left-wing demands on the other. Appearing 
politically coirect is nowadays more than a safe middle appioach; it is also a good selling pont (more on 
this in Chapter 7). 
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desirable/'cool" and feasible if only because of the positive response from the beautiful 

women. Identification with the male protagonist, just as the desire for the attractive 

female protagonist, carries far-reaching ideological implications. To say the least, it helps 

the film wm from the audience support for the protagonists' actions/situations as well as 

their attendant beliefs and values. Consequently, between the audience and the screen, 

what political propaganda alone cannot achieve, pleasure often helps accomplish. And 

key to this accomplishment are the seductive images of women. 

3J Love and Patriotism 

This pleasure-based political support is a version of what Raymond Williams 

calls a "structure of feeling" in his Marxism and Literature. By that term Williams refers 

to "meanings and values as they are actively lived and felt," "characteristic elements of 

impulse, restraint, and tone... thought as feeling and feeling as thought," which are in 

variable relations with formal or systematic beliefs (132)l The significance of this 

concept lies in its being more than mere feelings; but also a social experience-one that is 

"still in process, often indeed not yet recogneed as social but taken to be private, 

idiosyncratic, and even isolating" (Williams 132, original emphasis). Indeed, "situated at 

the very edge of semantic availability," a structure of feeling helps call forth social 

consciousness from its precursory form of individual feelings (Williams 134). For this 

reason, it is often a prelude to emergent formations and a necessary stage in art and 

literature's intervention in the social-material process. One of the most effective uses of 
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this Williamsian concept is Edward Said's discussion in Culture and Imperialism about 

the relation between the novel and the British empire, in which he demonstrates how 

allusions to British overseas possessions in the nineteenth-century novel created a 

"structure of attitude and reference," a kind of geographical awareness conducive to the 

maintenance of imperialism (Parts one and two, esp. 52 and 66-7). What Hollywood 

fibns have been producing since the 1980s is, however, more than mere allusions but 

sensations and tantalizing desires associated with America's overseas adventures-

feelings which put such adventures in a favourable-nay, seductive-light and which may 

even help recruit people for such adventurous undertakings. 

For male protagom'sts in films considered here, for example, serving one's 

country is often rewarded with beautiful, sexy and willing women. If you do what you 

are told to do and strive for excellence m the fulMment of your duty, these stories nnply, 

attractive women will flock to you without invitation. Such is the case for "Maverick" in 

Top Gun, whose qualities as a top pilot the beautiful female instructor finds hard to resist. 

In fact, their romance fluctuates in response to the rise and fall in "Maverick'"s 

reputation as a top gun pilot, as I mentioned earlier. In the end, after the hero's 

excellence, temporarily cast in doubt, has withstood the final test of real combat (He shot 

down Soviet Nfigs in an engagement with enemy fighters.), "Charlie" returns to the arms 

of the lovesick "Maverick," finally convinced of his worthiness of the name of Top Gun. 

It is the same kind of heroic masculinity in Captain Watkins {of Into the Sun), proven 

with his experience in an enemy country, that makes the difference in Major Goode's 

dedsion to switch her affection fium the unmanly Tom Slade back to the true hero. This 
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ludicrously oversimplified connection between love and patriotic heroian is in fact 

present in a fairly large number of action/adventure films produced since the early 1990s 

(and before that). In The Peacemaker, for example, a fihn about fighting nuclear 

terrorism in the former Soviet Union, there is a rather unsil>tle hint at the end of the fihn 

at a possible romance between Colonel Devoe, who is the main hero in retrieving and 

defusing the lost Russian warheads, and his ravishing superior Dr. Julia Kelly. In the 

final swimming pool scene, the scantily^rlad, curvaceous Kelly slowly but seductively 

swims over to a Devoe standing by the e4ge of the pool, dressed in a ti^tiy buttoned 

uniform, a scene which ^bolizes conventional gender roles in society. Devoe is 

defined by the unifonn he is wearing wheieas Kelly is now reduced to a sex object 

signifying bodily desires and erotic pleasure. This final union between an impeccable 

military uniform and a sexy swim suite suggests a rough equation between what these 

two apparels stand for: despite ther working relations, Kelly is to Devoe in the ultimate 

sense a beautiful and se?^ woman, whom he now "reaps" as the reward for his heroic 

performance in retracting the stolen nuclear bombs. In fact, Kelly's slow approach to 

Devoe looks ahnost as if she were being attracted to the hero by an irresistible force. 

A secondary theme in most stories, the patriotism-induced love, like the beautiful 

female [notagonist herself, is very much an "additive" to the main ingredients of a stoiy, 

serving largely to spice up the action in such fighting-packed thrillers like The 

Peacemaker vdA Under Siege (1992), where the plot allows little room for serious 

romance. What is unique about this kind of love is that it seems to need virtually no 

courtship or overture of the usual kind. Or maybe the action/adventure itself serves the 
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role of couitsbip, for it is frequently seen to lead "naturally to the kindling of passion as 

the story progresses towards its end. In Under Siege, Casey Ryback's (Steven Seagal) 

kissing of the dancing girl on the deck of the USS Missouri comes as a quite spontaneous 

conclusion of the fierce fighting that they have been through on the ship-in spite of the 

total absence of prior signs of mutual affection." Fighting the terrorists together, it 

seems, is cause enough to build a romantic bond between two total strangers. 

In fact, Under Siege makes a very strong case about the pleasant reward of 

patriotic heroism. For unlike Dr. Julia Kelly, Major Goode and "Charlie," who are 

professional officers in the US military or Department of Defense, therefore already on 

the side of the dominant ideology, Joidan Tate (the dancer) is a fonner Playboy playmate 

(Interestingly, actress Erika Eleniak also starredPlayboy Playmate of the Month July 

1989.), who, as she herself protests in the fihn, is only hired to dance at the party and not 

interested in the conflict. As it turns out, Jordan is indeed quite a reluctant partner, 

refusing at first to fire the rifle at the terrorists. It is Ryback's determination to defeat the 

terrorists and his immense physical power to do so that move Jordan from her indifferent 

neutrality to joining him in the f^t against terrorism. Once won over, however, Jordan 

proves a blessing to Ryback rather than the burden she initiaUy appeared to be. It is she, 

for instance, who saves Ryback's life by shooting dead the treasonous Executive Officer 

of the battleship, from whose bullet the woinded Ryback appeals inescapable. After their 

victory over the terrorists, the two, who have hitherto showed no development of 

" This act is an exact copy of Captain W atkins' surprise kissing of Major Goode at the b ase after his 
victorious return finm the enemy country. 
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romantic love, kiss each other in an open display of love in the jubilant presence of the 

hundreds of sailors onboard the ship. The message cannot be missed; intellectual and 

physical power employed in a just cause such as serving your country will help you win 

the heart of beautiful women, even those playmate-type girls like Jordan Tate, whose 

affection normally can only be swayed by the allure of money. 

These heroes' seemingly magic power over beautiful women, undoubtedly, puts 

them and what they do for the country in a highly enviable position to viewers of these 

fihns, especially young men considering joining the military. "Follow my example," the 

hero seems to be calling out to die green-eyed audience, "and beautiful women like these 

will come to you uninvited." Such alluring invitation for imitation in fact represents a 

general trend in the way politics intersects with culture in the cinematic medium, 

signalling that the major incentive for serving the country is no longer ideas (or chiefly 

ideas)-tbe grand narrative ot patriotian or global peace^^-but the promise of pleasure and 

power. The Frankfurt School, in its attack on the degrading effect of mass culture on the 

populace, rightly identifies the promise of pleasure as the bait with which the culture 

industry maintains the interest of its audience (Ardono and Horkheimer 139-141). Such 

mass deception, thou^ entirely driven profit, is also an important process in which 

power-understood in the neo-Gramscian sense of political domination by consensus, or 

hegemony~is able to cast its influence on the consumers of culture. Indeed, in a capitalist 

society politics and economy work in very much the same fashion-both through the 

" One of the conditions Aat maik the postmodern era, accordmg to Jean-Franfois Lyotard, B the death of 
these so-called grand nairatives; which he sees being leplaced by smaler narratives. For more on this see 
Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge. 
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mechanism a free market (Their only difference is m the particular goods that get 

traded.). Bar like regular commerce, power, as I mentioned in Chapter 1, is not exercised 

through coercion but in the form of constant "negotiations" between the ruling elite and 

the ruled." Democratic elections aie the major form of commence in power 0n which 

promises are exchanged for the legitimacy to rule). Culture is another, for it is mainly 

through representations that power seduces and obtains popular consent with the illusion 

of pleasure. 

3.4 Symbolic Prostitution 

And what pleasure is more enticing and entertaining than the sexual? Indeed, the 

notion that the culture mdustry (along with its attendant politics) is pornographic is, seen 

in this light, not entirely exaggerated (Ardono and Horkheimer 139). Put in simple terms, 

power wins people over onto its side by selling them illusory sexual pleasure, among 

other things. Such pleasure, due to its cbse association with women, consists essentially 

in the commodification (orshall I say prostitution?) of the images of women. This 

symbolic trafGc in women is part of what I earlier referred to as the dominant ideology's 

appropriation of the power of female sexuality. To be sure, such appropriation is by no 

means limited to the symboUc. Gayle Rubin's seminal essay "The TrafSc in Women" 

examines how women in some Pacific island tribes literally become exchangeable gifts 

" Michel Foucault, in the fint volume of TAe History of Sexuality claims that power B oppressive but 
productive (throug|i discourse). Partofthis productivi^, Iwould argue, comes from the seductiveness of 
pleasuie-generating images in lepresenlation. 
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that facilitate the functioning of these societies. And one would be making a serious 

mistake if one assumed that such traffic occurs only in the so^alled primitive societies. 

Cynthia Enloe's study on overseas US military bases reveals the tacit encouragement of 

prostitution on the bases by Western military authorities. One of her sources, for 

example, alleges that in the 1980s the British authorities even brought Guatemalan 

women into Belize to provide sexual services for their soldiers stationed in the country 

(91 and 220). Symbolic appn)priationy|)rostitution of women is closely related to the real 

traffic in them: such representation simply would not exist without the corresponding 

power relations in reality that make the real traffic in women possible in the first place. 

By symbolic appropriation/prostitution, though, I am referring specifically to a 

pattern in the representation of female characters easily detectable in most films and 

other forms of visual performative art; female protagom'sts in these works are always on 

the side of, or easily made compliant with, the dominant ideology, their devotion to the 

nation often wholeheartedly and unconditionally given. In Judas Kiss (1998), a movie in 

which sex, crime and politics intertwine with one another, Carla Gugion (Coco Chavez), 

the woman «4io makes a living running sex scams at hotels with her lover, is the weak 

link in the criminal chain. At a critical point in the fihn, quite miraculously, Carla 

switches side by shooting dead a fellow gang member who is about to kill the police 

detective captured by the gang> Carla even goes cn to complete her self-appointed laiv 

enforcement office by killing her lover, the leader of the criminal ring, at the very end of 

the film. The "defection" of Carla Gugion represents an interesting aspect of the 

cinematic representation of femininity: women on the saeen, moie often than their male 
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counterparts, tend to embody the benign and humane side of society. They are often the 

stauncher proponent of what is morally right. Their most common and important way of 

working for the good of the society, however, is by falling in love with the good guys. 

Women characters are often seen to encourage, with words or witii body, their (reluctant) 

male partners to carry out their duties. The best example is perhaps found in The Base, a 

movie about drug trafficking in the military, ft is under the constant urging from Lt. 

Kelly Andrews (Paula Trickey) that Major John Murphy (Mark Dacascos) completes the 

extremely risl^ task of spying on the border patrol soldiers suspected of drug trafBcking. 

When towards the end of his mission Murphy wants an early withdrawal from the patrol 

team, claiming that he has collected enough evidence, Kelly Andrews (now in a sexy 

nightgown) persuades him to do a little more-this time not with words but with flesh. 

Drawing herself up to him, Andrews kisses the Nbjor, who, thus turned on, takes her to 

the bed for a passionate evening at the motel. The next day Murphy goes on to finish the 

last and most crucial leg of his spy mission. Lt. Kelly Andrew and Carla Gugion are good 

specimens of female protagonists in films, who have become a gift that power generously 

hands out to those who submit to its force and comply with its operation. In fact, the 

usefiihiess of these attractive women goes beyond the silver screen. Their commodified 

images serve as a tantalizing baft with which power lures viewers these films into its 

fold. 
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3.5 The Other Women 

The symbolic appropriation of women applies not only to "our" women, but also 

to the "others'." A pattern similar to the one mentioned above, for instance, is found in 

many action/ad\enture fihns produced during the past two decades, many of them highly 

popular ones, which feature female protagonists from non-Westem or hostile countries: 

Iron Eagle //and lU, Secret Weapons, Red Comer, Provocateur and 007: Tomorrow 

Never Dies. These films have one interesting feature in common: at the end of each story, 

almost with no exception, the foreign woman will fall in love with the white man. Iron 

Eagle //, one of the first cinematic representations of die Soviet-US detent of the late 

1980s, madcs the rapprochement between the Cold-War rivals with a Russian-American 

romance among pilots of the mixed US/Soviet special strike force against nuclear 

terrorism in the Middle East. At the beginning of the program, however, it proves no less 

easy a task for general Chappy Sinclair to get pilots finm the two former enemy countries 

to cooperate with each other than for Ronald Reagm and Mikhail Gorbachev to reach an 

arms reduction agreement. It is with strenuous efforts on both sides that the team finally 

manages to overcome the mistrust and hostility between them, the residue of decades of 

ideological confrontation. The close cooperation of the pilots, to the delight of both sides, 

leads to more than the successM completion of their original task. Captain Cooper, the 

top pilot on the US side, is rewarded with die willing love of Soviet female pilot Valeri 

Zuyeniko, in whom he has shown a sexual interest from the very outset of their training. 
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Iron Eagle ZT epitomizes the culture industry's eager submission to and formation 

of the prevailing ideology of a society. The fihn makes sense of, benefits from and 

provides symbolic support for the United States' foreign policy of the late 1980s. For one 

thing, at a time when the nation's strategic interests require cooperation with your former 

enemy, the appearance of an attractive female pilot in the enemy's team (and not the 

reverse!), with whom the male protagonist on "our" side miraculously falls in love, is not 

an accident. Even more importantly. Captain Cooper does not have full access to her until 

after their cooperation yields meaningful results. Cobnel Vardovsky on the Soviet side, 

who keeps a watchful eye on Zuyeniko's growing intimacy with Cooper and will come 

forward to interfere whenever the two get too close; does not seem to mind their open 

display of affection at the conclusion of their program. In giving away Valeri Zuyeniko 

to an American Air Force officer, Hollywood's attendant ideology shows a "flexible" 

side in its reward for conformi^; any woman, regardless of her nationaliQr, ethnicity or 

ideological persuasion, the fihn suggests, can become a prize if need be. As if to facilitate 

the transfer of the "other" women, the films often conveniently convert them to "our" 

ideology, making their union with the Western hero politically palatable in the US. '̂ Like 

their American counterparts, these foreign women can be easily won over to the side of 

the West and be willingly harnessed to serve its ideology, not even excepting those fix)m 

countries considered unfriendly or hostile, such as the pretty female Chinese lawyer in 

Red Comer. 

''Such convetsion fiequently entails the removal of the uniqueness of each individual woman, which 
reduces her to a mere object bearing the physical attractions of the female sex. 
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An ideologically-charged caricature of contemporary China, Red Comerportrays 

the ordeal of an American attorney Jack Moore (Uchard Gere) trapped in the corrupted 

Chinese business world and legal system. On ihe verge of signing a huge business deal in 

China, Moore suddenly finds himself accused of murder after the woman he took to his 

hotel room was found dead in the middle of the n^ht. Presumed to be guilty, as is often 

the case in China (according to the film), Moae goes through a show trial in a court that 

apparently intends to rush his conviction through. Bai Ung, a government appointed 

lawyer defending Moore, who is at first convinced of his guilt, discovers several key 

flaws in the case against Moore. Acting under enormous risk, including her own arrest, 

Bai Ling helps restore Moore's innocence at the court and expose the real murderer as 

well as the ugly deal behind the setup against Moore. But it is not before sharp 

confix)ntations at the court, a heart-wrenching street fight between Moore and his Chinese 

persecutors, and the euption of internecine conflicts among the Chinese that Moore is 

cleared of his charges. Rudiments of mutual affection, which gradually develop during 

the process of the defense and its preparation, finally cuhninate in a sentimental outbreak 

at the airport, where a love-stricken Bai Ling runs up to the jet to kiss and embrace the 

departing Moore. 

Red Comer adds a colom'al overtone to the accessibility of attractive women for 

the Western hero. In addition to depicting a terrifying image of the deeply corrupt 

Chinese legal system (and society), which is the main theme of the film, it aeates the 

pleasing impression about the remarkable availability of Chinese women to American 
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men working in the East" Jack Moore, for one, seems surrounded by willing women in 

Beijing. The trial that leads to his romantic adventure, for example, is itself preceded and 

in part caused by an earlier one-night romance with a Chinese dancing gid, who is later 

murdered in his bedroom. At the night club where Moore first meets her, it takes the 

charismatic white man scarcely ten minutes to "secure" the willingness of the girl. As a 

matter of fact, the dancer, a total stranger to Mooie, appears ahready fascinated with 

Moore even before their brief flirtation at die table. She begins to take photos of him 

almost as soon as she catches sight of the tall white man among die audience and is 

affectionately drawing Moore's "big nose" (Chinese cultural symbol for Westerners) on a 

piece of paper, when an emboldened Moore comes up to join her at the table. Once inside 

Moore's hotel room, brief amorous dalliance between the two new acquaintances quickly 

leads to copulation, a scenario so unlikely in China that their liaison seems more like 

prostitution than romance. Indeed, Moore's Chinese adventure looks in a way abnost like 

a demonstration of the white man's easy sexual pleasure in China, and for that matter, 

Asia. 

Ironically, it is often such seemingly insignificant perceptions generated by 

cultural representation that carry the most profound social and political impact. The 

impression about the white man's lady luck in the East, inculcated by this and numerous 

other films on China aheady produced or jet to be conceived, for instance, impinges 

upon matters well beyond business and sex. For one thing the portrayal of attractive and 

"While Iron Eagle H also implies fereign women's desiie for American men, the stoiy is set in the US, 
therefore has no implication on the availability of Russian women in general. 
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eager women in these fibns confirm and forther contribute to the image of an erotic and 

seductive East in the Western collective imagination, the result of centuries of Orientalist 

representation. Such romanticization and eroticization place Westem presence in those 

regions, which ranges from business activities to troop deployments (nowadays part of 

the routine maintenance of the US-dominated world order) in a highly desirable (in the 

real sense of the woid) light These popular action/adventuie films' open portrayal of sex 

and adventure in the noo-Westem world collaborates with and substantiates the subtle 

hints in many recruitment advertisements at the availability of erotic pleasure in foreign 

countries (as one of the many "benefits" for serving the country at overseas military 

bases). One can easily visualize the power that these fibns and advertisements will have 

on the young people weighing the pros and cons of joining the military. The supposed 

presence of willing and attractive women, made so real by popular action movies and the 

ads, may well turn places like the Middle-Eastern desert, which are otherwise unlikely to 

excite any interest in a twenty-year-old young man, into tounst destinations of inesistible 

erotic fantasy. 

Certainly, the seductive female images that help eroticize the non-Western world 

are not limited to those of native origins. There are numerous action/adventure films, 

such as those analyzed at the b^inningof this chapter (e.$. the Indiana Jones series), in 

which the female protagonist is white. In fact, there seems to be a correlation between the 

ethnicity of the women selected (local or Westem) and the specific geographical region 

that the White hero happens to wander into. The casting pattern these films suggests that 

the main criterion of the selection is a particular ethnicity's perceived attraction for the 
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Western viewer. Adventuie films set in Africa, the Middle East and India, for instance, 

where the local women are too dark (for the directors to believe them) to be attractive to 

the Western audience, invariably feature white female protagonists (Willie Scott in The 

Temple of Doom, Jesse Houston in King Solomon's Mines, Marion Ravenwood in 

Raiders of the Lost Ark), while heroines of stories that take place in European and East 

Asian countries whose women are either white or fair enough for them to be sexually 

appealing to Western men, are always local (Elena in Secret Weapons, Miya in 

Provocateur, Dr. Elsa Schneider in the las/ Crusade and Bai Ling iaRed Comer). Such 

selectivity encourages one to view these female icons as the symbolic "comfort women," 

who, through their romantic companionship to the Western hero, renders the US soldier's 

overseas job look an immeasurably attractive one." 

Adventure fihns, of course, fulfill a much wider ideological role than helping 

staff the US military. They also entice viewers in the West in one way or another into 

accepting the general order of existence in the cunent world, of which the two most 

important components are national/cultural identity and the power relations among 

nations/cultures. Red Comer once again serves as a good example. Unlike heroes in such 

military action thriDers as the Iron Eagle series, The Peacemdcer or Under Siege, Jack 

Moore is not a government or military official, nor is his work in China in anyway 

related to the US government. The sole source of his attraction for Bai Ling and the 

dancing girl in die m'ght club is no odier than his plain Ameticanness4iis thinking 

"During the Second World War, the Japanese hnperialArmy breed many Japanese as well as Korea and 
Chinese women into sex slavery for their soldiers. They were euphemistically referred to as the "comfort 
women." 
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looking and acting in the American way, his carrying "a big nose." Indeed, Moore's lady 

luck in China suggests that one's merely being an American (along witii all the attendant 

values and beliefi of this identity) is itself so powerful an asset that it makes foreign 

women yearn for your love and crave for your person, even in spite of their hostile 

governments. Bai Ling, for one, remains (conveniently) single at a marriageable age 

because, as she complains to him, no Chinese men would want an intelligent and 

independent woman like her, a veryunsubtle insinuation about her mterest in her 

American client. '̂ And as the story unfolds, it indeed takes an Amencan to appreciate her 

fine feminine qualities. Conversely, Bai Ling's love fer Moore also implies that only 

those highly enlightened Chinese are truly capable of understanding and admiring the 

superior American (^alities as embodied in Moore: Bai Ling, a Westerm'zed professnnal 

woman, is for Moore about the only fitiendly person (apart &om the dead girl) among a 

sea of hostile Chinese. Jack Moore's attraction for his Chinese lawyer is, therefore, also 

the film's way of afErming America's ideological, if not racial, superiority over the 

inhumane and brutal Chinese (which is, after all, the whole point the film wants to get 

across). 

Indeed, Americanness is so appealing a property in a man that it can even 

transform America's avowed enemies into lovers of its citizens, as Secret Weapons and 

Provocateurs powerfully demonstrate. The former, shot during die Cold War (I98S), tells 

about a Soviet espionage program that trains beautiful young girls to be KGB sex spies. 

'*Bat Ling's complamt, a play on Western stereotjpe about the East's oppression ofwomen, also implies 
the West's pol itical sup erio tify. 
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The heroine of the film, Elena (Linda Hamilton), is chosen to lead her group of elite 

graduates in subversive fieldwork-luring, seducing and entrapphg selected American 

business and polMcal figures-in ifae Soviet Union. In carrying out her ass^nment, 

however, Elena falls uncontrollably in love widi American hiunan rights activist Jack 

Spaulding whom the Soviet government dislikes and whom ^e is told to entrap, hstead 

of securing his arrest, Elena helps Spaulding escape the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, the 

hunter turns the hunted as Elena decides to defect from her country and its commum'st 

government (Secret Weapons Cassette Cover). At a critical moment, sympathy from a 

superior, apparently touched by Elena's passionate love for Spaulding, albws her to flee 

from the closing net of KGB agents to the freedom of the US on the same plane as her 

American lover. Elena is probably not so much in love with Jack Spaulding himself or 

any other particular American as with die Americanness he represents. To her, Spaulding 

is a symbol of freedom, human rights (in contrast to the Soviet lack of them, as 

demonstrated by the process of her own training) and of American idealism. 

The theme of enemy female spies falling in love with American men is 

reproduced in Provocateur, an espionage story with its setting in the South Korea of 

1994. Sook Hee, a girl bom of Russian-Korean mixed parenthood in North Korea, is a 

secret agent of the Pyongyang government. At a time of high tension between the two 

sides of the Korean peninsula, she is assigned to spy on Colonel Greg Finn at the 

American military base m South Korea by posing as a house maid under die pseudonym 

of Miya. During her espionage work, however, Sook Hee's loyalty to the communist 

government is gradually eroded by her disgust at the shocking brutality of the Northern 



regime andber genuine affection for the CobnePs daughter, «4io is placed under her 

care. These two sentiments in the end combine to turn Sook Hee against her government 

and its "Great Leader," Kim Il-Song, whom she has regarded as her own father. Defying 

orders from her superiors, Sook Hee refuses to go back to the North at the conclusion of 

her mission and even risks her own life by rescuing the Colonel's daughter from her 

fellow agents who have taken the girl hostage. Left with no option, Sook Hee ends her 

own life by swallowing a toxic pill and dies in the arms of Chris, the Colonel's teenage 

son, whom she repeatedly seduced for the purpose of her espionage work. Provocateur, 

like Secret Weapons and Red Comer, is a good lesson in patriotism, vividly illustrating 

the unusual power of such foundational ideals of the US as freedom and humaneness. 

After all, why wouldn't we treasure something that even our enemies have come to love 

and embrace, often risking their lives? 

Yet anotherstriking common feature of the thiee films is the convenient absence 

of "good" men on the enemy side, which, as I pointed out earlier in this dissertation, is m 

fact a recurring characteristic of Western cinematic representation of its "others." The 

woman is all we have to deal with during the most of the actions, and they will sooner or 

later fall in love with us.^ b most Hollywood films of this genre, as in films portraying 

domestic problems in the US (e.g. Judas Kiss), women are usually the weak link on the 

enemy Ime. Televeion dramas are no exception. One^G episode aired in the mid-1990s 

on CBS relating the US Navy's rescue of its captured soldiers finm Iraq shows a 

''Elena's male superior in Secret Weapons, Colonel Victor Khudendo, may be a slight exception, but he 
remains an adversary till the very end o f the story, where he shows his sympathy for Elena. More 
importantly perhaps, Khudendo feU in love with an American woman when he was working in the US. 
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surprisingly similar pattern. Somevdiere in the middle of the action, the events take an 

unexpected turn and the rescuers are themselves in danger of being captured. Everything 

now seems to be in the hands of a female Iraqi soldier, who can literally decide the life 

and death of a whole group of American soldiers. A female member of the American 

rescue team, quick to sense signs of softness in her Iraqi coimterpart, immediately starts 

educating the latter with American values. Her three-minute crush course on feminism 

proves miraculously effective. Once won over to the American side, the female Iraqi 

soldier releases the captives before her male colleagues arrive at the scene. Such focus on 

and portrajal of the "others'" women by cinema make the conquest of the enemy seem 

not only achievable, but also romantic and exciting. One easily walks away &om these 

movies with the impression that working for the American ideaHndeed, oftentimes 

simply being American-is synonymous with enjoying the admiration and love of 

beautiful foreign women. 

An obvious question arises; even though women's crucial role in ideological 

seduction is based on their innate association with (men's) sexual pleasure, how is the 

symbolic prostitution of them a culturally and politically feasible act in the first place? Li 

other words, why does it not become a problem that women always side with the 

ideology that the film represents? One explanation, of which there are several, is that 

women's docility, extracted through centuries of male domination, is now a socially 

accepted presupposition and therefore taken for panted everywhere in the world, ft is 

"natural" to see women ahready on the side of the dominant ideology or easily compUant 

with power whereas male adversaries seem always incorrigible. Indeed, it is usually men. 
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including diose on "our" side, who really need to be won over to the side of ideology, by 

hook or by crook. And women, of whichever side, are the primary target group to be 

recruited in order for ideology to recruit its subjects. 
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CHAPTER4 VIRTUE, REWARD AND PUNISHMENT IN THE EARLY 

ENGLISH NOVEL 

4.1 Novel: the Literary Panopticoii 

The use of women and femininity as tools for ideological seduction is a universal 

practice which can be traced back perhaps to the very beginning of language and 

literature. In the Anglo-American cultural tradition, for example, female figures siding 

with the dominant ideologyr are found in works of ahnost every literary period. This 

chapter, which at some point deals with seduction in the real sense of the word, focuses 

on how women's ideological role in society impinges upon the fashioning of womanhood 

in and by some of the English novels of the eighteenth century. 

It is a generally accepted view that the English novel, especially from the 

eighteenth century to the early nineteenth century, is a heavily female genre. This is true 

in more than one way. As literary products, many ofthese novels were written by women 

(e.g. Clara Reeve, Anne Radcliffe, Jane Austen, Mary Shelley and a little later, the 

Bronte sisters); as a commodity, the novel was consumed by a heavily female reading 

public (Watt 45-49 and 151-152.); '̂ and no less importantly, as literary representation, 

this genre is preoccupied with issues cbsely related to women or feature stories in which 

women take the center stage. In fact, the femininity of the early English novel is well 

"Most twentietli-centuiy historians believe iiat the migorityof novel readeis in the 18^ century were 

women; alftough as E.J. Cteiy points out, the pscentage of female readership of the novel has bem the 
subject of debate from the late eighteenth century tilt the present (98-9). But leaving statistics aside, there is 
no doubt that female readers were numerous enough for the novels to produce their desired social impact 
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reflected in the titles of many worics, which are sometimes simply the heroines' names; 

Moll Flanders, Pamela, Clarissa, to name only a few. For Ian Watt, the centralis of 

women in the early English novel is not surprising since the very rise of the novel in 

Britain was connected to changes in women's social position in the first place (139-141). 

Watt apparently believes that improved social status of women, which brought about 

greater marital fireedom and the possibili^ of romantic love in marriage, led to increased 

literary attention to the emotional relationships between men and women, a theme that 

demanded a genre with the length and depth of the novel (135-138). 

This chapter does not challenge this position. The point I want to make, rather, is 

that the popularity of the novel, for all its indebtedness to women's improved social 

status, leflects and in some way even solidified relative inferiority of tfieir social 

position. Obviously, this argmient takes as its premises two facts that I need to bring up 

before proceeding any further. The first is the actual subordinate status of women in the 

eighteenth century (in spite of the said improvement), about which there should be no 

dispute. The second is the interference of liteiary representation in reality, which has 

been widely recognized thanks in large part to Foucault's theory on discourse and 

power.^^ As I pointed out m previous chapters; for Foucault, discourse produces an 

impact upon reality by influencing people's views and behaviour with the knowledge it 

generates, which is saturated by power. Foucault's theory inspired a generation of critics, 

most notable among whom is Edward Said, whose work on On'entab'sm reveals a 

relationship of mutual service between the reality of West's domination over the Orient 

"For more sec History of Sexua Uty Vol. I. 
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and Western cultural lepiesentation of its Eastern "other." This relationship is 

particularly well accommodated or even facilitated by certain characteristics of late 

capitalism, where the economic has increasingly merged with the cultural, and where the 

ownerships of the means of production and representation are ahnost always identical. 

The US entertainment business, especially Hollywood, epitomizes the coalescence of the 

cultural, the economic and the ideological, as the studios, the television networks and the 

newspapers have evolved into a huge culture industry that combines the roles of the 

performers, content providers, the distributor as well as die delivery systems, projecting 

its economic and political nught well beyond culture proper.^^ This integration, though, is 

as necessary as it is inevitable, for in our postmodern age, as Jean Baudrillard points out, 

power is no longer exercised exclusively or even primarily through the control of the 

means of production, but rather through the control of the means of representation-die 

code (Owens 260). In order to be economically and politically powerful, one has to be so 

symbdically, i.e. to have access to the means of representation, and vice versa'" This 

postmodern characteristic of culture finds an interesting precursory form in the 

eighteenth-centuiy writer Samuel Richardson, who, considered by many to be the father 

of the English novel, was also a successfiil businessman (one of Britain's major printers) 

and a self-styled Puritan moraUst. For Richardson, writing was an activity which was at 

once literaiy, economic and ideobgical. The production and sale of his novels more than 

merger of AOL and Time-Wamer, the latter being already a huge media conglomerate; will cieaie a 
monstrous empire of representation that embodies (he close connection between culture and capital. 

**MSNBC, Microsoft's joint venture with NBC, in pait reflects Bill Gales' need to have access to or even 
control representation during his battle to secure his economic dominance. 
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helped build up the size of his wallet; it was also a major means for ihe novelist to 

propagate his views on religion, virtue and morali^, as I will show in detail later in the 

chapter. 

The novel is no exception to Foucault and Said's theories on representation and 

power. But fictional genres such as the novel and the fihn have their own unique 

mechanism of intervening in reality as well. This mechanism is the noveUstic/cinematic 

forms' fecial capacity for illummating reality. By illumination I mean more than 

reflection; it is the effect active reflection, or the emphasizing of certain parts of reali^ 

(which a work supposedly reflects) in relation to the observer. Visibility in fact is 

power's common mode of operation. In Discipline and Punish, for example, Foucault 

illustrates how power produces its effect through such architectural structures as the 

Panopticon.*^ Needless to say, illumination does not have to be physical. Literature and 

the media produce the same effect on members of a society as do certain architectural 

designs. Like Foucault's Panopticon, for example, literary and media texts not only 

illuminate sodal/political relations to their readers and audiences, but also make 

readers/viewers themselves visible-4o their very own selves as much as to power-while 

oftentimes concealing the central authority that gazes at them (Discipline and Punish, 

esp. 195-228.). Such illumination helps us make sense of our social roles by putting them 

in the larger context of social power relations; i.e. die Symbolic Order. At die same time, 

however, illumination also subjects oir social roles to the close scrutiny ofthe public 

eye, allowingpower to pass its implied do's and don't's through literature and the media 

''For mo re see Fo ucault, Disciplme and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. 
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onto the readng/viewing subjects. Far this reason, literature, the media and, for Jean 

Baudrillard, even billboards^ are in a sense all forms of social surveillance^-not because 

they see you, but because you see yourself, or your double, in them: 

These billboards, in fact, observe and surveil jou as well, or as badly, as 
the "policing" television. The latter looks at you, you look at youiself in it, 
mixed with the others, it is the mirror without silvering {tain) in the 
activity of consumption, a g^e of splitting in two and doubUng that 
closes this world on itself. (76) 

Nonetheless, one would make a huge mistake to think that illumination by 

literature and the media provides only an inhibition effect on their audiences. It needs to 

be pointed out that visibility also has a seductive side, as when it applies to the benefits 

and pleasures of certain social positions. In fact, such seductive illumination is 

particularly important for people in subordinate positions in their recogm'tion and 

acceptance of toe web of social and political relations. This is mainly because such 

positions, which always constitute the vast majority of a society, carry less attraction than 

dominant ones. For them to be appealing often requfres the use of some incentives, which 

it has become the office of literature, the media and other forms of representation to 

supply. 

The novel was precisely such an illuminating mirror for young women of 

eighteenth-century England. The dominant form of literary discourse of its time for the 

female middle class, the novel played a significant role in making visible for the reading 

public and helping instill in them certain ideologies, especially those concerning love and 

"Foucault's Discipline and Punish, as! mentioned eaiiiei; Imitssurveiibnce to such high^ physical forms 
as the Panopticon, whae people are litorally placed under the eye of powerand foiced to intemalae the 
power relations implied in this gaze. 
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marriage, that dominated that period of time. Its preoccupation with women's issues and 

its sizable female readership, in particular, allowed the genre to be the eye of power that 

brought the conduct of women under constant surveillance and scrutiny. By producing 

virtuous female models like Richardson's Pamela and rewarding these characters with 

marital felicity and other forms of happiness, these literary works, many of wiiich are 

considered "didactic literature," not only laid out rules for proper female conduct, but 

also worked to bring young women of Britain into compliance with these injunctions.^^ 

4.2 Pamela', the Model of Female Virtue 

For avowed moralists like Richardson, such compliance was especially important 

in the midst of growing secularizttion and the decline of social morality. The ei^teenth 

century, as we all know, was a time in Britain of profound changes, many of which put 

traditional, especially religious, values and customs increasingly under threat. These 

changes, not surprisingly, deeply alarmed the guardians of tradition, provoking from 

them a call for the revival of religious virtues and a return to traditional values. The 

reintroduction of many Christian moral conduct books in the publication of The Ladies 

Library during the eighteenth century was part of the attempt at religious revival. One 

remarkable aspect of this cultural campaign was die unusual emphasis on women's 

submission to the moral code contained therein, as the title of the anthology unsubtly 

"Rita Goldberg, for example, points out that the different shades of meaning of the word "virtue" are 
closelyassociated wiih the IS** century "when Puritanism h its various fcrms dominated English leligious 
thought and especially practical morality" (64). 
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suggests. fact, the conduct books reprinted h the above collection, which had been 

intended for both sexes in their original versions, were revised and redirected specifically 

at women (Goldberg 47-51). Their views on reh'gion and morality are eagerly echoed by 

the novel, especially in the works of Samud Richardson, who, it turns out, was also an 

author of conduct books for women (Gumming^ 97). One indication of their ideological 

concurrence is the centralityof womanhood in both genres. Lfterature's obsesaon with 

women's, or for that matter, anyone's, virtue and vice, is, of course, not a sign of their 

high social status. On the contrary, such focus precisely signals the relative subordination 

of the people being represented for the simple reason that society always releases its 

restrictive energy on the dominated parts of the population^* and that rules and 

injunctions are primarily written for and, for that matter, violated by, those who are 

outside power. Consequently, in literature and other forms of cultural representation, it is 

frequently those not at the center of power-the dominated, the inferior, the marginalized-

-that are the problem and the source of concern. In Richardson's novels, for instance, the 

issue of oveniding importance, vpon which such wei^ty matters as marriage and wealth 

depend, is yoimg marriageable women's honour and virtue, rather than the reh'gious 

ideology that defined them, although it was apparently religion and morality that were 

really in crisis. 

The decline of religion, meanwhile, was coupled with sodal changes that 

aggravated its effects. During the tone in question Britah was expenencing an 

"One good exampfe is the diffaent diss styles ofMuslim men and women in the United States, which I 
mentioned in the lastchapter. The female Muslim students* strict^ traditional attire, which agnifies 
submission to religious authority, is an indication of their subordinate social status. 
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unprecedented crisis of marriage; transition to an individualist social and economic order 

made marriage an increasingly commercial matter and caused the delay of marriage for 

many young men, '̂ which conspired with the scarcity of men (as a result of a chain of 

wars) to create an uneasy surplus of single women of marriageable age in the country 

(Watt 141-144 and Utter and Neediam 33). The large population of spinsters was 

perceived to put sexual morality, already endangered by the decline of the Puritan 

ideology, in further jeopardy. This perception is hardly surprising because, women, 

whose bodies symbolize pleasure and sin in Christian thou^t, are alwajs seen to pose a 

natural threat to the Puritan ethics, which, among other things, urges continence, 

idealize/romanticizes marriage and sanctions sexual relationship only inside wedlock. 

But the moralists' concerns were not entirely groundless, for economic hardships did 

indeed drive women in laiger numbers than befere into prostitution (Utter and Needham 

32). The unfortunate result was that single women in England, who already bore the 

brunt of the marriage crisis (Watt 48), were now considered Ae source of a social 

problem, to be blamed, approached and written about. 

The scapegoating of women for social problems is certainly not unique to 

eighteenth-century England. The veiling of women in many Islamic cultures, for 

instance, is designed to prevent the seductive power of women's bodies from disrupting 

the moral order of society. In fact, the veiling example nicely illustrates the often-

neglected fact that even though they may not be the root cause of the trouble (it is 

"Also, as Utter and Needham point out (21), capitalism and the rapid industrialization that accompanied it 
freed men fiom dependence on their wives and lessened women's economic value, making marriage much 
less attractive than befoie for most men. 
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certainly not in the case of eighteenth-century England), women are frequently the ones 

subject to remedial measures, as if disciplining the female population provides the best 

solution to social maladies, or-on a deeper level-as if by controlling its women one 

could keep a society in an ideal order. Whichever way it works, controllmg women was 

indeed the desired therapy for the social problems that plagued the Britain of 

Richardson's time. In the face of the marriage crisis, methods were suggested by the 

Gentlemen's Magazine in an effort to make women capable of maintaining themselves 

and consequently to prevent ifaem from becoming ok! maids or taking ill courses (Utter 

andNeedham 229). 

Richardson apparently shared this view. For him, the best way to avoid 

transgression of the Puritan mores in the midst of the marriage crisis was to keep the 

country's unmarried women from falling for the temptation of the flesh. An author of 

conduct books for women, Richardson clearly intended his novel Pame/a; Virtue 

Rewarded as an instruction manual for young unmarried women of ei^teenth-century 

England. Here he wished to alert them to, and gm'de diem through, the unfavourable 

social and economic conditions of his time (although his chief concern might not be their 

well-being but the direat that these conditicns posed to female virme). At one level, 

Pamela (like Richardson's later work Clarissa) depicts a scary picture of eighteenth-

century England, where such wealthy and lascivious men as Mr. B and Lovelace are 

looking everywhere for unguarded maidens to seduce and deflower. The relentless 

attempts of seduction fay Mr. B, in particular, seem to represent a real and serious threat 

to female virtue-a threat so much present in life that it becomes even oppressive, as 
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suggested by the imprisonment of both Pamela Andrews and Clarissa Harlowe by their 

male pursuers. Being a young unmarried woman, as a result, is a precarious thing, for 

while on the one hand one needs to look desperately for a man to marry, on the other, she 

has also to be on constant guard for ravishers in the guise of gallant suitors. And that is 

precisely the dilemma that both Pamela and Clarissa find themselves in, although 

Clarissa's situation is a much bleaker one. Stuck in a double bind between the hideous 

Mr. Sohnes chosen by her parents and the rakish seducer/rapist Lovelace that she 

mistakenly entmsts herself with, Clarissa has no way out but to marry the heavenly 

husband Jesus Christ. 

Richardson's novels, however, are also meant to offer a solution of sorts to this 

social crisis. This solution Ues in his female protagonists-Pamela and Clarissa-whom, 

notwidistanding the different fates he allots them, Richardson both intended as models of 

female virtue who unswervingly adheie to the Purftan moral principle of no carnal 

relation^ip except in a marriage.^** In Pame/a Richardson provided his contemporary fair 

readers with what Watt calls "a new, fully developed and immensely influential 

stereotype of the feminine role" (161), one that could survive the marriage crisis without 

compromising the Puritan moral code. Pamela Andrews is indeed a paragon of modesty 

and chasd^, of \^ch there aie few peers in the English novel. A vigilant guardian of her 

virginity, she never gives in an inch in the face of the changing tactics of Mr. B's 

coercion and seduction. Pamela's acceptance of \fr. B's (^er of manriage and her 

'"Clarissa's death is not a sign of Richardson's disapproval of her conduct. She dies only because this 
principle is violated against her will. As [ will argue later in the chapter, since reward in the worldly form 
(marriage with Lo velace) is not possible after the rape, both Clarissa's reward and Lovelace's reform can 
only be realized in death. 
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excessive praise of him thereafter do indicate, though, that her seducer tnay not have 

appeared as hateful as she admitted in her letters and in public-indeed, she must have 

found him quite attractive as a man and have refused his advances only out of moral 

considerations." Critics have even argued, not without good reasons, that Pamela's 

change of attitude towards Mr. B suggests that she may not be as innocent as she appears 

and that her insistence on her country simplicity may well be designed to entrap Mr. B 

into marriage (Watt 170 and "Pamela"). This reading of the novel, best represented by 

Fielding's paio(fy Shamela, would not undermine Pamela's claim to morality, insightful 

as it is, for the heroine's possibly intentional entrapment of Mr. B hto marriage rather 

than resigning herself to be his mistress is precisely in accordance with the very tenets of 

the Puritan ethics-the realization of romantic love only inside marriage, fadeed, I would 

even speculate that, in li^t of the generally didactic nature of Richardson's novels, it is 

highly likely that Richardson consciously mtended Pamela to seduce Mr. B with her 

appearance of innocence and that the novel was in fact Richardson's instruction for 

young women of his time on how to secure men in a decent manner under adverse 

circumstances. 

The author's relation^p with women in life provides enligjitening clues to his 

intention. Richardson's social life, historians reveal, was in delightful agreement with his 

ideological predilection. His natural afGnity for the opposite sex and his firequent 

correspondence with its members placed him "at the center of a circle of women in the 

proud position of paterfamilias' (Watt 152-1 S3 and Qmmiings 97). He was, for example, 

"In her very first letter to her parents, br example, Pamela writes ofMr.B "[ijideed he is the best of 
gentlemen, I think!" (4; vol. 1, Letter 1). 
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known to be generous in his advice for the company of young women he relished, whom 

he teasingly refened to as his "honorary daugfiters" ("Richardson"). At a time when for 

many yDung women finding a husband became a very important but also increasin^y 

difficult task (Watt 137), Richardson's "didactic literature" apparently had practical 

social values in addition to its obvious reUgious significance. Conversely, it is equally 

safe to assume that whatever advice Richaidson o£fered in person and in letters to his fair 

companions'correspondents, little would have gone beyond the confines of his Puritan 

moral code as expressed in his novels. 

4 J The Rewards of Virtue 

Making no secret of the educational purpose of his novels, Richardson encourages 

imitation of his virtuous "literary daughters" by handsomely rewarding them for their 

compliance with and submission to his Puritan moral code (i.e. "virtues"). Pamela 

Andrews, for one, gets the man (whom, it turns out, she actually likes) in a most 

honorable manner for her adamant refusal to submit to Mr. B's initially licentious 

demands. To accentuate the value of this reward, Richardson (quite amazingly) spends 

more than one third of the lengthy novel on Pamela's post-engagement happiness, 

omitting few details of the preparation for the marriage, the marriage itself and signs of 

mutual affection between the yoing couple. Richardson's reward is certainly an 

unusually generous one given the fact that the union between Rimela and Mr. B-a maid 

servant and her master-constftutes the transgression of class boundaries, a highly 
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implausible scenario in a country so class-conscious as England. This rather obtmsive 

authorial intervention on the pait of Richardson, which elides and even denies the power 

of those sociohistorical factors that the novel outlines (Richetti 98), however, is 

consonant with Richardson's middle-class Puritan outlook, which, among other things, 

holds their social superiors (represented by Mr. B) as their moral inferiors (Watt 166). 

bdeed, Richardson's generous reward fw Pamela seems precisely designed to cater to 

the political taste of the upward mobile middle class itself, which constituted the bulk of 

the British reading public (Watt 48). Pamela's class-climbing marriage well symbolizes 

the middle classes'srise in wealth and power through personal merits. For according to 

the social conventions of the aristocracy, which holds birth and fortune to be primary 

criteria of marriage, a husband with Mr. B's social and economic stanire is clearly 

beyond the reach ofthe humble country girl (Karl 102). What helps Pamela triumph in 

the end is knowledge, decorum and virtue-personal qualities acquired mostly through 

learning rather dian inheritance. Pamela's marriage with Mr. B therefore represents the 

equation between merit and birth and the elevation of the middle class to the same social 

status as the aristocracy. 

Such equation/elevation, meanwhile, does more than merely reflecting 

Richardson's political penchant; the immense wealth and marital felicity that Richardson 

lavishes on his obedient heroines, I would argue, are the sweetener with which the 

novelist seduced his female readers mto accepting his Puritan middle-class ideology. 

This seductive design is both in perfect consonance with, and easily inferable finm, the 

author's open acknowledgment that seducing women into leading a moral life was the 
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aim of his personal relationships with his company of young women (Cummings 97). 

Indeed, I view Richardson's literary seduction as a form of what Louis Althusser calls 

ideological "interpellation." As I ponted out in Chapter I, inteipellation (especially with 

literature and the media, where it is often not explicit or direct) does not stop at the 

subject's recognition of his/her pre-assigned social position; it frequently involves the use 

of incenti\es that render this position attractive and enticing, b Richardson's time, such 

sweeteners became all the moie necessary as the country underwent secularization in 

general and the decline of Puritanism in particular, which combined with other changes 

to cause moral traditions to lose dieir luster in the eyes of the young people. What makes 

Richardson's ideological seduction theoretically interesting is that the objects of such 

seduction (whether in person and througji writing) appear to be mainly women. For him, 

it seems, the success of his ideological endeavour consisted in bringing women into the 

fold of religious traditions, by seduction if necessary." Were it not so, in fact, it would be 

hard to explain why the character to act out his "virtue-rewarded" theme is almost 

invariably female, such as the one in Clarissa, his other widely read work. 

Richardson admits in his letter to Lady Bradshaigh that ui writing Clarissa, which 

he calls a "Reb'gious Novel," he attempts to "investigate the highest and most important 

doctrines not only of morality, but of Christianity, by shewing them thrown into action in 

the conduct the wortliy characters; while the unwoithy, vibo set those doctrines as 

defiance, aie condignly, and, as maybe said, consequentially, punished" {SelectedLetters 

92). Richaidson's reward forCIarissa's virOie, however, may not appear to be so sweet at 

"For more o n women's telation to tradition, see C hapter 2 and the early part of this chap ter. 
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first ^ance. After all, Clarissa Harlow's price for adhering to die Puritan code of conduct 

is her own life; the heroine dies for refusing to submit to the will of either Lovelace or 

her parents. But for Richardson (and even for Clarissa herself, as indicated by her letters), 

clearly, Clarissa's reward is no less bountiful than what he bestows upon Pamela 

Andrews. For her uiq}aralleled virtue, Garissa also gets her share of the marital felicity: 

she is to be married to die heaventy bridegroom, Jesus Christ, because no earthly man 

deserves such a saintly creature as she. In her posthumous letter to her father, Clarissa 

calls herself his "happy daughter," who, weaned &om a world of too alluring prospects, 

is now rejoicing in celestial blessedness through the Divine Goodness (Clarissa 1371-

1372; 488L). While the text certainly evokes no feelings of happiness in the reader, 

Clarissa's protracted death scene is reminiscent of, and apparently meant to be compared 

to, Richardson's equally lengthy account of Pamela's marital felicity. For one thing, the 

description of Clarissa's death and the leproduction of her posthumous letters, moving as 

they are, take away much of the tragic feeling usually associated with the chilly business 

of death. Indeed, they effect an air of peace and serenity that adds a suggestion of 

desirability to the final outcome of the story. Moreover, death also gives Clarissa a 

chance which she otherwise would not have to show her love, benevolence and 

forgiveness-virtues essential to the Puritan, and for thatmatter, Christian values. Inher 

long will, for instance, Clarissa bequeaths her grandfather's estate back to her father, who 

is one of the main contributors to her suffering and death; various items and amounts of 

money are also given to servants and labourers, some of whom are not even close or 
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known to her in life. But most s^ficant of all is her forgiveness for Lovelace, her chief 

persecutor, to whom she writes; 

I repeat, therefore, that I do forgive you. And may the Almighty forgive 
you too! Nor have I, at the writing cf this, any other essential regrets than 
what are occasioned by the griefl have given to parents, who till I knew 
you were the most indulgent of parent^ by the scandal given to the other 
branches of my family; by the disrepute brought upon my sex; and by the 
offence given to virtue in my fall. (1426, LS10.4. Original italics) 

To ensure the full discharge of her forgiveness, Clarissa goes to the length of writing to 

her cousin Morden, requesting him not to seek vengeance upon Lovelace. Modem's 

eventual killing of Lovelace, in light of Clarissa's posthumous injunction, seems ahnost 

an act of divine will that carries out the deserved punishment of the villain while at the 

same time reafGrming the heroine's saintly virtue of forgiveness. 

As Lovelace writhes in agony for his sin, Clarissa is finally reconciled with both 

the earthly world and the divine God, and most impoitantly, achieves eternal peace, 

perhaps the greatest reward a Puritan can aspire to. The minute details ofClarissa's death 

which Richardson took the trouble of recounting gives the death itself all the appearance 

of an act of will on the part of Clarissa, as iC as Watt puts it, "it is no has^ surrender to 

man's mortality but a beautifully staged collaboration with the powers above that have 

already marked her fer their own" (219). Qarissa may be violated in person, the novel 

seems to be saying, but ^e triumphs in spirit In other words, the kind of death that 

Clarissa meets with is, as Richardson intends it to appear, a form of reward. B. W. 

Downs is certainly right in observing that in Clarissa Richardson was merely continuing 

the "virtue rewarded" theme of Pamela-onfy that such reward is postponed till after 
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death and that the felicity is not worldly but heavenly and eternal (Downs 76 and Watt 

216). 

4.4 Jane Austen's Notion of Female virtue: Balance and Moderation 

This reward-punishment theme is carried on in the novels of Jane Austen. Though 

generally classified as a nineteenth-century novelist (most of her works were published 

after 1800) by literary conventions, Austen is considered more Classical than Victorian-

in her, the romanticism of her own time is moderated by "the clear-sighted judgement of 

the Augustan age that preceded her" ("Austen"). But style is perhaps not the only reason 

for this general perception; Austen's classicahiess is also closely related to her subject-

matter-preoccupation with such eigfiteenth-century issues as virtue, honour and fortune, 

which mi^t well be a response to the continued or at least residual presence of the social 

crisis that had plagued Richardson's time, of which we can still get a glimpse in Austen's 

works. In both Pride and Prejudice and Sense and Sensibility, for example, marrying off 

one's daughters remains the biggest concern of parents. The virtue that Austen rewards 

her female protagonists for, though, isslightty different from the Puritan values that 

Richardscn had in mind when he wrote Pamela and Clarissa. For Austen, virtue is not 

blind conformity to social conventions but a balanced approach to the conflicts between 

passion and reason, love and duty. In her study on the issue. The Pleasures of Virtue: 

Political Thought in the Novels of Jane Austen, Anne Crippen Ruderman does an in-

depth analysis of certain human qualities which appear to be the key components of 
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Austen's notion of virtue: prudence, sensitivity, a sense of justice, proper pride, religious 

virtue and modesty. Limit of space precludes me from dwelling upon these components 

separately, but one can easily detect a shared characteristic in the above list of 

qualities-rational moderateness. Rationality and moderation are undoubtedly essential to 

an author known for her entertainmg use of irony and "a critical common sense that 

warred against bombast and affection and sentimentalism in the novels of her own day" 

(Needleman and Otis 491). Austen's preference for moderateness is the most vocal in her 

objection to the excessive sensibility and pathological obsession with the supernatural as 

found in most Gothic novels, a genre which she brilliantly parodies vnthNorthanger 

Abby. In this novel, Austen ridicules the Gothic by having its heroine, Catherine 

Morland, fall victim to the ahnost irrational sensibility that she has acquired from reading 

Anne Radcliffe's Mysteries ofUdolpho. As a matter of fact, moderateness is a big divider 

in Austen's (and fcr that matter, Radcliffe's) novels; her female protagonists are ones 

that demonstrate an even mixture of the aforementioned qualities whereas the problem 

characters are often those who show excess of one kind or another. Elinor Dashwood in 

Sense and Sensibility md Elizabeth Bennet in Pride and Prejudice, for example, are 

paragons of female virtue (as defined by Austen) in whom passion is tempered with 

reason and love guided by duty. Elinor, the elder daughter of the Dashwoods, in 

particular, combines in her the powers of feeling, fairness, duty, rationality and 

forbearance. Instances of her merits are nimerous, but the way in which ^e handles her 

own ups and downs during her sister's setbacks best Ulustrates her virtuous character as it 

involves the "joint exercise" of her various commendable qualities. For four months 
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Elinor keq)s to herself the engagement of Lucy Steele to Edward Ferrars, with whom she 

herself is in love, while attending her emotionally wounded sister. Her conversation with 

Marianne over the matter, which provides us an opportunity to view these qualities m her 

own words, is worth quoting at some length: 

'Yes. But I did not love only him (Edward); - and while the comfort of 
others was dear to me, I was glad to spare diem from knowing how much I 
felt... I am not conscious of having provoked the disappointment of any 
imprudence of my own, and I have borne it as much as possible without 
spreading it farther. I acquit Edward of all essential misconduct I wish her 
very happy; and I am so sure of his always doing his duQr, that though 
now he may harbour some regret, in the end he must become so... For 
four months, Marianne, I have had all this hanging on my mind, without 
being at liberty to speak of it to a single creature; knowing that it would 
make you and my mother most unhappy whenever it were explained to 
you, yet unable to prepare you for it in the least... The composure of mind 
which I have brou^t myself at present to consider the matter, the 
consolation that I have been willing to admit, have been the e£fect of 
constant and painful exertion; - they did not spring up of themselves; -
they did not occur to relieve any spirits at first - No, Marianne...'(227-
229; vol. 3,ch. 1) 

This conversation is a wonderful demonstration of Elinor's readiness to forgive and 

considerateness to others, even at the expense of her own interest. Underlying these 

virtues, however, is her unusual ability of self-control: she is so remarkable a mistress of 

her emotions that none in her family even notices what has happened, to say nothing of 

knowing the suffenng she has been through. Elinor is in some important ways a preview 

of Elizabeth Bennet in Pride and Prejudice^ who also puts the happiness of her famity 

before her own. Like Elinor, who confionts Willoughby over his relation^p with ha 

sister, Elizabeth questions Darcy face to face over his role in the separation of Mr. 

Bingley fiom Jane, die eldest daughter of the Bennets. Her "prejudice" against Darcy, 

which delays her own union with him, is due in large part to what she believes to be his 
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improper intervention in her sister's relationship. Elinor and Elizabeth's strong sense of 

duty, incidentally, strikes a strange chord of dissonance with the emergent feminist 

movement at that time, best represented by Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of the 

Rights of Women (1792), which rather emphasized women's individual rights and other 

political entidements. 

Elinor and Elizabeth aie also in sharp contrast to some of Austen's other 

characters, such as Lydia Bennet and Julia Bertram, both of whom elope with men and 

are later wedded to them in patched-up marriages. Austen's representation of these 

deviant characters, it needs to be pointed out, does not suggest her disapproval of 

romantic lo\e. In fact, Austen is a strong proponent of love, which she makes quite clear 

through the mouths of her characters (such as Marianne Dashwood and Elizabeth 

Bennet), in spite of the heavy emphasis that her novels often give to fortune and 

inheritance-only that, for her, love must be balanced with reason. Lydia Bennet and Julia 

Bertram become problem characters not because they pursue love, but because, unlike 

Elinor Dashwood and Elizabeth Bennet, they are given to romantic excesses (lack of 

moderation) and show littie consideration for their family (lack of duty) in doing so. 

Austen has her own system of reward and punishment for her version of virtue 

and the lack thereof; it is, to no one's surprise, one closely related to her understanding of 

happiness. For Austen, as for most people, happiness is the end of virtue (Ruderman 10), 

but happiness itself is not entirely or even mainly equated with weakh (althou^ she does 

reward herfavourfte character, Elizabeth Bennet, with the biggest fortune among her 

female characters). Neither does her definition of happiness cany a heavy reUgious 
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overtone, as does Richardson's. Austen finds happiness in pleasure-pleasure which 

results from "the capacity for real attachment and love" rather than that in the hedonic 

sense (Ruderman 7)." It is this type of happiness that Austen mostprofusety rewards her 

vvtuous heroines with. For instance, while Austen's female protagonists may not always 

inherit the largest fortune, they all share in common the enjoyment of real affection and 

strong attachment. To these benefits of virtue I can probably add reputation and 

sociality, for apart from their close ties to family and friends, Jane and Eliabeth Bennet, 

Elinor Dashwood and Bumy Rice are all well respected for their character and conduct 

within and outside their small cycles of country women. This may not seem 

extraordinary rewards until compared with the humiUation that their much less virtuous 

sisters find themselves in as a result of their romantic extravagance. Lydia Bennet's 

elopement with Wickham and Julia Bertram's scandalous affair with Mr Yates not only 

subject themselves to social ostracism and estrangement from their kin, but also bring 

disgrace to their whole families. The most accurate "testing" of Austen's system of 

reward and punishment is perhaps on the case of Marianne Dashwood, whose movement 

from punishment to reward mirrors her somewhat belated embracement of rationality and 

moderation. Marianne's initial lack of a firm mind brings her a humiliating snub from 

Willoughby, the romantic rake she is infatuated with, before submission to rationality 

and convention secures her a decent though much less colorful replacement. 

However differently Austen and Richardson define virtue and happiness 

themselves, they clearly agree on one thing, which is also the governing theme of their 

'This is a clear indication o f the Romantic side o f the influence she was under. 
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novels: virtue is rewaided. And as it is with Richardson, whose novel-writing activity 

was an extension of his advising for the company of young women he enjoyed, Austen's 

reward and punishment for the characters, apart firom serving as a declaration of her 

ideological preferences, were certainly a way of encouraging her female readers to accept 

and follow her version of social/sexual morality, and of discouraging them from 

perpetrating the same transgressions that Lydia Bennet and Julia Bertram are culprits of 

In that sense alone Austen was no femim'st, for all her concem about women's well-

being. Indeed, unlike Mary Wollstonecraft, her feminist contemporary, Austen does not 

challenge the social status quo of women; at best, she provides her female readers with 

the worldty wisdom with which to suivive the adverse economic conditions of her time. 

And in doing so, she reinforces those conditions more than helps to undermine them (She 

legitimates them by having her female protagonists benefit fiom them.). Most 

significantly, Austen's novels advocate the exercise of female virtues and forbearance in 

the face of adversity. For her, women's best option is to find the right man instead of 

striving to change the economic and political orders of society, although some of her 

female characters, especially Elizabeth Bennet, do suggest a vague and largely illusory 

hint of rebelliousness in the author. The timing of these novels, in light of their obvious 

ideological preference, encourages one to view them as a response, or a counteraction, to 

the aforesaid feminist resurgence of the late eighteenth century, just as the fastidiously 

faithful adaptations of Austen's works for the screen may well be the current age's 

response to the new wave of femmism since the I980s.^^ &i a way, Austen performed the 

"View ofprofessorJenold Hog|e, given in November, 2000 duringmy consultation with him on my 
dissertation proposal. 
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same social role as Richardson: providing female readers with marital advice-save diat 

one focused on tactics and the other more on character. 

4.5 Women, Seducer or the Seduced: the Case of Clarissa 

Although both authors are considered didactic, Richardson's writing, compared 

with the novels of Austen, is more explicit in its instructional purpose. And while 

Austen's ideology is hard to define, Richardson wrote with an openlydeclared 

mission-the revival of religion in general, and Puritanism in particular, in the midst of 

growing secularization in Britain (although, as Watt points out, Richardson's notion of 

religion might be a shallow one (216)). The virtue Richardson wants to reward Clarissa 

Harlowe for, for example, is recognizably Puritan. Clarissa leads a life of abnost 

"monastic rigour (and vigour) in the midst of luxury and potential distraction," keeping 

daily accounts to herself and God (Goldberg 41). Her aversion to pleasures of the flesh is 

especially characteristic of the kind of self-dem'al deemed central to the Puritan ethics. 

Furthermore, confronted widi a league of adversaries (the aristocracy represented by 

Lovelace and the patriarchal fimily system represented by her father), Garissa 

symbolizes "all that is firee and positive in the new individualism, and especially of the 

spiritual independence which was associated with Puritam'sm" (Watt 222). Her persistent 

refiisal to submit to the wills of others, in particular, reminds one of the religious faction 

of the Nonconformists/Dissenters, of which Richardson was a member (Goldberg 41). 

Critical interpretations abound with reganl to the reason for Clanssa's death. Whether it 
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is her own choice, as suggested by Goldberg (123-127), or the acceptance of a decision 

from higher powers above (Watt 219), however, Richardson could not successfully 

establish Clarissa as a model of female virtue, which he admits to be his intention in the 

preface," without having Clarissa die. For one thing, only an event as drastic as death is 

capable of showing Clarissa's unflinching devotion to the cause of her chastity and the 

strength of her virtue in general/' Lovelace may well imprison and rape her body, the 

novel implies, but he cannot rape her in spint because it is beyond conquest. Meanwhile, 

death also &cilitates the establishing of Qarissa's role modd status making her 

something of a Puritan martyr. The almost obsessively detailed description of Clarissa's 

death, covering neady one third of the novel, greatly heightens this religious overtone. 

On the other hand, striking a compromise between Clarissa and Lovelace, thereby 

allowing the heroine to live, would not only be a bland comical replay o( Pamela but also 

substantially weaken, if not obliterate, the novel's overall religious message. 

Ian Watt points out, with much insight, that the Clarissa's protracted death scene 

(the heavily religious overtone of the fimerary description, in particular, I think) seems 

indicative of the belief on the part of Richardson that "the growing secularisation of 

thought could best be combated by lowing how only faith in the fiiture state could 

provide a secure shelter from the terrors of mortali '̂ (Watt 218). we read the novel 

&om Watt's perspective, Clarissa would appear to be a mere instrument in Richardson's 

"Richardson calls Clarixa "a young lady of great ddtcacy, mistRss ofall die accomplishments, naturaland 
acquired, that adorn the sex, having the strictest notion of filial duty" (37). 

'*This is certainly the flattest reading of the novel, as Rita Goldberg po ints out (106); but it is no do ubt a 
correct and useful one. 
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grand endeavor to revive religion and promote morality, and her death a symbolic 

sacrifice. The heroine's seemingly rebdlious defiance of patriarchy and aristocracy 

would also become a way of obeying Christ the religious power or of serving the 

ideological purposes of Richardson the authorial power.^^ The implication of this reading, 

which I think is a valid one, certainly goes beyond the case of Clarissa, for behind the 

heroine's usefubiess to Richardson's project of rdigious revival is what I earlier referred 

to as the general instrumentality of women, or the power of female sexuality, to the 

installation and maintenance of ideology. For Richaidson and Austen, this power is 

specificalty reflected in the fact that women have become the main preservers of virtues 

and tradition (Goldberg 47). 

Goldberg's observation can be interpreted in two different ways. First, women are 

the ones that carry on virtue and tradition, which implies that most men do not or do not 

have to; second, women not only observe virtue and tradition themselves but also cause 

men to do the same, thereby helping the whole society to preserve those values. 

Whichever way we understand it, however, women's special ideological role entails 

bringing themselves into the fold of ideology in the first place. This task naturally fell 

upon the novel, the dominant literary discourse of eighteenth-century England. From a 

technical point of view at least, it was a task that the novel could well accommodate. For 

one thing, as I pointed out earlier, women appeared to constitute the majority of the 

"Such defiance is cettamly qualified. As someciitics arBue, neither Pamela nor Clarissa is rebelfious in the 
real sense of the word. Panela, as Jerry Beadey points out, dutifully subscribes to all the "sweet 
Injunctions" of her "Master" aSer ther marriage 07). Clarissa defies a lower male authority (her father and 
Lovelace) only to entrust her fate with a higher one, God the Father. Beasley goes on to argue that both 
Pamela and Clarissa promote the traditional ideals of male authority, and that the lesolution of each 
narrative leaves the woman in a subordinate position, a willing subject within a 'Patriarchal Sovereignty'" 
(37). 
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reading public in the eighteenth century. The predominance of femininity in and outside 

the early English novel made the literary genie a convenient means for power to pass its 

injunctions on to women. Second, unlike previous genres of literature, the novel is a 

commodity which survives on its very appeal to die populace. (For it to be an effective 

means of ideological ndoctrination, needless to say, a literaiy work has to be able to 

reach a large number of readers.) Every effi)rt on the part of the author to get his/her 

work accepted by the readers, in other wads, works also to sweeten and disseminate its 

underlying belief and values. Richaidson, himself an experienced businessman, was 

clearly aware of the workings of die market. He states openly in the preface to Pamela 

that his aim is to "inculcate religion and morality in so easy and agreeable a manner, as 

shall render them equally delightful and profitabl̂  ̂(Richardson, Pamela 22. Original 

italics). And on that he was indeed quite successful. Although statistics on the sale of 

Pamela are hard to obtain, the rapid surge in the production of the epistolaiy novel after 

Richardson" is a clear indication of the immense popularity of Richardson's works.'' 

Utter and Neeham call Pamela an immediate success-one which Watt attributes to the 

novel's strong appeal to the interests of women readers (Watt IS 1): 

Pamela became a vogue almost before the reviewers could notice it It 
was unfashionable not to have read it, and ladies flounshed their copies at 
one another in public places as they flaunted their fashions in clothes. 
Sermons were chanted in praise of it. By the time the reviewers got into 
action, it was little to their profit, whatever their opinions, policies or 
prejudices, to go against the current. (Utter and Needham 4) 

"Not insignificanUy, Richardson coached his female cones pond ents in the art of letter-writing. 

'*Frank Gees Black's study indicates that eight hundred epistolary novels appeared in the century after 
Pamela iX). 
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The commercial success of 4iese novels (in fact, of any novel) is ideologically 

consequential, for which there is also ample evidence in the above quotation. Their huge 

sale, at least in theoretical terms, lays the material foundation upon which Richardson's, 

and for that matter, Austen's, reward and punishment for the female virtue and the lack 

thereof act as an incentive or deterrent, enticing their female readers into accepting the 

received versions oi feminini^. Indeed, the popularity of a novel is itself always an 

assuring sign of such acceptance. Qie can safely assume, therefore, that popular novels 

in the eighteenth century, such as those by Richardson and Austen, produced immense 

influence on the readers over such notions as virtue and womanhood, h fact. Watt claims 

that Richardson played an important part in establishing the new Puritan code of love and 

marriage (137). Apparently, Richardson's project of educating women through novel 

writing was as fiuitfiil and profitable as his personal advising of young women was 

delightful. The fictitious Clarissa may have died in the story, but the real Clarissa, along 

with her numerous sisters, live on in life as virtuous "honorary daughters" of the 

noveUst/advisor. 

But Richardson and Austen's ideological endeavour does not stop at securing 

women's embracement of their respective versions of virtue and feminim'ty. At least for 

Richardson, the ultimate purpose was the revival of religion in the whole nation, as I 

have ahready pointed out. He admits in the preface to Pamela that the novel is intended to 

"instruct and improve the minds of the YOUTH of both sexe^' while at the same time to 

divert and entertain (22, original italics). Richardson would be self-contradictory unless 

we viewed his moral instruction for women as a means to improve the morality of the 
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whole society, which he did. The moraUst-novelist apparently believed that women's 

virtue was essential to the moral health of die entire society and that any attempt at 

improvement of the nation must begin with that of women. The consumption of didactic 

literature, he and Austen clearly hoped, would help recmit women to work for the social 

stability and the moral wholeness of the nation. This understanding sheds much light on 

the otherwise puzzling fact that in Ifae works of Richardson and Austen the main female 

characters are not only always already on or can be easily won over to, the side of the 

dominant ideology, as they are in most Hollywood films, but win also help convert men 

and their less virtuous sisters to the same political, religious or moral persuasion. 

Marianne Dash wood, for instance, is literally movedhy the considerate and forbearing 

Elinor to a more level-headed approach towards love and marriage. Such "moving," 

when it occurs between Pamela Andrews and Mr. B, becomes virtually a form of 

seduction. While most people agree that Mr. B is the seducer among the two in sexual 

terms, I would say that Pamela triumphs as a moral seducer. >^th unrelenting adherence 

to Puritan ethical principles, the seemingly innocent girl moves Mr. B to give up his 

licentious design to embrace proper moral conduct in sex and marriage. One may well 

view Pamela's seduction in pragmatic temis, as many have done (e.g. Roberts), but even 

in serving her own purpose (entrapping Mr. B for husband), Pamela Andrews reforms a 

rake by bringing him onto her side of the moral spectrum. The novel suggests, for 

example, that Pamela makes a Puritan out of Nfr. B at least in the eyes of his sister. Lady 
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Davers.^ In doing so, Pamela has acted as die de facto recruiter for Richardson's 

religious ideology.*' The same dynamics exist in Clarissa between the heroine and ha 

seducer. Richardson speaks of Lovelace in the preface as a reasonable being "who 

[disbelieves] not a future state of rewards and punishments (and who one day propose to 

reform)" {Clarissa 37). The suffering and death of Clarissa apparently help evoke this 

benign side of the rake. There are unequivocal signs towards the end of the novel, for 

instance, that the previously blasphemous but now repentant rake looks to God for 

forgiveness for bis sin. And just as his victim gets herreward in afterlife, Lovelace has to 

complete his reform posthumously: 

Blessed-he, addressing himself no doubt to Heaven; for his dying 
eyes were lifted upi A strong convulsion prevented him for a few 
moments saying more, but recovering, he again, widi great fervour (lifting 
up his eyes and his spread hands), pronounced the word blessed... (1487-
1488; LS37. Original italics) 

In their conversion of both rakes to religion, the heroines practically serve as the 

bait with which the Puritan ideology seduces men (and other women) into accepting the 

social relations and political hierarchies it represents or sanctions. In fact, in the case of 

Mr. B, whose "reform" is sweetened and facih'tated by the prospective satisfaction of his 

desire for Pamela, such seduction is ahnost entirely sexual in nature (i.e. literal). For this 

"Mr. B's lecture to hissisteron the roertB ofPamebandthe wsdoinofhis marrying ha contains some 
Puritan ihetoiic: "Let me teQ you, that except you and I both mend our Eves^ tho' you may have in some 
things less to answer for than I, this amiable creature, whom your vanity and folly teaches you so much to 
despise, will be ihfinilely more exalted above us, by the Power who is no legarderof persons, than the 
proudest monarch ni the woild can anaginehimselfabove Ihe meanest creature in it" (220; vol. 2, L2).To 
which LadyDaversretorB: "Egregious preacheii my brother already tura'dpurtVan!" (Ibid. Original 
emphasis). 

"The subtitle of Fidelis Morgan's adaptations o f the novel for the theater, "The Reform of a Rake," 
highlights the ideological content of the original work. 
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reason, one may well regard the representation of these female character in both novels 

as an act of symbolic prostitution by Richaidson on behalf of the Purftan ideology. 

Certainly, women's "service" to ideology is not limited to so narrow a sense. The 

appropriation of the power of female sexuality for the installation and maintenance of 

ideology takes a wide range of forms in cultural representation, some of \^ch, quite 

nahirally, are not so easy to recognize. Barbara Babcock, using Western representations 

of the Statue of Liberty, for example, argues that such portrayal of femininity represents 

"masculine moves to simultaneously control and co-opt the power of female 

sexuality., indispensable for the continuity of the group but potentially disruptive in its 

free exercise" (Babcock 402 and Zeitlin 158). This disruptive potential, which made 

England's surplus spinster population a major souice of social concern in the eig)iteenth 

century, rendered it imperative that women be properly educated and controlled for the 

moral health of society. Richardson and Austen's system of reward and pum'shment is the 

cultural mecham'sm that works to mm women from a (potentially) destabilizing factor 

into a constructive one. 

As a result, women (or rather the female sex) are both the seducer and die 

seduced at once. The stoiy of Pamela epitomizes this unusual situation. On the surfice, 

Pamela is seduced by Mr. B; but as many critics argie, she is in fact trying to seduce her 

master into marriage, a kind of passive seduction. Her temptation, however, can be 

understood on two different levels. From a practical point of view, Pamela is just trying 

to secure a husband in adecent manner. Yet the factthat Mr. B finally gives in to her 

terms in their struggle also makes Pamela a seducer on behalf of virtue and morality as 
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well as their attendant ideology. Finally, the happiness that Pamela is rewarded with for 

her adherence to these principles serves as yet another seducer-this time for the female 

readers of the novel-who will be enticed into following Pamela's virtuous and rewarding 

example. But the ultimate and only seducer beneath these layers of seduction is none 

other than Richardson die author hunself, whose real target of seduction is the female 

readers of this novel. Pamela is only a fictional character that facilitates this process. 

Whether we consider such others or characters the seducer or the seduced, 

however, is probably not so important as the fact that harnessing the images of women to 

the task of ideological seduction, which fi%quently reduces female characters to mere 

signs or a currency (to be exchanged for the acceptance of certain beUefs and values), 

amounts to the imposition of will on them, an act which entails and therefore implies the 

presence of a relationship of domination-submission between the representing and the 

represented. This relationship, which, according to Said, is fundamental to any society's 

representation of its "others," was certainly in place during the eighteenth-century 

England, as it sdll is today. Signs of its existence are omnipresent in language and texts, 

our only means of access to history. One good example is the deeply feminine 

connotation of words and concepts reflecting the restrictive side of ideology. In most 

cultures, for instance, terms such as "chastity" and "virtue" apply almost exclusively to 

women. Surely men do get involved in these matters, as in Richardson's and Austen's 

novels, but neither Mr. B nor Robert Lovelace is of real concern to the narrator. For these 

authors, women be controlled precisely because they can be controlled. Against 

the backdrop of this relationshp of domination-submission, the representation of women 
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(and for that matter, many dominated social groi^) is always in danger of becoming a 

form of rape, as the incidents mentioned the first chapter well demonstrate. Clarissa 

Harlowe's literal rape by Lovelace inside the story, for this reason, is also the symbolic 

rape of the character by Richardson the author after all, Richardson has to have her raped 

and killed inoiderto make his point about virtue and morality. 
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CHAPTER 5 THE USEFULNESS OF FEAR: OTHERING AND SELF-

FASHIONING IN CONTEMPORARY US CULTURAL AND POUTICAL 

REPRESENTATIONS 

"Once you know who you 

hate, everything works." 

-fiom Detonator 

Chapter 2 touched upon an aspect of cultural representation which clearly merits 

further discussion: fear. There I pointed out that elements of fear in Hollywood adventure 

fibns are often indicative of the West's desire for and guilt in colom'al conquest and 

plundering. In some cases, such as The Last Crusade, these elements also take a part in 

the cinematic construction of a Western heroic manhood. This chapter, which will be 

devoted to an analysis of the representation of fear in the media, cinema and literature, 

focuses on yet another kind of constructive role of fear-its ideological seductiveness. 

Specifically, I want to examine how the representation of fear entices consumers of 

culture in the West into accepting and subscribing to certain beliefs and values that 

cultural products embody and stand for. The texts that I will be examining remain those 

classified as popular culture: action movies, television and popular novels. 
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5.1 Terrorism on the Screen: the US's Symbolic Border Patrol 

Fear is a universal, natural and strong human emotion. The causes of fear, 

however, are culturally and temporally specific. In contemporary US, common sources of 

fear include terrorist attacks (domestic and international), pollution of a massive scale, 

poisoning, nuclear strikes, among other things. Its powerful influence on human 

perception and behaviour makes fear an important factor in effecting resignation or 

submission to authorities, beUefs or situations. Cultural and political texts' employment 

of fear, for example, is firequently driven by the potential economic and political profits 

of such resignation/submission, where the causes of fear, though not always groundless, 

are often magnified and exaggerated for the maximization of such gains. 

The primary producer and carrier of the representation of fear in the US (aside 

from Washing D.C.) is Hollywood, a major section of the nation's powerful culture 

industry. Hlms of fear are as old as the film industry itself, often an accurate indicator of 

the anxiety and concerns of an era. During the Cold War, for example, movies 

dramatizing Soviet attacks reflected as much as they shaped Americans' imagination of 

the world they lived in. Over the past decade or so, this long-time favourite theme has 

been replaced by terrorism, signalling a major shift in America's perception of its threats 

after the demise of the Soviet Union. One of the remarkable features of this new genre is 

that many of these fihns involve in one way or another the US military and the 

(threatened) use of nuclear missiles or other hi-tech weaponry against the United States 

itself. Quite contrary to conventional expectation, though, the terrorists are often not 
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agents of hostile foreign govenimeits such as Lib)a, ban or Iraq. Instead, many of them 

are disgruntled American government haters, who abuse the weapons of mass destruction 

in their control to blackmail the US government or who pass those weapons on to 

terrorists from the Third World (including regions of the former Soviet Union) out of 

political or pecimiary considerations. One good example is Detonator, a 1993 action 

movie depicting an international terrorist attempt to smuggle nuclear bombs to Iraq. 

Originally &D!di\tAAlistair Maclean's Death Train when first aired on cable-TV, the 

movie begins with a double disaster that called UNACO(a policing branch of the UN) in 

to investigate: in the first disaster, plutonium has been pilfered from German military lab; 

in the second and apparently related incident, a train in Russia has been hijacked. As the 

initial confiision settles down, it becomes clear that teirorists led by lenegade US soldier 

Alex Tiemey (Ted Levine) have hijacked the train and are driving it across the European 

rail system with a nuclear bomb on board made by German scientist Dr. Uetzig (John 

Abineri). Russian General Benin (Giristopher Lee), Tiemey's employer, ordered the 

heist of the nuclear weapons in the hope of provoking an international incident in Iraq 

that would force the return to power of military hard-liners in Moscow. UNACO agents 

Michael Graham (Pierce Brosnan) and Sabrina Carver (Alexandra Paul) are sent to 

recover the bomb and rescue the hostages on the train. Through a series of risl^ plots and 

daring stunts, these agents capture and defuse the bomb before the train goes out of 

Europe. Both Tiemey and the Russian general are killed by Sabrina in action. A potential 

world crisis is avoided.*^ 

"This summaiy is taken with minor paraphrasing from "Detonator" at TV Guide Onliie, pars. 2-3. 
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Detonator reflects the anxiety among Americans over the possibility of nuclear 

proliferation in the post-Cold War worid, especially after the brealcup d the Soviet 

Union, which seems to have opened the Pandora's box of Russian weapons. While such 

anxieQr has proven unnecessary (No Russian nuclear missile has in fact ever been sold or 

transfeired to any other coimtry or group.), it is certainly not injusti&d: an impoveri^ed 

Russia does seem more willing than ever to peddle its conventional arsenal around the 

world, oftentimes in a worrisomely indiscriminating fashion. Indeed, frequent arms deals 

between Moscow and Third-World cointries, especially those in the Middle East, 

combine with recent memories of the Gulf War (particularly Iraq's Scud missiles) to 

make the scenario portrayed in the movie seem not only reah'stic, but scarily so. On top 

of this, anti-Western resentments, fanned by Russia's current economic crisis and the 

country's bitterness over the loss of past grandeur (well illustrated by General Benin's 

nostalgia for the Soviet Union), add a tinge of (malicious) intentionality to the threat of 

the proliferation of Russian arms. This threat gets more real and closer to home in The 

Peacemaker(l991), a fihn of a similar theme in which a Russian nuclear bomb, 

earmarked for dismantling, ends up in New York, the city where its terrorist traffickers 

intend to explode the device. Quite remarkably, the fihn turns up a horde of the foes of 

the US in a single nuclear proliferation incident: Kodorov, a nationalistic Russian 

General ^o bemoans the loss of the Soviet empire, the Russian Mafia, Serbian 

separatists who hate Western peacekeepers in Bosnia, Pakistam'sOpossibly Islamic 

militants hostile to the US) and Iran, America's sworn enemysince 1979. Terrorists m 

collusion with elements within the Russian army managed to steal from a military train 
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Russian nuclear missiles to be destroyed according to a Soviet-US disarmament accord 

and put them on trucks heading for ban, their intended recipient. I>. Julia Kelly (Nicole 

Kidman), head of Pentagon's anti-proliferation task force, is put in charge of recovering 

the lost missiles Kelly's colonel Thomas Devoe (George Cboney) does succeed in 

stopping the trucks in Russian Caucasus but has yet to fly to New Yodc, where a Serbian 

separatist has carried the other of the two stolen bombs to blow up the United Nations. 

Clooney defuses the bomb just before it is timed to explode. 

Increasingly, however, terrorism on the big screen involves hi-tech weapons from 

the United States itself. The terrorists whom they arm are often not foreigners but current 

or former US military personnel or defense ofBdals who abuse their privileges in an 

attempt to force their own country into submission, either in pursuit of profit or out of 

sheer bigotry. The next group of films that I examined all feature such treasonous 

Americans. In Under Siege I, former Navy SEAL captain, Casey Ryback, now a cook on 

board the USS Missouri, almost single-handedly defeats a gang of terrorists that seize the 

battleship in order to sell the cruise missiles in its arsenal to North Korea. Disguised as a 

music band who come aboard to celebrate the birthday of Captain Adams, the terrorists, 

collaborating with the ship's Commander Krill (Gary Busey), are able to temporarily take 

control of ship, during whidi time they load several nussiles onto a North Korean 

submarine that has come to pick up the order. But their illegal missile trafficking is 

thwarted by the versatile Ryback, whose capability they have apparently underestimated. 

Ryback and his small party wrestle back the control of the ship and destroy the escaping 

submarine, killingthe terrorists in action. The success of tta's film helped spawn a sequel. 
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called Under Siege n (Daril Territory), in which a passenger train replaces the battle^p 

as the vehicle under siege. This time Casey Ryback is traveling with his niece on 

vacation, during which the train carrying them is hijacked by ex-defense ofiGcial-tumed-

tenorists. With the equipment they carry onboard and the data they forced out of defense 

personnel whom they have followed onto the train, this band of terrorists break into a 

former "Star War" satellite system now left in disuse in orbit. Threatening to use the 

powerful laser weapon on the satellite to ignite a nuclear world war, the terrorists demand 

a large sum of money from Washington. With the government practically unable to do 

anything to stop the havoc, the task to save the country, and for that matter, the entire 

world, from nuclear annihilation, falls on the shoulders of Ryback. In a way quite 

reminiscent oi Detonator, the Navy cook disables the satellite control system, takes out 

all the terrorists before letting the train plunge into a deep valley in a fireball. 

Compared with these action-thrillers, Stealth Figfaer and Storm Catcher, both 

produced in 1999 and featuring F117, USAFs mysterious stealth fighter, are tedious and 

boring box office failures. In the former, the famed plane is stolen by ex-militaiy 

personnel for use in the trafficking of narcotics fix)m Latin America to the United States. 

In the latter, the general in command of a military base runs an underground operation 

aimed at overthrowing the government. "Stealing" an F117 from his own base, the 

general directs the pilot of the invisible plane to bomb the White House. As expected, 

these traitorous attempts in both stories are defeated by people siding with the 

government. In spite of the subject-matter's promise of exciting action, however. 
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lackluster characters and unrealistic plots unite to keep the ratings of the two films below 

average" 

But popularity aside, this group of films are all stories that effectively other 

transgressions. Their method of achieving this effect is what Julia Kristeva would call 

"abjection," which I alrea(ty mentioned in Chapter 2. Derived fiom the word "abject" 

(the jettisoned object), "abjection" in fact refers to the throwing away or under by 

literature and other forms of cultural texts of whatever defies classification and therefore 

pollutes "systems" (Kristeva 1-SS, esp. 1-4). Because they are undefinable, objects of 

"abjected" representation often appear ugly, hideous and terri^g-somuch so thatUiey 

are unrecogiizable and repulsive to the readei/viewer/audience. In other words, they 

become an "other" to both the protagonists and the audience. For this reason, "abjection" 

is a common means of keeping and policing borders and systems of classification in the 

symbolic realm. The tenorist acts and their perpetrators portrayed in these fihns, for 

example, all bear some betwixt-and-betweenness in one form or another: either they 

appear/happen in places \i«iiere they should not, or carry attributes that violate 

political/cultural boiders. Nuclear bombs falling (or are in danger of falling) into 

forbidden hands (Iran, Iraq, North Korea and Serbian separatists, as in Detonator, Under 

Siege I and The Peacemaker) are abject; treasonous Americans blackmailing Iheir 

government or colluding with foreign terrorists (as Tiemey in De/ona/or, the terrorists in 

Under Siege n, General Jacobs and his cohorts in Storm Catcher, Ice>T in Stealth Fighter 

and the American collaborator of the Russian hijackers in Air Force One) are abject; 

"Their respective ntingsat The Inlemet Movie DBtabase are4.7 and 3.0. 
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double identity (dissemblers, as Coimnander Krill and the music band in Under Siege I 

and the Air Force general in Stealth Fighter) are abject. At the same time, these acts of 

transgression and their peipetrators are rendered terrifying to the point of being repulsive, 

hence becoming "other:" possible nuclear holocaust in Detonator, The Peacemaker, 

Under Siege I and precision bombing of American targets, including the White House, 

by America's own stealth figfiter in Storm Catcher and Stealth Fighter (after the media 

extravaganza of the Gulf War). 

Films of terror and honor have in fact always been the symbolic patrol of the US 

cultural and political borders. During the Cold War years, scary fihns and fiction 

depicting the monstrous threat of communist expansion served to draw the line between 

the free world and the "Commies" for the American viewing public. Today's literary and 

media representations of terrorism, likewise, are not so much a reflection of the situation 

in the real world as part of the routine maintenance of the symbolic border. For the 

domestic audience, they are a stem warning agiinst commuting these same crimes; read 

within the international context, these works help to define and group the sundry 

recalcitrant forces in the world not amenable to the West's values and desires. 

5.2 National Identity Crisis and the Quest for a Defining Other: Air Force One 

One of the most significant contributiois that Kristeva's abjection theory makes 

to cultural critidsm is that it lays bate not only the manufacturedness of "others" but also 

the critical importance of "otherness" to our life. Because "others" remind us who we 
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are, the presence of a certain amount of otherness is essential to the operation and 

maintenance of any cultural or political system. Otherness becomes especially important 

when the system lacks legitimacy, is flawed in some ways or seems to be under threat. 

The sudden nse in the amount of otherness in representation (for lade of a better 

expression) at a particular historical point, therefore, is often indicative of the presence of 

problems in or perceived challenges to a system. Such is precisely what characterize the 

social-historical background of the production of^ir Force One, a1997 action hit by 

Columbia Pictures. 

Air Force One's plot is a simple and rather familiar one; foreign terrorism and 

America's overcoming of it, unfolded in scenes quite reminiscent of the aforementioned 

films of terrorism and overseas events reported in the media over the past few years.^ 

The story begins with a joint Russian-American commando raid at the Kremlin that leads 

to the overthrow of the regime of General Radek and the capture of the brutal Russian 

dictator. Apparent^ in retaliation for the American involvement in the toppling of their 

leader, Radek loyalists posing as Russian journalists hijack US President James 

Marshall's plane en route from Moscow to Washington D.C. Holding all on board, 

including President Marshall's family, as hostages, the terrorists demand the release of 

General Radek. Communication between Vice President Katherine Bamett and the 

terrorists proves fruitless; neither is the US Air Ibrce of much use in this situation. 

President Marshall, who has chosen to secretly remain on board the plane, has now to 

take up the task of fitting the terrorists all by himself Through a senes of incredible 

"All names of the cast and characters as well as production information cited in this paper are obtaned 
from the Internet website of Cinema I. 
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feats of courage, strength and intelligence, James Marshall engages the terrorists in the 

labyrinth ofthe aircraft till the final defeatof his desperate opponents. General Radekis 

shot by prison guards in a fake release and his terrorist followers are killed and thrown 

off Air Force One by President Marshall and the US soldiers coming to his rescue. The 

chain of non-stop action/adventuie comes to a close with the spectacular crash of the half 

ravaged aircraft into the Black Sea and a newly anointed Air Force C-SA transport 

carrying the victorious US president towards the distant bright skies on a fading screen. 

S.2.1 Representing Russia: a US Problem 

At first glance, the fihn's representation of the Russians and the situation in 

Russia might strike one as odd if not problematic. For in an age when Soviet commimism 

had been dead for years and when the erstwhile "evil empire" had become a democracy-

albeit a fledgling one-one can hardly help wondering, why wouU Hollywood's movie

makers want to scare the American audience of the post-Cold-War age by digging up a 

communist ghost already laid to rest? From an economic point of view, it is also puzzling 

why a conununist Russia would appear interesting enough for the film to be a potentially 

profitable, therefore worthwhile, project. Hsr if commum'sm remained of interest to 

Americans, one would naturally be thinking about China (though communism exists only 

in name there, either). North Korea and Cuba. And if, on the other hand, terrorism were 

the real concern, an Arab enemy country like Lybia would definitely appear a more 

realistic substitute. 
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Russia was selected, I think, because its post-communist history represents a 

problem of sorts to/of the US. The breakup of the Soviet Union, which concluded the 

precarious equilibriim between the two supeipowers based on MAD (Mutually Assured 

Destruction), did not herald a healthier balance of power n the world. Both democracies 

as they are, new relations between Russia and the US have not been characterized by 

friendship and mutual trust as many on both sides expected in their naive optimism in the 

wake of the Cold War; on the contrary, decline of national strength, complicated by the 

West's reluctance to help, has given rise to new forms of Russian nationalistic 

assertiveness and resentment against the West. To aggravate potential security concerns, 

the trajectory of Russia's political, economic and military developments since 1991 

poses a challenge to definition and yet another source of uneasiness for Americans; a 

democracy yet not a political ally of the US (democracies should be on the side of the US 

according to conventional American imagination); economically dwarfed yet with a 

strategic nuclear arsenal still as formidable as that of the US; a former-enemy-tumed-

"partner" >et ahnost a ceitain rival in the years to come. To Americans, Russia is a fallen 

power, but one that they no longer know how to deal with; indeed, they do not even know 

what it really i& Admitted confusion in recent iVetv York Times reports about Boris 

Yeltsin and his successor Vladimir Putin typifies current American bewildennent over 

the Russians. In his January 9,2000 assessment of Boris Yeltsin, for example, NYT 

analyst Michael Wines concedes, after weighing the outgoing Russian president's 

"achievements" and "failures" at great length, that "Mr. Yeltsin defies pigeonholing"(par. 

S). A similar report by Jane Perlez, dated January 16,2000, paints a rather unflattering 
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picture of a desperate US government poring over Putin's personal record for clues to the 

possible future development of Russia. But whatever the US may find Russia to be, it is 

definitely something that America has to face and deal with." To say the least, it is in the 

interest of the Americans to prevent the historically volatile nation fi'om deviating &om 

its cunent democratic track and turning into an uncontrollable "ro^ie" coimtryor even 

an avowed enemy. 

Air Force One is both a reflection of and a response to the Russian puzzle. It 

represents an effort on the part of Hollywood to figure out for the bewildered Americans 

what Russia is fer them, to define Americans' imagination of a cultural "other" and to 

help them come to grips with an uncertain reality. In trying to do so, the fihn hazards a 

definition of Russia and Russo-US relations. Such maybe part of what Edward Said 

refers to as "the purpose" of representations (Orientalism 273). Certainly, for i4ir Force 

One, as for most other feature films, the principle purposes are no other than to inform 

and to entertain. Whatever the film-makers might have on their mind v^en they planned 

the action thriller. Air Force One will by its nature as a work of art serve as an impoitant 

source of knowledge about the Russians at a time when, unlike in the heyday of the Cold 

War, such productions are now few and far in between. This knowledge is crucial for the 

strategic control of, particularly the maintaining of an advantage in, America's overall 

relations with the Russians. I am certainly not talking about special knowledge of 

"Media reports before the new year that Russia's strategic nuclear missiles were not Y2K ready and that 
this problem migh t trigger an all-out nuclear war on Jan 1,2000 b y incompetent co mputers once again 
remind the Americans that Russia is a US "problem" they cannot easily get rid of. This American concern 
about Russia culminated in the New Year's Day live broadcast of the counldown to the "new millennium," 
during which major US networks pad special attention to and aired bng coverage of the approaching of 
midnight in Moscow, very much as if the world were on the brink of a catastrophe of biblical proportions. 
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America's intelligence agents or national security official^ but a much broader 

concept-the kind of kno\«iedge that flows n the discourses of a culture on a certain 

subject matter. But \^ether special or general, knowledge will ultimately translate into 

power, as Foucault's various genealogical studies demonstrate. The development of a 

knowledge of the individuals in conectional institutions, for example, is transformed into 

the power of normalization (Foucault, Discipline and Punish 125 and 307-8). 

Knowledge's close relation to power is the most pronounced in the function of such 

corporate institutions as what Edward Said calls "Orientalism," which, through the 

knowledge it generates, produce incentives for and {nstructicns on dealing with an 

"other." Air Force One, I want to argue, is one of the many works that contribute to such 

a corpus-though a much shrunken one^~of knowledge about a polftical and cultural 

"other," serving to inform and shape Americans' attitude towards and practices 

concerning an uncertain Russia. 

The Russian problem, however, lies not so much in the threat that an unstable 

Russia pcses to the Uiited States' national security as in the impact that a changed 

Russia has had on the country's symbolic relation to the US. The much-desired death of 

the Soviet Um'on in 1991 more than put an abrupt end to the Gold War; it also dissolved 

the bi-polar world order that had dominated international relations since the end of the 

Second World War. This change is nowhem so important as in the sudden disappearance 

of a deflning "other" of America, which threatened to remove the basis upon which the 

'*As a result of Russia's decline in econo mic and military strengths, much less attention is being paid to 
Russian-Soviet culture and politics by American academic, cultural and poliucal institutions, in a sharp 
contrast to the general enthusiasm in and government support for such studies during the Cold War era. 
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United States very much had built and maintained its national selihood. As Americans 

themselves have often put it, the breakup of the Soviet military empire and the failure of 

Russia to live up to its expectations have left the United States "the lone superpower " 

This is because the "other" is never far from, indeed, it is an indispensable part of, the 

self. Terry Eagleton, for example, observes a highly interdependent relation between the 

self and the "other" in his discussion of the binary opposition between man and woman: 

Not only is his own being parasitically dependent upon the woman, and 
upon the act of excluding and suboidinating her, but one reason wIqt such 
exclusion is necessary is because she may not be quite Other after all. 
(133) 

A similar, mutually defining, relationship existed for half a century between the two 

superpowers. It was, for instance, by being the opposite of whatever the Soviet Union 

stood for that the United States defined its national identiQr and global role. For many 

nations in the rest ofthe world, the United States represented a counterbalance to Soviet 

expansionism. The US's cooperation and dealings with many Third-World countries 

during the Cold War, for example, were facilitated to a great extent by their common 

need to keep Soviet influence at bay. The tenure of this godfatherhood of America, one 

can easily imagine, was seriously threatened by the self-elimination of the Soviet empire. 

As a matter of fact, fay the eady 199Qs, reduced need for US presence had ahready taken 

its toll on US national interests, one example being its reluctant evacuation from the 

Subic Bay naval base in the Philippines,'̂  which was key to ihe maintenance of the Pax 

Americana in the region. Like a dueler that has finally killed his only opponent, the US 

"The Filipino government was no t willing to renew the lease after eviction ofthe Soviet p resence in 
Vietnam had removed a primary source of worry for Southeast Asian nations. 
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without a defining "other" suddenly found itself groping in the darkness of an identity 

crisis before having savored enough of the sweetness of a long-awaited victory. The 

confused course of US foreign policy during the six jears since 1993,1 would argue, did 

not so much result from Clinton's widely suspected lack of experience in this aiea, as it 

was a sign of the temporary disorientation of a superpower unexpectedly deprived of a 

national identity taken for granted for four decades.'* 

Such is not what Americans are accustomed to. As a nation of immigrants 

conceived in political concepts (freedom, equality, etc., as opposed to mote naturally 

evolved nationhood, such as China's), the United States must and can only be held 

together by ideas, particularlya highly ideological common national identity."' The US 

Civil War, though fundamentally a struggle between the Northern industrial capitalism 

and the Southern plantation economy, was won by the Federal army thanks in large part 

to Lincohi's wdl-timed appeal to concepts of liberty and equality and the partkl 

reflection of them in his war-time policies. In the twentieth century, especially after 

extricating themselves from the nanow-mindedness of isolatiom'sm, Americans as a 

nation among many have been guided through good times and bad by a strong sense of 

global mission. For a good part of the twentieth century this self-perception rested very 

much on the nation's ideological "others'-mainly the menacing existence of the Soviet 

and Nazi threats. R>reign devils have been essential to the mamtenance of the American 

"The same applies to the conflicting remarks on fereign policy by the administration of Geoige W. Bush, 
who seems eager to achieve a stature comparable to Reagan's by emulating the latter's Cold>War strategy 
in his recent dealings with China. 

"Said, 6r example, obseives in Culture and Imperialism that the "United Slates, as an immigrant society 
composed of many cultuies, has apublic discourse more policed, more anxious k> depict the country as free 
from taint, more unified around one iron-clad majo r narrative of innocent triumph" (314*5). 
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national identity for the simple reason that associating foreigners with evil, thus 

rendering them repulsive and unrecognizable, is an easy and tempting way to make 

Americans appear moie independent, more human, therefore feel more comfortable 

about themselves. This good feeling about oneself is especiaUy important when what 

characterizes "ourselves" is insufGcient or simply lacking. And now is precisely one of 

those moments. Drastic changes in the world since the eaily 1990$ have removed mudi 

of the material foundation upon which America had built its national identity. At the 

heart of these changes, the retieat/disappearance of communism compels the US to seek 

for a new mission (as opposed to containing communist expansion) and a new sense of 

heroism, if only to renew its global leadership.^" 

The American culture industry, ever a willing supplier of comfort for its citizens 

(because comfort pays), was quick to respond to the nation's psychological needs. 

Hollywood, in particular, began its search for a replacement of the Soviet "Evil Empire" 

right after the end of the Cold War. It toyed with the possibility of its revival (as in Air 

Force One, Detonator and The Peacemaker) and the emeigence of upstart nuclear-armed 

"rogue nations" such as North Korea, Iraq and ban (as in Under Siege I, Detonator and 

The Peacemaker). Air Force One is Hollywood's nostalgic experiment with the 

resunection of a traditional "other." 

^ do not question the United Stales' acfttal ability to exercise global leadesbtp. Its constait reliance on 
UN auspices for intervenlion, howevei; is an indication of a need of symbolic leadership - the des^ation 
of a lawful and commonly accepted leadership role. 
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5.2.2 The Construction of a National Selfhood 

Viewed within this context. Air Force One is much more than an artistic 

representation of a troublesome Russia; it is also Hollywood's construction of a new, 

viable, US national selfhood, or, to adapt Stephen Gieenblatt's term, America's "self re

fashioning." Originally coined by Greenblatt and his fellow Renaissance scholars to 

characterize the manipulation of human identity in sixteenth-century England, "self-

fashioning" refers to the imposition of a shape upon onself (or an other) through the use 

of texts~in other words, the imposition of one's fictions upon the world (Greenblatt 1 

and 10). This tectual invention of identity, Greenblatt goes on to point out, is frequendy a 

response to the "shifting, unstable pressures" in a changing world that often result in the 

"efiacement or undermining, some loss of self' (8-9). It was precisely this kind of loss-

one caused by the disappearance of a defining "other"-that drove America's self-

fashioning in the 1990s. And fcr the same reason, the new American national selfliood to 

be invented in/through Force One or other cinematic/literary works, whatever it turns 

out to be, will continue to require a global "other" for its own validation, not to mention 

that, effective fashiom'ng of a self, as Greenblatt observes of En^ish Renaissance 

literature, hinges to a great extent on the successful staging of the "other." 

Self-fashioning is achieved in relation to something perceived as alien, 

strange, or hostile. This threatening Other — heretic, savage, witch, 

adulteress, traitor. Antichrist - must be discovered or invented in oider to 

be attacked and destroyed. (9) 
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This need for a threatening "other" is what is fueling America's ongoing campai^i to 

locate or (re-)manufacture international villains. Over the past few years directors of 

America's drama of self-re-fashioning have been looking forpossible candidates among 

perpetrators of such lesser vices as tenorism and the violation of human rights to fill up 

their list of cast. One indication of this worldwide villain-hunt is the increased attention, 

firom both die government and the media, to diese crimes and wrongdoings in several 

selected spots of the world, the eradication of which has been openly "upgraded" to the 

new primary global mission of the US. Washington's suddenly intensified vocabiess over 

and sanctions against die small band of so-called "rogue nations" and Third-World 

dictators over the past few years," I would argue, are part of the naming or invention of 

an "other."" Certainly, such construction, whether of a self or an "other," is not entirely 

limited to discourse On the strict sense of the word) but also includes all non-veibal 

actions of a performative nature, be they military, economic or otherwise. American 

forces' disastrous interference in the situation in SomaUa, for one, was one of the United 

States' first gingerly steps in the staging of its newly conceived selfhood. Air Force One, 

Hollywood's participation in this manufacturing project is the ̂ raging of the self^other in 

the real sense of the term. 

''Many of these dictators iictude the US's Cotd-War allies against the Soviets, such as the ailing Pinochet 
of Giite, who some time ago caused a diplomatic row between Spain, Britain and his home country. 

''I am ceitainlynot arguing that the chaiges against these dictators are fabricated orthat the US is beng 
hypocritical in advocating human rights. The point I am trying to make that Ae factthat vsious US 
administrations aided lotalikirian regimes in Latin America and elsewhere in the world in the name of 
countering communism does indicate strong inconsistency (or, to be speciGc, some utilitarian 
consideration) in the US governments* poL'cy on human rigfits over different periods of time. 
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What kind of an "other," then, does Air Force One put up? Somewhat 

suiprisingly, the "new" villain of the fihn is no other than Russia-not the democratizing 

(if not democratized) successor of the Soviet Um'on, though, but a country where the 

Commum'st Party has returned to the Kremlin. Moscow is now ruled by a tyrant, General 

Radek, a ruthless dictator who is guilty of gross violation of human rights.^^ An apparent 

play on the legacy of Russia's ideological past, the communism portrayed mAir Force 

One is carefully seasoned with new spices, for unlike in traditional films depicting the 

Soviet threat, communism understood in the usual sense of the term is almost nowhere to 

be found in Air Force One: neither traces of the much-feared exporting of revolution nor 

even images of mass military parades on Red Square. The awkwardly inserted and 

slight^ comical-souncKng tune of the Internationale that accompanies General Radek's 

fake release is the only definite sign of the hijackers' ideological affiliation. Quite 

interestingly, Air Force One combines stereotypical images of communism with features 

of terrorism, depositing the hideous mixture in the persons of the hijackers. As a result, 

Russian die-hard communists in the film take on the Mid-Eastem-type terrorist 

vengeance and irrationality as are dten caricatured in the US media, signaling a newly 

accentuated ethnic dimension in the portrayal of ideological othemess.^^ Apparently, 

sensing the increasing iirelevance of what used to signify the power of commumsm and 

consequently the disappointing feebleness of the term "commum'sm" itself, makers of the 

"Russia in fact has not been ruled byreal Stalinist dictMors smce the dealh of Leonid Brezhnev in 1982. 

^Terrorism is almost always associated with ethnicity in the American mind set. Popular and media 
reactions to domestic terrorist attacks in recent years, such as during the Oklahoma city bomb ing, invariably 
laid blame on ethnic minorities and foreigners at first. 
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film turned to terrorism for new features to dress up the old monster for their show. By 

coupling the magnitude of the first with the perceived vengefiihiess, cunning and 

unpredictability of the second. Air Force One substantiates the old, increasingly 

hollowed-out, signs with new, contemporarily meaningful, referents of the post-

commimist age. Reinvigorated by this Frankenteim'an semiotic surgery, the dying 

commimist devil appears to have regained some of its lost power of terror at a time when 

the demise of this economic-political system has all but erased its threatening image fi:om 

popular imaginatioa The two ardi enemies of America, now seamlessly blended in one, 

produce a terrifying effect that neither is capable of on its own; for while the threat of 

Soviet communism was believed to be containable by the US nuclear deterrent (at least 

as Ronald Reagan convinced his people with his grand "Star War" initiative), the 

ideology-driven terrorism firom Russia-now a country in a cumbersome mess with the 

residues of its old problems exacerbated by the emergence of new ones-appears 

unpredictable, insidious and hardly manageable with the US military power, mighty as it 

is. The inability of US Air Force's top-of-the-line F-15 jets to rescue the hostages on 

board Air Force One vividly illustrates the realness and gravity of the challenge that this 

communist-terrorist centaur poses to America. Indeed, compared with past cinematic 

renditions of Soviet invasions of America, which one may easily shmg off for their 

apparent remoteness and absurdity, the scenario projected in Air Force One feels 

fiighteningly realistic and mmiediately relevant to ordinary people's life, especially if 

viewed in light of the international terrorist attacks and the political turmoil in Russia that 

took place over the past decade or so. 
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This fearsome Russia is one of the dramatis personae with which to decorate 

America's stage of self-fashioning. By staging a terrifying hostage situation the fihn 

symbolically spits out a hideous mixture of foreigp/domestic communian/terrorism," 

thereby seeming k> present to its audience an ostensibly clean American national 

selfhood. Air Force One is therefore a perfect mstance of the constructive power of fear 

in genera], and its identity-constructing potential in particular. Some theorists have even 

suspected that fear may lie at the very heart of human selfhood because it "awakens the 

self to a more robust form of individual identity" (Robin 4). While the validity of this 

theory is still open to debate, it is not hard to conceive that Americans' fear of 

totalitarianism and terrorism, amplified by such cinematic representations as Air Force 

One, will bring US citizens into hei^tened awareness of the uniqueness and superiority 

of their cultural and poUtical institutions, not to mention that terms such as "terrorism" 

and "fundamentalism," as Said pomls out, win always "implicitly signify moral power 

and approval for whomever uses them" (Culture and Imperialism 310). Air Force One 

locates the role of fear in the inseparable relation between the self and the "other," to 

which the fihn so powerfully attests: it is in die monstrosity of the terrifying images of 

otherness that lies the potency of America's selfhood. 

"One US government official collaborated with the Russian terrorists in the hijacking attempt. 
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53 Terror from Outer Space: The Uniting/Healing Power of an External Threat 

The next group of films I will be analyzing, ones in which fear also figures 

largely, depict the process in which the "others" literally participate in the construction of 

the American national selfliood. Contemporaneous to Air Force One, these are a batch of 

movies which feature space-onginated disasters, some occasioned by intelligent alien 

forces, others of a natural cause. Independence Day, a 1996 hit and Oscar winner, 

imagines an attack on the Earth by aU'ens firom distant planets, against which Americans 

successfully put up a united resistance. The following two years each witnessed a film of 

a similar theme: Asteroid {\991) and Deep Impact (1998), both portraying the fall of 

asteroid rains on the Eaith and their social consequences in the United States. While 

science fiction portraying visits firom and encounters with aliens from space is nothing 

new to Hollywood, the unusual similarity of this group of films, especially in light of the 

fact that they appeared within two years of one another, clearly merits special attention. 

The scenarios these films portray, for example, resemble each anodier to a remarkable 

degree. The most significant part of their similarity is perhaps the invariably 

hostile/malignant nature of the encounters. Meanwhile, these elates always lead to 

calamities of biblical proportions, producing surprisingly similar impact on the US 

society. Independence Day serves as a good example to illustrate these shared features. 

The film begins with an extraordmary 9tuation:a dark, city-size space object inhabited 

by hostile and bellicose aliens suddenly qspearsm the slgrofAmericajust seven days 

before July 4,2001, hovering over the country and destroying everything in its path. The 
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US government, under the leadership of President Thomas Whitmore (Bill Pulbnan), 

rises to die defense the nation by mobilizing all available human and material 

resources. The huge alien spacecraft, however, proves impregpable, even to nuclear 

missile attacks painfully ordered by the president. While die craft and the mini fighters it 

releases wreck havocs on the Earth, scientists at Area S1 in Nevada work furious^ to 

study and refit an alien space craft similar to those mini fighters, whidi crashed in New 

Mexico some fifty years ago (1947), in an attempt to launch an effective counter measure 

against the invading aliens. Working closely with the Air Ibrce, they successfully 

implant a virus in the alien spacecraft's "immunity" system which collapses its defense 

against external attadcs. This mgenioussabotage allows the Air Force's F-18 filter 

squadron, led by President Whitmore (quite remarkably), to destroy the main spacecraft 

and the mini fighters with air-to-air missiles, tuming their sky-illuminating explosion into 

America's annual July 4 fireworks. 

Independence Day, above all, represents Americans' desperate need for a defining 

"other:" to achieve this end, Hollywood proves willing to go to any length. Having very 

much exhausted the possibilities otheringin the human world over the past few 

decades, it boks into the space. Other-waldly as they may seem, however, the alien 

invaders in the fihn appear to combine the attributes of all of America's "others" on the 

Earth: their dark skin and beastly appearance reminds one of the African barbarians 

portrayed in King Solomon's Mines and other adventure stories; their power and 

propensity for destruction conveniently recall memories of the monstrous Soviet 

communists who were said to be ready to annihilate America at any time and whose 
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colossal number of nuclear weapons made the US's ovm nuclear arsenal lose its clout 

(just as they are m Independence Day)J^ After all, the alien pilot captured during the 

crash-landing in 1947 does diow surprising likeness to human kind. For example, he has 

a comparable physique to ours and the same response to heat and cold, according to 

scientists at Area 51. Perhaps more significantly, their cinematic representation of these 

alien invaders performs the same social and cultural functions as does that of their earthly 

counterparts such as the Russian commum'st-terrorists in Air Force One. But unlike the 

latter fihn, which is about a heroic individual. Independence Day focuses more on the 

whole nation, particularly the therapeutic effect that the alien attack produces on the 

nation. External threat-the presence of and the destruction by the alien invaders-are seen 

in the fihn to create a bond rarely found among fellow Americans, allowing them to put 

aside their political, religious and racial differences for the accompUshment of the 

common good. The shared need for survival, for example, dmws together a black Air 

Force pilot (Captain Steven Hiller), a Jewish computer engineer (David Levinson, an 

MIT graduate who works in a cable television company) and a WASP president (Thomas 

Whitmore, who was elected to the White House for his heroic role as a combat pilot 

during the Gulf War), in a team highly symbolic of America's ethnic diversiQr, to save 

America and the world. The rewarding result of this resistance effort powerfiilty 

illustrates the good of being a united America, as Amy Taubh nicely puts it in her 

comment on the movie: 

"New York city struck by Ae alien invades looks like Hiroshima in the wake of the atomic bomb attack 
(TaubinS). 
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Independence Day is a feel-good picture about the end of the world, or 
rather about how the end of the world is averted by good men who put 
aside their racial and ethnic differences to come together in a common 
cause. It's the answer to Rodney King's heartbreaking plea in the 
aftermath of the lA Riots; "Why can't we all just get along?" We can, it 
seems, but only under the threat of an alien invasion. (7-8) 

Such threat-occasioned unity is best exemplified by the accidental encounter between the 

first lady and Captain (filler's girlfiiend Jasmine among the debris left by the alien 

attack. With rubbles still buming and smoking n the background, a black strip-dancer 

locks hands with the President's wife, an unlikely event in reality under any conceivable 

circumstance. This sisterly amity between the two women, which represents the 

transcendence of racial and class difiTerences, also symbolizes the overcoming of partisan 

barriers, no less a divider in the American society; Jasmine admits to the first lady, quite 

embarrassingly but candidly, that she voted for the "other guy" in the last election. 

Indeed, in Independence Day, the external threat more than merely draws Americans 

togethei; it acts as a cultural stimulant that helps bring out the bright side of America. 

People who are ordinarily considered burden of the nation, such as the blacks, are "not 

only not the problem, they're part of the solution" in this fihn (Turbin 8). For this leason. 

Independence Day is really not so much (or at all) about an alien invasion as about 

Americans themselves. After all, it is not an accident that the alien attack takes place 

around America's national day and that the film opened in the summer of 1996 in the 

midst of a presidential election-usually a time of division, of heightened awareness of 

political differences among Americans. Moreover, die timing of the attack-seven days 

before Jidy 4-canries strong religious symbolism. Its obvious reference to the seven days 

leading if) to God's creation the world(accordingto the Bible) makes the alien attack 
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seem a catalyst facilitating the regeneration of America, or the travail of the rebirth of the 

nation. Independence Day is indeed a story about America-who the Americans are and 

what they stand for. It is a tale of origin. 

As a cultural artifact, the chief source of Independence Day's social importance is 

the good feeling it delivers to the American viewers. In addition to the consoling sense of 

unity that pervades the story, it is also a humble movie that lacks a superstar; it does not 

rise above its audience; at the same time, it is also a cheerful one in which hardly any 

character sheds a tear (Dargis 54). Its unusual popularity (around $83.5 million in box-

office income in its opening weekend), while certainly to the credits of production crew, 

in a way also reflects Americans' need for a good mood and a reassuring feeling about 

themselves. People flocked to the theaters not only to have a taste of the sensational, to 

be carried out of their everyday boredom, but also to have their own cultural/national 

identity confirmed and comforted, to get a good feeling about their own way of life, 

which is probably an essential hiunan need. 

Independence Day's huge success seems to have inspired the spate of movies of 

space terror that appeared within the next few years. Most of these, however, are poor 

imitators that never managed to get out of the shadow of their prototype. For one thing, 

their plots show little uniqueness, all basically telling the story c^how space-originated 

calamities turn out to be a powerful uniter or healer for the American society. Deep 

Impact (199%), perhaps the best-known among them, narrates the collision of a comet 

with the Earth and the "deep impact itproduces-not just on the surfice of the planet, 

but also on inter-human relations within the United States. The impending disaster, just 
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as that in Independence Day, makes people kinder and nicer to one another in ways that 

they would not be under nonnal conditions. For example, initial panic over possible 

death and bitter vying to get into the "Ark,'̂  the country's huge underground shelter 

designed to defenda Soviet nuclear attack, gradually give way to "noble resignation to 

fate" and considerateness for others ("Deep Impact" par. 4). In fact, the deep impact-

both its anticipation and actual occurrence-even brings about marriages between lovers 

and heals the rift between estranged relatives. '̂ In the immediate wake of the 

extraterrestrial hit, for instance, news caster Jenny Lemer reconciles with her father, who, 

after divorcing his wife, married a young woman of his daughter's age. The disaster 

indeed becomes a time of regeneration, as the black president Tom Beck (Morgan 

Freeman) hopes. Deep Impact sends Americans the same strong message as the one 

contained in Independence Day: once united, we can overcome everything. And as if to 

sweeten this message, the film generously rewards strong inter-human bonds. Teenage 

lovers Leo Biederman and Sarah Hotchner, who g^ve up their privilege to enter the 

national bunker for the sake of love, miraculously survive the collision unscathed. 

Apart firom similarity in plot, this group of films also share a lecognizably epic 

character. For one thing, they are all marked by the unusual scale of their scenes; for 

anodier, these films, especialty Deep Impact and Independence Day, deal with or touch 

on such grand themes as citizenship, heroism and nationhood-common topics of the 

epics in Greece and other ancient civilizations. The disasters that diese films portray, 

"The religious symbo lism of this name is hard to miss. 

"In Independence Day, the black pilo t is fonnalty united w ith his girl6iend in wedlock after the victory 
over the aliens. 
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most notably, tend to happen on politically significant dates. The asteroid rain in 

Asteroid, a 1997 television movie with a highly similar plot to that of Deep Impact, also 

happens on July 4. The political symbolism that these wodcs bear provokes reflection in 

the viewers on certain fundamental issues about our life: the foundational principles of 

the nation, relations both amongst ourselves and between individuals and society, etc. In 

this respect, these movies Mfill the same social finction as the cock fights that inspired 

Clifford Geertz's The Interpretation of Culture, for like the Balinese men's traditional 

pastime, cinematic works of this type are stories diat people tell themselves about 

diemselves, stories that help reproduce the social and political relations of a community. 

The disasters they describe not onlyreum'te people inside the stories, but also help 

regenerate the America viewing them. The aliens, comets and asteroids that figure so 

fiighteningly in these films, for Ibis reason, are but the same "otheis" that make ourselves 

ourselves, just as the cocks help make the Balinese men men. 

5.4 Politics and Cultural Representation in the Demonization of China, the New 

Defining''Other" 

One of the things that struck me as particularly worthy of interest about 

Independence Day was the close affini^ of the captured alien to us humans. They 

resemble us physically and, as far as their combative interaction with us indicates, 

perhaps also intellectually. Li fact, as I have mentioned in the previous section of this 

chapter, these extraterrestrial creatures seem to combine all the features of the earthly 
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"others" of Americansi The not-so-othemess of these "otheis" clearly suggests that 

America's defining "other" is not to be found in the outer space. After all, popularity and 

success aside, science fiction is still science fiction. For it to be ideologically meaningful 

and politically relevant, the defining "other" certainly has to exist in this world. A natural 

source of such otherness, for any nation in the world, is those beyond its borders. This 

section anatyzesthe constmction of IMited States' newfound defining "other," China, 

and how national and international politics is intertwined with the cultural representation 

of fear. 

5.4.1 Hegemony and the Representation of China 

One of the biggest myths ni the US is the fieedomof speech. By that I certainly 

do not mean that the US government censors or controls the media and personal 

expression. Rather, I am referring to the illusion, inculcated in part by freedom in the 

legal sense, that expression by the media and individuals in the US can disregard any 

concern/opinion of, or pressure from, anybody. Such liberty in fact does not exist in any 

country of the world. On the contraiy, the media and the culture industry are subject to 

the inhibition or the pressure to comply which a socie '̂s dominant ideology-otherwise 

known as hegemony in Gramscian terms-exerts on all forms of discursive expression. 

The power of the hegemonic comes largely from its being a fonn of compromise, 

therefore consensus^ among all groups of a society, hence accepted by and applicable to 

everyone. Such supposed universal acceptability encourages the news media and the 
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culture industry, which consist of corporate entities whose economic viability depends on 

the very madcetability of their products, to say what seems approved by the hegemonic 

ideology (because it is profitable), and compels them to re&ain from expressing anything 

visibly out of tune with it. As a matter of fact, the relationship between the media and 

ideology in the United States, a society where the cultural, the ideological converge with 

the economic in the culture industry, epitomizes the invisible censorship of the 

hegemonic. One of the best examples of such "interference" is perhaps the representation 

of China by the US media and culture industry, which, given the diversity and freedom of 

these organizations, is surprisingly uniform. While there are a few jarring voices from 

time to time, media and cinematic portrayal of China on (he whole is in comfortable 

agreement with the "mainstream" US stand on and policy towards that country, wUch is 

best characterized by the word demonization. Over the past five to six years, few if any 

news or cultural institution have deviated from this mode of portrayal on issues about or 

related to China or the Chinese, a pattern well represented by the media furore over tree-

eating bugs found in Chicago, supposedly carried over to the US in wooden crates from 

China (I chose this matter to illustrate how something as seemingly insignificant as bugs 

can get entangled with issues as weighty as foreign policy and international relations.). 

The following news release from Reuters (found at ABC's news web site on Jan 31, 

2000), Q^ifies the negative tone that often characterizes news reports about China: 

War Declared Againt Tree-Munching Beetle 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The Clmton admmistration on Monday 
vowed to step up its offensive against an infestation of tree-eating beedes 
that led to die destruction of S,SOD trees in New Yoric City and Chicago 
alone last year. 
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Last year, officials removed 4,300 trees in and around New York City 
and another 1,200 trees in the Chicago area after Asian long-homed 
beetles infested trees throughout the cities. 

Officials believe the Asian long-homed beetle arrived in larvae form in 
wooden crates from China. The large, flying black-and-whfte spotted 
beetle with long antennae kills by attacking the circulatory systems of 
trees. It is considered the worst imported pest since the gypsy moth. 
Economists estimate up to $ 138 billion in damage to the U.S. economy if 
the beetle weie to spread nationwide. Lumber and maple sugar industries 
are particularly vulnerable. 

The supposed power of the "China bug" helped spawn numerous stories in 

various channels of the news media: television, newspaper, Internet and newsmagazine, 

which qiuckly tumed into handy fuel for the country's anti-China elements. 

Environmentalist groups suddenly found themselves in a strange but convenient alliance 

with Right-wing trade protectionists in their condemnation of China, each finding in the 

other easy political ammumdon to fight for their own cause. Sierra, magazine of the 

environmentalist group Sierra Club, for example, goes out of its way to voice a concern 

not quite related to its usual political agenda. In a sentimental article entitled "Lay of the 

Land," published in its Jan/Feb, 2000 issue, the magazine blames the "unfettered 

commerce" with Asia, particularly China, for this "ecological nightmare" (Rauber 16). 

Since there is no other way to eradicate the beetles than to kill and bum every tree 

infected with them, the article goes onto say, citing a US Department of Agriculture 

official, "Central Park's shady paths. New England's foliage, and maple syup on the 

breakfast table could all become memories" (Bauber 16 and 17). Most news reports on 

this issue join the chorus of Asia/China-bashing oiSierra in one way or another, with 

particular emphasis on the lack of control over international trade, though often in less 
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explicit terms. From reading these leports, one gets the impression that the foreign devil 

bug has come to symbolize all that Americans dislike about China; indeed, it becomes 

very much the "personification" of China in the popular American imagination. 

Such demonizing portrayal of China, though, does not represent a sudden rise of 

xenophobia in the United States; nor does it really have much to do with China itself. 

Rather, it is a by-product of the assiduous quest, in both the political and cultural spheres, 

for a defining "other" in the wake of the drastic changes in the world, which, as I pointed 

out earlier, resulted in the disappearance of the Soviet Union. While the post-commum'st 

Russia to some extent is still serving that role (which it has clearly outlived), the 

country's shattered economy and its heavy dependence on Western assistance limit its 

threat to that of a source of terrorism {Air Force One) and the proliferation of hi-tedi 

weaponiy (7%£ Peacemaker). Russia's most ideal successor seems no other than China, a 

country of an enormous size which, with the world's only remaining major commum'st 

government and a fast-growing economy that is also fueling the rapid modernization of 

its armed forces, seems more probable and credible a threat than a self-defeating chaotic 

Russia or the small band of regional dictators whom the US has been warring with lately 

and who ha\e proven more fragile than they pretended to be. A demonized China gives 

Americans-politicians as well as the populace-a sense of moral superiority, heroism and 

worthiness-in other words, a good feeling about who they are and what they do. '̂ The 

overriding importance of this feeling to the normal operation of the US society simply 

feeling concerns a person's perception o f his or her imaginary relauon to society, i.e. ideological 
positio n in Althusserian terms. 
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precludes the portrayal of China from being anything other than negative, imfavorable or 

evendemonizing. 

The past few years has witnessed an abundance of masterpieces of "abjection" on 

China in cultural/political representation. Most of the high-profile news reports about the 

coimtry since the mid-1990s, for example, have been unflattering to say the least. Among 

diese are allegations of government-sponsored human organ trafficking, export of slave 

labour products (to the US), illegal donation to the Clinton campai^i, nuclear missile 

threat (to the US) and theft of top-secret US nuclear technology. While some of the 

reports are true, the media's preoccupation-indeed, obsession-with negativity clearly 

signifies something beyond journalistic fidelity to truth. The power of these reports, 

nevertheless, does not so much Ue in the negativity itself as in their mutual confirmation 

of one another. One bad story-say, trafficking of human organs-is always made more 

credible by another, which may well be entirely unielated-say, a report about nussile 

threat-because consistency, after all, is always a reassuring sign of reliability. And one 

can hardly be blamed for observing such consistency because from a technical point of 

view, it is hard to resist, to say nothing of breaking. One simple example suffices to 

illustrate the joumah'st's predicament: the emergence of bad reports about a certain 

country always creates the illusory perception within the media community of the 

receptivfty of die audience to such kind of news, a perception \^ch combines with fierce 

competition among news organizations to often deter reporters and editors from breaking 

the invisible "unofficial" line. This tacitly recognized line, in spite of the lack of 

enforcement by any external authority, regulates a whole host of issues in media and 
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literary representations. For example, it would not allow US journalists to cover or report 

in any reasonably detailed manner the Iraqi people's suffering from UN-imposed 

sanctions, or US jets' accidental killing of Kosova Albau'ans (the very people they were 

supposed to protect), or Vdclav Havel's plummeting popularity in the Czech Republic (a 

country which, under his leadership, embraced the Western-style democracy and 

economic system ten years ago). On the other hand, ft encourages the poitrayal of Osama 

Bin Laden, an erstwhile US ally and hero in the resistance against Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan, as a ruthless Islamic extremist ^o is bent cn destroying the IMted States 

through terrorist attacks.'" Such inhibition and encouragement by the political hegemony, 

though not unique to any particular country or political system, are about the only 

mecham'sm in capitah'sm that regulates the production of the media and the culture 

industry. It is this regulating mecham'sm that creates "an accepted grid for filtering 

through the Orient into Western consciousness," as Said puts it, hence the "internal 

consistency" in the US representation of China {Orientalism S-6). 

One may well object, as Said's critics did, that this grid can never be so powerfiil 

as to rule out the possibility of dissent or resistence. Such objection is not entirely 

unfounded, for there have indeed always been dififerent voices, as I have acknowledged 

earlier. But the crux of the problem is whether die mere presence of dissent/resistence is 

enough to counter the hegemonic mode of representation. My conclusion is that it is not, 

otherwise it would be hard to explain the mild shock that Norman Pearlestine, Time 

Inc.'s editor-in-chief, experienced \dien he visited China in 1999. Driving into the state 

"Osama Bin Laden was trained by and probably on the p ayroll of the CIA. 
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guesthouse for a dinner with Jiang Zemin, China's president, Pearlestine, who lived in 

Hong Kong in late 1970s, acknowledges that he realized "how much China and its 

leadership had changed and how much America had not-how often we can still see China 

through [Henry] Luce's eyes" (Pearlestine SS). 

Certainly, Henry Luce, who worked for Time on China during the 19S0s and 

whose writing profoundly influenced Americans' perception of China (Pearlestine 55), 

did not have that power of his own accord; he was merely pandering to and cashing in on 

the hegemonic power of McCarthyism in the wake of the Second WorU War. And Luce 

was not to blame for such kowtowing to power, for, in order to stay economically viable, 

he and his magazine lad to produce things that were politically palatable to and desired 

by the nation, which was at that time held under the spell of radical anti-commum'sm. 

The magic power of McCarthyism played a similar role to that (£ the invisible line which 

today inhibits journalists from writing on almost anything positive about China. 

Ironically, even Pearlestine himself who demonstrates unusual political sobriety for an 

American joumaUst, bears testimony to the power of this line. The editor-in-chief s 

ostensibly dissenting article is largely limited to his dinner with the Chinese president 

and topics covered at the table, little of which is actually new to Americans or contradicts 

what they already know. 

What Pearlestine does not mention or is probably not aware of is that, as in the 

heyday of McCarthyism, the US of today continues to need an enemy to make itself feel 

"at home" and fliat the symbolic reahn is the best place to begin the manuficture of one. 

For this reason, it really does not matter that few, if any, of the allegitions I mentioned 
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earlier have actually been confirmed by substantial evidence. In fact, many of the 

investigations about China-related "scandals" have simply faded into oblivion. 

Pearlestine's surprised discovery in China, read along with what happened to these 

allegations and investigations, attests to Said's repeated assertion in his Orientalism that 

Western lepresentation of the Orient is solely iitended for Western consumption, and as 

a result, often has little to do wfth the real Orient (1, S, 22 and 208). The China that 

Americans have come to learn in recent years, for example, is little more than an "other" 

tailor-made to help define Americanness: slave labour and authoritarianism as opposed to 

freedom, democracy as opposed to dictatoiship, barbarity as opposed to progress, etc. 

S.4.2 Human Organ Trafficking 

A good example is the alleged government-sponsored trafficking of human 

organs fiom executed prisoners in China, which for quite a while dominated news 

coverage about the country in the US. The sole origh of these allegations is human rights 

activist Harry Wu, a fomier Chinese citizen and now a naturalized American, who was 

jailed in Chiaa back in the 19S0s for a mixture of political reasons and minor moral 

transgressions. Among the charges that Wu laid against the Chinese government, two 

were the most sensational: Chinese e};K)rt of slave labour products to the US and the sale 

of human organs (often kidneys) extracted from executed prisons. The latter chaige, in 

particular, was explosive the very moment it landed in the television networks. Wu's 

logic is quite easy to comprehend for most Americans; proceeds from the lucrative trade 
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in dead prisoner organs (as well as the export of prison labour products to the US) helps 

to consolidate the commmist system in China, which Wu told Americans was very much 

still in place. Leaving aside the truthfiihiess of Wu's accusation for the moment, his 

explanation of such practices contains several flaws (which are very hard to detect for 

average Americans, who are rather eager to believe any bad report about China in the 

first place). For one thing, while organ donations/sales by death-roll prisoners are not 

entirely unlikely in China and irregularities may occur in this process, it is not imaginable 

that the government in Beijing should have a vested interest in this illegal trade. '̂ 

Second, such illicit sales, if and when they do occur, are a product of the burgeoning (and 

unregulated) capitah'sm in China and would have been strictly prohibited under the 

Mao's real communist rule.^^ In fact, e>«n Wu's emphasis on communism in China, 

which for most Americans does make the allegations more convincing (in the US it is 

never wrong to attribute anything bad to communism), is misleading when the Marxist 

revolutionary ideology is all but nonexistent there." To make his case against the 

Chinese government a much more concrete one, Wu even went out of his way to stage 

one of such sales in New York by placing a false advertisement in a local newspaper. On 

Feb. 22,1998, pretending to be a surgeon from China, Wu set a prospective dealer up for 

the "transaction," a process which he videotaped and which was later broadcast on ABC 

"From an econo mic point of view, it is ludicrous to believe that a country of China's size will significantly 
bene fit from organ sales, even to the extent of consolidating the communist rule. 

"For the same reason, the profit wou Id also go to local officials and families rather than to the govemmen t 

"Today's China is in facta country without an official ideobgy, a strange cohabitation of centralized 
government with a booming capitalist economy, very much like Taiwan, South Korea and Latin America in 
the 1980s. Out of political contingencies of that time, the US government and the media portrayed these 
countries/regions as free and democratic. 
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news with Peter Jennings as the 'liard evidence" for his allegations. Upon the strength of 

his exhortation, the FBI sued the victim of Wu's entrapment for illegal human org^ 

trafficking on behalf of the Chmese government. Few would e^ct that a scandal which 

seemed so leal and caused such an uproar would turn out to be a performance directed 

and staged entirely by Wuand his informant PaulRisenhoover (Smith 16). A federal 

judge in New York threw out the law suit in March 1999, calling the informant, who 

admits to opposing the Communst government of China "by any means necessaiy," even 

at the expense of the credulous FBI, a "fraudulent opportum'st" (Smith 16). 

Compared with the indefatigable enthusiasm with which they reported the 

"scandal," the conspicuous silence of television networks and major newspapers on the 

ending of the issue is both remarkable and intriguing. The Daily News, a local paper in 

New York, was the only English language newspaper I found that mentioned the 

outcome of the lawsuit at all. The US mainstream media's reluctance to carry this report 

once again demonstrates the power of the "filter" of Onentalism: however they may 

inwardly feel about these events, the media only say what conforms to certam 

stereotypes; anything that might contradict the popular verdict or that (they think) people 

might not like to hear, is quietty and conveniently left out. The result, of course, is further 

reinforcement of the stereotype. In the present case, for example, since the dismissal was 

not reported by the media, it never took place and the charges were not cleared for 

Americans (In a wodd made transparent by television, any incident that does not get 

reported never happens.), ft is the initial guil^ veidict passed by the media and accepted 

by the viewing public diat will stick in the popular memory, bi a strictly legal sense, of 
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course, the media did nothing wrong; yet their very silence reflects the power of 

hegemony-that invisible line governing the representation of China. As a matter of fact, 

the US media's coverage of the orgin trafGcldng case represents a pattern in Orientalism: 

while Western representation of its "others" may not involve factual distortion, it allows 

its audience to arrive at the desired conclusion through careful selectivity. And in Aat 

sense, it is deceiving. 

S.4.3 The Nuclear Missile Threat 

That Harry Wu's falsehood could be readily accepted by the media, the 

government and die average Americans without a modicum of suspicion is certainly a 

sure sign of the success of the culture industry's demonization of the Chinese. At the 

same time, Wu's accusations, never cleared by the media, will reinforce the negative 

image of China from which he benefitted in the first place. Such reinforcement will make 

the filter that the media and culture industry rely on seem accurate and reliable. It was 

precisely this perceived reliabiliQrthat allowed both the media and the government to 

rush to conclusions in the so-called China "nuclear threat/theft" case, even resulting in 

the wrongful imprisonment of a US scientist. The media and the politicians' position on 

the matter is that China is posing a growing military threat to the US and part of diat 

threat comes from its increasingly large and sophisticated nuclear arsenal, built with 

stolen technology fix)m the US. This issue was first brought up by a report pubUshed just 

days before Clinton's scheduled visit to China in 1998 (Hie timing, needless to say. 
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leaves many to suspect the political motive of the "news.")- The Associated Press and 

Washington reported onMay 1,1998 that according to the CIA China had thirteen 

long-rangs nuclear missiles aimed at the United States (Rosenthal A31). Thou^ hardly 

newsworthy (It was considered common knowledge that all five nuclear powers of the 

world targeted their missiles at one another at that time.), the report was presented on 

major television networks very much like a bombshell, creating a sense of emergency 

among average Americans, most of whom, no doubt, were ignorant of the basic facts 

about nuclear missiles (In a country where news anchors carry the halo of the 

Pope-thanks to the cult of firee speech-one can well imagine the effect created by the 

tightened facial tissues and knotted eyebrows of Peter Jennings and Dan Rather.). The 

"missile target" report quickly snowballed within a matter of days, driven in part the 

media's insatiable appetite for sensation and in part by partisan struggles within the US. 

On the 22^ of that month, the New York Times dropped another bomb, alleging that the 

Chinese had improved their missile accuracy with data stolen from commercial lainches 

of US-made satellites (Schmftt A16).The allegation triggered a lengthy Republican-led 

investigation into the matter. A committee chaired by Christopher Cox, a Republican 

house repiesentativB,^ drafted a 700-page report that establishes a direct link between 

what it calls China's espionage on US nuclear missile technology and the country's 

unusually r^d progress in this area. The "Hnding" of die Cbx Report, quite predictably, 

became easy political anmiunition for enemies of Bill Clinton in and outside the US 

Congress. Di fact, even well before the report came out, Richard C. Shelby, Chairman of 

"Full title of the committee: The Select Committee on U.S. National Security and Military/Commercial 
Concerns with the People's Republic of China. 
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the Senate Intelligence Committee, along with several colleagues of his, who, apparently 

sensing a rare opportunity presented by these reports to gain political advantage over the 

Democrat^ further xcused the Chinese of trying to influence the 1996 US presidential 

election by illegally funneling money into the Democratic Party (Johnston 14). Shelby's 

allegation, not surprisingly, led to the launch of another Republican4ed congiessional 

investigation to probe into the illegal fund-raising activities by the 1996 Democratic 

presidential campaign, particularly the possible "China connection." The Republican 

theory, espoused by the party's candidates during the 2000 presidential election, 

maintains that during Clinton's term in office the Democratic administration sold US 

nuclear secrets to China in exchange for illegal donations to its 1996 election campaign. 

China's military threat, for them, was directly nursed by a treasonous Democratic Party. 

Journalistic and cinematic portrayal of the "China threat," however, was not new 

by then. Ever since the mid-1990s, reports of China's nuclear and conventional warfare 

capabilities have been a favourite subject of the US media. Aside from the routine 

exaggeration of facts, these stories are dten characterized by highly sensational 

language and images, signaling the obvious precedence of impression over factuality in 

the reporting. One needs only to thumb through the cover pages of major US news 

magazines over die past five years: reports on China's militaiy capabilities, whenever 

they ate carried by these magazines, tend to become cover stories. The preferred images 

for these front covers are faces of Chinese soldiers in uniform, as in the April I 1996 

issue oiNewsweekzxudi the June 7 1999 issue of US News and World Report. The former 

bears the huge word "China" in red letters, covering ahnost half of the fiont cover. 
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Underneath the glaring word is a Qiinese soldier in combat gear holding a pair of 

binoculars. The latter shows the upper part of a soldier's face, above which are two 

words in bold and large-size font* CHINA CHILL. Inside these covers are more scary 

details of the various sorts of weaponry in Chma's possession, often illustrated with 

images covering two consecutive pages (e.g., pages 30-31 of the April 1,1996 issue of 

Newsweeic). Pages 30-31 of the June 7,1999 issue of the Time magazine, for examfrie, 

bring one back to the chilly days of the Cold War. In the very middle of the pages is a 

nuclear missile (ostensibly belonging to China) being launched into the sky, belching 

cloud-like white fimies into its near surrounding. The title of the article, printed again in a 

large font and a pale colour, asks an insidious question: "THE NEXT COLD WAR? 

The Cox report hypes the China danger, but the rivalry is real and growing. What should 

America do about it? (McGeary30-3I).The author's colleague Frank Gibney 

immediately follows and substantiates the long report with a detailed textual and pictorial 

account of the Chinese conventional and nuclear arsenals under the alarming title "Birth 

of a Superpower." Web sites of these magazines andtelevisbn networks provide an even 

better means of illustrating the "China threat." A 1999 page of ABCNews; entitled 

"China's Mounting Threat," for example, features clickable images that lead the viewers 

to in-depth information on China's weaponry. 

The most intriguing thing about these "China threat" reports, however, is that they 

rarely have any definitive conclusion. And partly for this reason, even to this day, it is not 

clear whether these reports are well grounded in facts; neither do we know for sure 

whether speculative news reports gave rise to the investigations, or the investigations 
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kindled media interest in tUs issue. But for a kind of representation where what really 

matters is the impression, truthfiilness is probably not important. After all, the 

consistency of Orientalism is not so much about Actual accuracy or statistic details as 

about the general impression that the media create about the object of their 

representation. And for China, that consistent impression is by and large a negative one; 

the media, the culture industry and politicks have together succeeded in coquring up an 

"other" that is powerful, malicious and unpredictable. Anything that would undermine 

this impression, such as the falsity of Harry Wu's organ trafficking case, will be 

conveniently filtered out. Whether such filtering constitutes im'srepresentation to Said's 

critics is perhaps only a matter of definition. 

5.4.4 China Card: Political Gothic 

The consistency in the demonization of China almost reaches its apex in China 

Card, a recently published paperback novel portraying and attempting to make sense of 

the aforementioned China-related allegations and investigations. Written by Thomas 

Blood, a Democratic anatyst wiio has served on &e presidential campa^s, the novel 

puts the "China connection" within the context of the partisan struggle in the US 

domestic politics. NCchael Hanson, hero of the novel, is a Democratic fimd-raiser who is 

being investigated by a Repttblican4ed House committee for alleged^ accepting illegal 

donations fiom China during the 1996 campaign. While the investigation goes on, 

Hanson is also organizing fund-raising activities for the cuffent 2000 presidential 
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campaign of Joe and Albert (The allusion to Gore and Liebennan is obvious.), who are in 

a dead heat wilh Texas governor Rrescott late into the campaign season. Hanson's arch 

rival and Republican counterpart, Oliver Devon, is the owner of a powerful business 

conglomerate which through its economic clout controls much of Washington D.C. 

Ironically, for years, Devon has also been a "registered agent for the People's Republic of 

China" and such terrorist nations as Iran and Yemen (259). Devon's deal with China 

involves the hundred or so briefcase nuclear bombs stolen from the Soviet Union and 

now hidden somewhere in the US. China wants from Devon the launch codes for these 

bombs so that it can blackmail the US on issues ranging from Taiwan to its entry into the 

WTO. The Chinese money that has been floating aroind Washmgton via Devon was 

used to facilitate the theft of the codes from the Los Alamos nuclear laboratory, where 

several hard drives on which they are stored did turn up missing (The novel's convenient 

reference to reality makes it sound more like fact than fiction.). Meanwhile, Hanson's 

beautiful interrogator on the Capitol Ifill, Danielle Harris, with whom be miraculously 

develops a romantic relationship despite their public antagonism, is in fact Devon's 

former wife and his American boss among the Investors-the international arms dealers. 

Harris desigps to use Hanson to destroy Devon, who has also taken an interest in his 

Democratic counterpart as a possible means to destroy her. All this maneu\ering between 

the three takes place in the background of two sex-related murders and a case of art 

vandalism in Paris, the investigations into which produce leads that finally connect 

murder with sex, politics and money in Washington. While dodging the pursuits and 

murder attempts by Devon, his associates and the Chinese agents and at the same time 
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avoiding the slings and airows from the congressional Select Committee, Hanson works 

out a plan with the police to kill Devon in revenge for the latter's murder of his daughter, 

her mother and a police detective. The conclusion of the novel, given the tension that has 

built up in the story, is surprisingly anti-climactic. Devon is shot by presidential guards 

on the White House lawn while running away from his captors, but Danielle Harris and 

the Bundlemeister (Hanson's Democratic fimd-raiser) fly off to a foreigii destination 

shortly after their true identities aie disclosed to Hanson. Meanwhile, the new president, 

who, unlike in reality, is elected without controversy on the of November, summons 

Hanson to the Oval Office and offers him ambassadorships to Moscow and Beijing and 

possible cabinet appointments. Hanson's China connection, the president implies, would 

enable him to gain the i|>per hand in dealing with his political adversaries. "Whoever 

controls the China Card," Hanson learns from the new chief at the White House, "is the 

most powerful man in the world" (399). 

China Card contains all the basic elements of a Gothic novel. Like most classical 

works of this genre, it has an arch villain, Devon, who, through his predatory power, 

pursues and murders his victims, and for much of the novel, holds Hanson the hero at his 

mercy." Hanson, at the same time, is also being "persecuted" on the Capitol Hill by 

congressional prosecutors that are remim'scent of Catholic inquisitors in Matthew Lewis' 

The Monk and Anne Radcliffe's The Italian. Ironically, Devon, like the villain in the 

classical Gothic novel, is himself in constant fear of the ultimate dark force behind the 

"While Daniele Harris is m fact more powerful than Devon and while Sam Belams "the Chief cairies out 
many of the killings, Devon is the known devil to the other characters, hence the real source of fear 
throughout the novel. 
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scene~the ever so powerful but never quite present Investors and their client the Chinese, 

who indeed have him destroyed in the end with the hands of Hanson. Yet the most 

Gothic part of the novel is perhaps the double identity of its main characters. In China 

Card, nobody seems what he or she leally i& Devon the arch villain is a man with three 

identities: the Republican money man, die owner of a powerful business and an 

international power broker, whose life consists of daily travels between these different 

personalities. While Hanson is at least cognizant of Devon's complex background, he 

proves totally credulous about Walker. To his ^ock, the self-styied CIA agent who has 

tried several times to help him escape the pursuit of and outmaneuver his Republican foe 

turns out to be Sam Belarus himself, the mthless and elusive arms dealer known onty as 

"the Chief in much of the novel. The ultimate deceiver in the novel is perhaps Danielle 

Harris, Hanson's most feared prosecutor in the House comnuttee, who ends up in the 

same bed with him with little overture on either party. But this romantic reconciliation 

between political enemies is only another veneer that conceals deeper deception. Harris, 

a highly desirable woman and a seemingly fragile victim in need of protection against the 

villainous and mighty Devon, nims out to be a much more powerful devil than both 

Belarus and Devon. 

China Card is obviously a novel of terror and suspense. But teiror in the story 

comes not only firom the protagonist's fear of murder by the ruthless Devon and Belarus 

and persecution by the congressional committee, but also &om the strong sense of 

helplessness that seizes the reader over the apparent vulnerability of a system to the 

assiduous penetration by the Chinese. The China portrayed in the novel seems firmly in 
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control of both major parties of the US and as a result, no matter how hard he tries, 

Hanson cannot extricate himself &om die "China connection." In the House of 

Representatives, he is being investigated for fiinneling Chinese money into the 

Democratic party diving the 1996 election; to pull off the current election, he receives 

money from Oliver Devon, the Republican money man, who, quite irom'cally, gets his 

own cash also from China. The "China connection," meanwhile, can also get much more 

concrete than the exchange of money for favour. In a stroke of daring imagination on the 

part of the author, Chinese agents armed with AK-47 assault rifles openly roam the 

streets of Washington D.C. in pursuit of Hanson.*' At one point, he is close to being shot 

by one of these guns pointed from the window of a black sedan. Hanson does not have 

personal safety in Washington: the capital city of his own country seems to be ruled by 

foreign governments and their agents." 

One may well argue, though, that since these terrifying events take place either in 

novels or movies, however scary they may appear in the story or on the screen, the 

reader/viewer will simply shrug them off as mere fiction, and that the fearful feeling 

these wodcs temporarily generate will disappear cnce the lig|its are turned on or the pages 

are closed. There is certainly some duth to this argument; but the effectiveness of the 

portrayal of terror does not entail the reader/viewers' beliefin its factuality 0n fact, few 

are so credulous as to do so) but rather consists in ils influence on the impiession they 

"A sign of the author's reSance on stereotypes in his representation of China. The country is a major 
exporterofli^t arms, such as the AIC-47. Them was in fict a news reportseveral years ago about the 
seizure of an illegal shipment of these rifles to the US. 

"The name o f the Giief, Sam Belarus, a former CIA agent, also sounds foreign. 
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have of ceitain things and people, as I pointed out at the end of the last section. Such 

influence, though hardly perceptible and very difficult to measure, occurs in the form of 

gradual changes to people's habitual ways of thinking regarding, or approaches towards, 

certain issues. Over time, the accumulation of such influence can be considerable and 

decisive, especially when there is no counter evidence to contradict it (The internal 

consistency of Orientalist representation, as I pointed out earlier, allows little chance for 

such counter evidence.). The Chinese case provides a good example. Years of 

demonization of the counby by the media and the culture industry has indeed not been in 

vain. According to a recent Ifistory Channel poll, 44% of the respondents believed that 

China posed the greatest threat to the US, compared with 30% who continued to view 

Russia as the US's chief rival. 

Raymond Williams' concept "structures of feeling" provides a useful tool for 

illustrating the social effect of the representation of terror (see Chapter 2 for more on this 

concept). For average Americans, most of whom do not have much experience or 

knowledge about foreign affaks or nuclear missiles, such literary and cinematic works as 

China Card, Under Siege and Detonator are an importance source of information which 

creates a certain mind set among them or reinforces what they vaguely feel but are not 

quite able to put into words (i.e. a structure of feeling), thereby transforming, over a 

period of time, private feelings and anxieties about certain issues/jpeople/countries into 

popular perception and collective consciousness. In this re^ct, these works are highly 

analogous to the nineteenth-century English novel, which never openly equates 

imperialist adventure with fortune and success but implants a structure of feeling to that 
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effect by invariably associating the two in a positive light (Said, Culture and Imperialism 

14). By narrating events in an atmosphere of fear and uneasiness, these novels and films 

generate among Americans a feeling of concern or worry about certain issues, say, the 

security of the world's nuclear weapons, or certain foreign countries (China, Russia, Iran, 

Iraq and North Korea). This concern, reinforced through repetition by and collaboration 

among similar cinematic and literary representations, not to mention convenient allusions 

to real-life events,'' will gradually congeal into the perception that the United States is 

really under threat from some foreign countries or individuals, politically and militarily, a 

perception which will in turn be transformed into the politically consequential "public 

opinion" in the mainstream news media (such as the History Channel survey mentioned 

above).'' As a matter of fact, it was precisely such media-manufactured "public opinion" 

that pressured US Energy Secretary Bill Richardson to fire Los Alamos nuclear scientist 

Wen Ho Lee, whom even he himself did not really believe to have committed acts of 

espionage on behalf of China and whom was indeed cleared of those charges after 

spending eighteen months in a federal jail. 

In theoretical terms, the most important social impact of literary and cinematic 

representations of fear is perhaps their potential to consolidate the existing political and 

economic orders. By portraying the terrifying consequences of the transgression of the 

current political, economic and moral orders (mass killing, nuclear annihilation, etc.), 

"China Card depends heavily on references to allegations of illegal campaign donations and security 
bleaches at Los Abmos (which turned out to be largely filse charges) as well as the last two US 
presidential elections. 

"On a similar note, Martin Tropp observes Aat "as a collective experienc&..lie popularity of the horror 
story transformed private nightmares into communal events" (4). 
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works of fear simply scare people into submitting to these systems as well as their 

attendant ideology. For the sake of comparison, I call such consolidation "negative 

seduction," for instead of offering sweeteners that entice one into accepting certain 

beliefs and values, this type ofworks achieve the same goal by tendering their 

alternatives frightening and repulsive. One major "seducer" in these works is the 

characters-not the sexy and beauti&l female protagonist or the powerfiil and versatile 

hero who embodies the ideology the work stands for, but the hideous and loathsome 

antagonist whose mere appearance discourages audience sympathy for or identification 

with either their acts of transgression or the ideology they embrace. Such 

revulsion/detestation, which raises the readers' expectation for and adds to their 

excitement at die defeat of these evil-doers, helps to justify the restoration of the 

temporally violated original order.*** Indeed, in this sense, fihns of terror, including those 

I have examined in this dissertation, highly resemble the classic Gothic novel, where the 

villain invariably gets pum'shed towards the end and the usurped throne (as in The Castle 

of Otrantd) and properties (as in The Mysteries ofUdolpho) always get restored to their 

rightful owners. Althou^ such restoration frequently involves social changes, critics 

have rightlypointed out a rather conservative tendency in these works offear, especially 

in the soH:alled female Gothic novels." b both the classical Gothic novel and 

"Obviously, Ihe immense pleasure derived from the spectacular defeat of the antagonist, which ironically 
tends to encourage the viewers to rather believe the possible occurrence of the transgressions, serves as an 
incentive for lie audience to support die elimination of tie acts oftransgression and the restoration of the 
order tnnsgressed. 

*'Nfaggie Kilgour aigues, f>r example, that in Udolpho RadcliRe embraces a gradual form of social change 
rather than revolution. The ending of the novel suggests as a solution the combination of aristocratic 
tradition (ownership restored) and bourgeois values (Kilgour 138-9). 
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contemporary films or literature of fear, the temporary/hypothetical loss of or damage to 

a political or cultural oider allows the audience/ireaders a chance to realise its importance 

and to appreciate its value (Oftentimes one can only appreciate something when it is 

lost.). In contemporary US, the intense fear genemted in fihns of terronsm and novels 

like China Card simply encourage (or seduce) their viewers/readers to embrace and 

support the current political and economic systems of the country and a world order very 

much under US leadership. It is a world where nuclear missiles and other weapons of 

mass destruction aie off limits to nations like Iran, Iraq and North Korea, where secrets 

of advanced nuclear warheads are kept from the Chinese, where American politics is fiee 

from foreign influence/control, and where US citizens are proud of their democracy and 

freedom and loyal to their governments. This order should and must be accepted because 

the alternative is simply unthinkable. 

Recent media representations of the missile capabilities of some Third-World 

countries, such as North Korea and China, however, carry a much more specific and 

tangible consequenca They seem to be perfect advertisements for the controversial 

missile defense system that some politicians (George W. Bush and other Republicans, for 

example) want to install in the US and its military allies. The perception of a growing 

threat, hence a need for the system, has become especially necessary after the high-

profile failure of two recent tests. The significance of this defense system, though, is not 

so much military as it is political, b fact, much has been written about the futility of this 

system for Defense against countries with laige numbeis of nuclear missiles, such as 

Russia. The TMD (Theater Missile Defense) and NMD (National Nfissile Defense) 
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systems, in other words, would not significantly increase the US's military power, which 

is aheady peerless in the world. Rather, it would help the US and its Western allies gain 

the much-needed leverage over its political adversaries to ensure the country's absolute 

global dominance. This is because, designed largely to defend against limited missile 

attacks, the system would simply render the rudimentary long-range ballistic missiles 

being developed by countries like North Korea and Iran a useless bargaining chip in their 

dealings with the US. This proposed Defense system, much to Bu '̂s disappointment is 

not well received in or outside the US. Major reasons for domestic opposition to the 

proposal include ineffectiveness, colossal cost and lack of threat. Since there is little that 

the Bush Adninistration can do to refiite the first two reasons, much seems at stake in 

portraying a fir^tening image of the so-called "rogue nations." In fact. Bush may even 

be secretly counting on them to beef up dieir missile capabilities. His recent decisun to 

stop nuclear disarmament talks with North Korea, which would most probably cause the 

resumption of that country's development of long-range missiles;, signals a possible 

desire on his part to maintain or even raise the latter's perceived level of threat. After all, 

a nuclear-free North Korea would certainly mean one fewer excuse for him to implement 

his grand project, with which he clearly hopes to attain to the historical stature of Reagan. 

For the same reason, had he been president in 1997, Bush probably would have 

found Independence Day, which according to some critics is "a commercial for Reagan's 

Star Wars missile-Defense system," equally well suited for his own watered-down 

version of it (Taubin 8). To be sure, movies will not decide policies, but over the past &w 

years, literary, media and cinematic representations of terror, whether it be alien 
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invasions or nussile threat from "rogue nations," have indeed contributed to the 

emergence d a national mood within the US favourable for and conducive to a harder 

line in dealing with foreign affairs. Terror and horror, contrary to popular perception, are 

often higjily constructive. 

5.5 The Making of a President: Election Commercials and Hollywood 

Perhaps because fear is frequently employed to move people,'̂  its representation-

by fihns, literature, joumaUsm or politicians-is often marked by a highly performative 

character. In the United States, in particular, fear is a useful means of political self-

fashioning. The aforementioned China nuclear espionage saga, for example, became a 

stage of political performance almost firom the very outset. Clinton's enemies in and 

outside the US congress, finding the issue a trump card to play against their democratic 

rivals, lost no time to use the theft allegation as political ammunition to humiliate the 

"lame duck" president after their attempt to oust him failed in the Senate. The Cox 

Report is a masterpiece in this political machination. In fact, that Christopher Cox's 

select committee paralleled another congressional endeavor, also led by Republicans~the 

one to impeach Bill Clinton on his sex scandal-is a good indication that partisan struggle 

was the driving force behind the media hype of the Chinese espionage case and the 

Congress's investigation into it. While on die one hand they spared no effort to stress and 

even exaggerate China's nuclear capability, on the other. Republicans tried every means 

*'F«ar, as critics have rightly pointed out, is a stimulant to human action (Robin 4-8). 
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to tie this threat to Clinton's China policy. As the election year loomed near, it became 

increasingly clear that the so-called "China connection" was a convenient scapegoat in 

the bitter race between the two major political parties and their candidates to become the 

purest and most patriotic Americans. Politicians and their political camps coveting the 

White House, especially those on the Right, rushed to cash in on the China scare. The 

most notable among these were George W. Bush, Patrick Buchanan and their associates. 

S.S.1 Nuclear Threat and Residential Election Commeicials 

For Buchanan, an ultra-Ri^t political commentator and former Republican 

presidential contender, declaration of candidacy was synonymous to demonizing China 

and denouncing the Clinton administration for the alleged nuclear theft. In fact, the 

bashing of foreigi devils quite literally brought out the xenophobic candidate's avowed 

ambition-made known once again in the speech marking his switch to the Refomi Paity-

-to restore what he called the "independence and sovereignty of the United States" from 

foreign powers and the United Nations. Announcing his political re-birth at sixty and a 

third attempt at the White House, Buchanan cited as one of his main reasons for running 

for president the two major parties' kowtowing to "a communist China that is right now 

pointing missiles at our country, the United States of America" ('Text of Buchanan's 

Speech" par. 9)." 

"According to a recent television interview given by US Energy Secretary Bill Richardson, Giina has 
about 200 nuclear war-heads for its long-range ballistic missiles, out of which, said a CIA repo rt, 13 were 
targeted at the US in 1998; in comparison, the US has about 6,000,250 of them aiming at Chinese targets. 
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Buchanan continued to pby on the fear of imgined foreign threats throu^out his 

campaign in 2000. The several commercials that he managed to air in Arizona, for 

example, weie all concerned with forever-related issues. One ad, featuring police video 

footage of Mexican illegal immigrants entering the US by breaking the border fences, 

alerts voters to the influx of crime as a result of lax control of the United State's southern 

border. A second commercial, a more dramatic portrayal of uncontrolled immigration, 

shows a 911 caller dying for lack of timely care as a result of the delay caused by 

multilingual options on the emergency telephone service system. Buchanan interpreted 

the Chinese nuclear theft allegation with an ad portraying an auction ostensibly held by 

the Clinton Administration. At this political yaid sale, White House ofGcials are seen to 

hand out US political, economic and military interests item by item to representatives of 

foreign governments for various amounts of donation money. Conspicuous among the 

bidders is a man dressed in a Chinese military uniform, who takes away from the auction 

table supposed seaets of US nuclear missiles. This anti-foreign tone was a consistent 

theme of the Buchanan campaign during the 2000 election season, but what really sets 

the Buchanan apart from other contenders is not so much his demonization of foreigners 

and their governments as his over-reUance on it to define his candidacy, which conceals, 

or rather betrays, his very pover^ of ideas. 

Compared with Buchanan's dramatic representation of the foreign devils, George 

W. Bush's campaign ads were much more nuanced and in some cases, even artistic. Bush 

did repeatedly attack the Clinton Administration for the alleged breach of security at die 

Los Alamos Lab but stopped short d directly playing the China card. One of his 
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campaign commercials aired during the primaries advocates the deployment of the 

national missile defense system, citing threat to die US's national security posed by long-

range missiles fiom some foreign countries. The ad shows a little girl playing on green 

grass while Bush, in a concerned voice, enumerates the different types of threats to US 

national security and expresses his personal ambition to counter them. In some ways this 

is a preview of the remake of the notorious "Daisy Ad," which was aired late into the 

campaign and with which the BuA campaign denied any connection. The main character 

in this latter commercial, run by Aietino Didustries, a non-profit oigam'zation based in 

Texas, and paid for by an undisclosed source, is also a little girl.*^ In this ad the girl 

counts down as she plucks petals from a daisy, until it is suddenly replaced by the 

countdown of a missile launch followed by images of a nuclear expbsion. As this takes 

place, the announcer explains in an ominous voice; "Red China was given access and 

sold vital technology that will give China the ability to threaten our homes with long-

range nuclear warheads," adding that the secrets had been given to China "in exchange 

for campaign contributions" to the Democratic Party. The commercial ends with "Don't 

take a chance: vote Republican." This pro-Bush ad is a copy of Lyndon Johnson's 

famous 1964 conmiercial, which claimed that Barry Goldwater, his opponent, would 

plunge the country into nuclear war if elected president. 

Ever since the presidential campaign entered the television age in 1960, elections 

have literally become performances to construct a patriotic and heroic American selfhood 

''Using little girls, who often symbolize innocence, tenderness and lovability, increases the level of terror in 
the threat being portrayed. The protagonist ofthe classical Gothic novels, not concidentaOy, is often a 
young woman. 
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before a nation of television viewers. Bush and Buchanan's campaign commercials once 

again illustrate, vividly though a bit melodramatically, the extent to which the 

representation of the "other" has come to be part of this construction. The effect o£ their 

performances, for the same reason, hinges in part on the degree of "otherness" of the 

"other" being represented (which explains the frequent and emphatic use of such Cold-

War epithets as "red" and "communist" in both men's commercials). The utilitarian 

nature of such representation is in fact quite plain in Bush's visible turn in his China 

poUcy after the election. During the campaign. Bush proposed to treat the country as a 

"strategic competitor" (a hardly veiled synonym for "other") instead of a "strategic 

parmer," a term preferred by Clinton. Shortly after the prolonged election, however. Bush 

conveniently scrapped the phrase, reaffirming the long-held "One-China" policy of the 

US government (as unequivocally indicated by Collin Powell, Bush's nominee for 

Secretary of State, during his Senate confirmation hearing. The "China rivahry rhetoric 

was also quietly removed from Bush's election web site. 

Such post-election change of attitude, as a matter of fact, has become a pattern 

during the past few decades, regardless of the party affiliation of the candidate. Both 

Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton went through the same ideological metamorphosis 

during their own election campaigns, h the 1992 race, for example. Democratic 

candidate Bill Clinton attacked the senior Bush for being soft on some foreign 

governments and vowed to "standup against dictators from Bagdad to Beijing" if 

elected. Once victorious^ however, Clinton went much further in fostering relatnns with 

Chma than his predecessor. More than a decade earlier, in his challenge to Jimmy Carter, 
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Ronald Reagin even thieatened to bieak offdipbmatic ties with Beijing. The United 

States' self-perception as the world leader/saviour makes it inevitable that in every 

presidential election, there are always a few foreign nations to be demonized and 

symbolically sacrificed for the construction of the candidates as heroes. For politicians, 

demonization is a tactic hard to resist because pamting foreign enemies as devils always 

makes themselves seem patriotic and more humane and progressive by contrast. To what 

extent this tactic actually contributed to their final victory is hard to tell, but for Bush, it 

apparently helped him at least partelly shake off the embarrassing image of a provincial 

governor who could not name well-known foreign leaders. 

5.5.2 Air Force One: Hollywood's Fashioning of a US R'esident 

Such political othering and self-fashioning are well mirrored by quite a few recent 

fihns from Hdlywood. Columbia Pictures' 1997 hiti^ir Force One is perhaps the best 

dramatic representation of the construction of a presidential selfhood through the 

demonization of foreigners. The film fashions a heroic and powerful US president on top 

of the terrifying images ofRussian oommum'st-fumed-terrorist hijackers. To make Air 

Force One particularly significant, this cinematic construct nicely coindded with the 

election of a US president in reality and the quadrenm'al television circus of multi

million-dollar self-fashioning As the dozen or so candidates touted themselves to 

American voters through the use of carefiilly manipulated color or black-and-white video 

images, Hollywood staged its own version of an ideal president-a white middle-aged 
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male, physically strong highly intelligent, courageous and versatile. But this is as far as 

cinema's mirroring of reality goes in this case. For like most fihns, which are ahnost 

never partisan in nature due to their need to appeal to the wide and diverse segments of 

the public (Prince 2), Air Force One does not appear to favor the ideology of any 

particular political party. Rather, it panders to the larger political climate of the country 

(hegemony) at the time of the 1996 US presidential election, which was characterized by 

a sh'ght but visible tilt towards the Right. This political imbalance was in part a backlash 

of the liberal policies adopted in Bill Clinton's first term in office, which provoked a 

strong Right-wing resurgence that cuhninated in the takeover of both chambers of the US 

Congress by the Republican Party in the 1994 mid-term elections. Considerations for le-

election apparently compelled the now "lame-duck" Clinton admim'stration to take a 

defensive, leftish centralist course, which allowed room for the continued hegemony of 

the Right in the country.'̂  

One of the consequences of this conservative revival was the relative saUence of 

issues relating to foreigners and foreign nations in the US politics, for a number of 

reasons. First, the Right is traditionally more isolationist in foreign policy and less 

congeu'al to foreign nations than other sections of the US population. Second, as many 

domestic issues such as tax cuts/increases, abortion, social security and the matter of 

homosexuals prove to be highly controversial and, despite the change of faces on Capitol 

Hill, continue to polarize the American piiilic, strongly partisan stands on them are likely 

to backfire and hurt the candidates themselves rather than their opponents. Bob Dole, for 

"In fact, CImton himsetfsounded more Republican than Danocratic in his 199S State-o^the-Union 
address, as many commentaiors agieed. 
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example, had to do an embarrassing make-up commercial to mend the damages done to 

his rating in the polls by his ill-calculated criticism of Ginton's social security policy.'' 

Concerns about such nsks often lead to the carefiil avoidance of or pragmatically 

moderated positions on divisive domestic issues.'̂  As a result, whenever finding national 

affairs a messy ground upon which to distinguish theff own political personality, 

candidates frequently turn to foreign policy issues (or issues related to the presence of 

foreigners in this country) for opportunities to differentiate themselves from their 

opponents. Third, in a country where the defense of the interests of foreigners and foreign 

nations, however feeble it maybe, is a traditional taboo and often tantamount to political 

suicide (because the country came into being, after all, by turning itself against England), 

attacking foreigpers and their sympathizers, an act that usually rin^ with patriotic 

resonances especially under a relatively conservative atmosphere, is no doubt an easy and 

low-risk way of earning political capital. These factors conspire to tum "foreigners"-

known also as "aliens" in the United States and oftentimes a signifier for immigrants, 

"rogue" nations, alleged recipient countries of US aid, countries with viuch the US has 

trade deficits, etc.~into a convenient scapegoat of domestic political tension. In die 

nuclear espionage case, for example, scientist Wen Ho Lee's foreign origin (Taiwan-bom 

Chinese) combined with the opportune timing of the incident (during Clinton's 

presidency) to make the issue an irresistible target for Right-wing xenophobic attacks. 

'^Another example is George W. Bush's purposefiil vagueness about hs stand on abortion during the 2000 
election. 

"Clinton's "don't-ask-dont-tell'* policy on gays in the military epitomizes this avoidance strategy, h the 
aforementioned make-up ad. Bob Dole in fiwt retrieves his previous hard line on social security, 
acknow ledging that the issue is "to o important for anyone to mess with." 
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Such trashing of foreigners, for reasons ahready outlined, occurs most frequently during 

major US elections. In fact, the naming, condemning and denouncing of foreign devils of 

one land or another have very much become a ritual in US presidential races. It is not 

totally surprising that such acts of "abjection" is more closely associated with people on 

the Right than those of other political persuasions, since the very notion of a 

"conservative" betrays a desire for a stable, permanent selfhood supposedly rooted in 

some genuine American essence.'̂  

Althougii one can hardly characterize Force One as xenophobic, the fihn 

would certainly appear more agreeable in a conservative political atmosphere, as it did in 

the mid-1990s. Mich of this agreeableness comes from the icon of heroic patriotism it 

fashions-President James Marshall-and his spectacular defeat of the foreign devils. 

Almost single-handedly Marshall overpowers and kills the Russian communist-terrorists 

one by one in a heart-wrenching fistfight, outwits them by manipulating the aircraft's 

fuel system, and in an act highly symbolic of presidential leaderships forces the terrorists 

off the captain's seat to take over the control of his Boeing 747. Out of two hours of 

thrilling physical and intellectual struggle Marshall emerges as a heroic defender ofhis 

nation against foreign dictators and terrorists, sending a reassuring response to the 

xenophobic conservative outcries that dominated the airwaves of the mid-to-late 1990s. 

Both the fihn as a whole and Marshall's struggle with the hijackers in particular are 

perfect instances of what Kristeva calls "abjection." In fact, the condition which the fihn 

"[ am by no means implying that liberals are immune to the temptation o f abjection. In fact, 
blaming/attacking foreign devils is part of the political hegemo ny in the US, which, though few openly 
preach as a princi pie, man y benefit as a p ractice. 
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"abjects" (and which James Marshall literally throws out) matches Kristeva's list of 

contaminants and multiplicities so closely that the latter merits quoting at some length: 

It is... not lack of cleanliness or heath that causes abjection but what 
disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, 
rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite. The traitor, the liar, 
the criminal with a good conscience, the shameless rapist, the killer who 
claims he is a savior... Any crime, because it draws attention to the 
fragility of the law, is abject, but premeditated crime, cunning murder, 
hypocritical revenge are even more so because they heighten the display 
of such fragility. (4) 

Air Force One (the aircraft), viewed from the Kiistevan perspective, is the abjectpar 

excellence. As the US president's official carrier it is a polluted place, a site of radical 

heterogeneity, contaminated by deceit (The Russians boarded the plane by posing as 

journalists.), treason (The attack is helped by a US traitor hidden in the government, who 

had the weapons placed on board the plane in advance.) and tiansgressive 

possession/control (infiltration into and hijacking by Russian communist-terrorists, arch 

criminals to America), all of which are acts and states contrary to and abhonent in light 

of the principles upon which the United States is founded. The most abject in the fihn, 

however, is the US presidential selfhood, whose political purity is imder a serious threat: 

Air Force One being the symbol of presidential power, its seizure by the Russians 

amounts to the takeover of, or at least strong influence over, the presidency by a foreign 

power. An apparent echo to the familiar clamor in recent years of all^ations of illegal 

political donations from overseas, the fihn plays on the anxiety felt in many sections of 

the coimtry about the possible influence on the o£Bce of the president by foreign nations, 

many of which are perceived to be unfriendly with or potentially hostile to the United 
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States." To amplify the abjectness of this condition, actors playing the hijackers are 

either physically repulsi\e-looking ones or men who have acted unpleasant roles in 

previous productions. Korshunov, the head terrorist in the film, for example, is played by 

Gary Oldman, whose hateful pre-incamations mJFK (as Lee Harvey Oswald, the 

assassin) and Dracula (as Count Dracula the Gothic villain) undoubtedly heighten the 

loathsomeness of his current role. These repulsive figures become the convenient 

"other," by the abjection of which James Marshall builds his heroic and patriotic self. In 

fac^ towards the end of his stmggle with the hijackers, Marshall literally throws the body 

of Korshunov off the Air Force One into the dark abyss over the Black Sea in his 

resounding "Get off my plane!" Perhaps even more symbolic are the abandoning and 

crash of the damaged Boeing 747 (a site of contamination and undifferentiated 

multiplicities) and Marshall's boarding and consequent naming of the USAF C*IS 

transport as the new presidential carrier, which aptly signifies the birth of a new, purified, 

American presidential selfhood. 

The "others" on top of which Air Force One constructs the ideal president, it 

needs to be pointed out, are not limited to the Russian conmium'st-hijackers who 

imprison the American officials on board the plane and attempt to dictate the US 

government, but also include the hidden threat posed to male/patnarchal power by Mce 

President Katherine Bamett, who would, according to the US constitution, succeed as the 

President if James Marshall were killed or taken prisoner by the hijackers. President 

Marshall's final triumph, viewed in this Ugh^ is not only a US victory over the foreign 

"China's alleged donation to the Democratic Par^, as I mentioned earlier, became political anmunition of 
the Republicm Pattyand the subject of a lengthy invest^ation nto the Clinton AdministratiDn. 
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terrorists but also the defeat of an implicit and perhaps unconsciously feared feminist 

attempt to overthrow male domination of political power in the US. This deeply buried 

anxiety over the possible takeover of presidential power by a woman, which first became 

manifest in the controversy over Hillary Clinton's role in the making of the US's 

healthcare policy, briefly resurfaces in this film during the heated quarrel between 

Bamett and the (male) Secretary of State on the proper ader of succession to presidential 

power on foreign affairs in the event of an emergency. This is gieatly magnified by 

actress Gen Close's past roles as powerful maternal figures, such as Gertrude in Franco 

ZefiferelH's 1990 adaptation ofthe Shakespearean drama Hamlet. Indeed, the "othersf' in 

Air Force One~both the Russian hijackers and Katherine Bamett-are apt signifiers of the 

threat of castration to the kind of manhood constructed by the fihn. 

Meanwhile, the "others" in Air Force One bear interesting similarity to those that 

confiront hdiana Jones, Harrison Fold's major former cinematic incarnation (forwhich 

perhaps he is best known), during his explorations in Asian and African lands. In the 

latter adventure series, the American archaeologist must also overcome the male villains 

(German plunderers and local despots) on the one hand, and the equalty hidden, at once 

desired and feared, treasure-habouring/human-devouring and deeply maternal lands of 

Asia and Africa, on the other. This amilarity, most significantly, parallels remarkable 

continuity in the version of masculinity that Ford constructs. For James Marshall, as it is 

for bidiana Jones, manhood consists essentially in domination over and conquest of these 

two types of foreign "others." 
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Aside from facilitating the protagonist's construction of his heroic manhood, the 

"others" also play a constructive role of a different type. The threat they represent tends 

to encourage close audience identification with the protagonist for the simple season that 

antithesis to firi^tening and repulsive "others" always lends an appearance of ben^ty 

and justice to what the hero does and stands for. The terror and repulsion generated by 

the "others," in other words, become an incentive for the audience to support and accept 

the protagom'st as well as the values and beliefs he carries. The ideological implication of 

such seductiveness is obvious. Fear of and aversion to the "other" often overshadow 

controversies orproblems that the protagonist may embody or present, or simply render 

them comfortably invisible^ hence politically palatable to the general audience.'"*' The 

oppressiveness and barbarity of the local despots in The Temple of Doom, for example, 

not only help hide the colonial overtone of Indiana Jones' piesence in India, but make his 

conquest seem humane and desirable. Said is r^t in panting out that terrifying images 

of terrorism often "[hasten] the individual's subordination to the dominant norms of the 

moment" (Culture and Imperialism 310). Among such norms, needless to say, are often 

elements of colonialism, sexism or other forms of bigotry and injustice. 

Makers oi Air Force One must have gotten inspiration ftomthe 1996 hit 

Independence Day, which it remarkably resembles. Like the former. Independence Day 

also constructs a heroic president through the demonizing representation of an "other." 

The President Whitmore that Bill Pullman plays~a Clinton-like figure who is very good 

at making public speeches-is also a plane-piloting versatile man. In fact, a hero in the 

'°°Having a woman as the Vice President, as t will argue in Chapter 7, at best pays Up service to feminist 
concerns about gender representation in the media. 
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1991 Gulf Warwith Iraq, WUtmore even leads a s(^dronof F-I8 fighters to engage in 

an intense air battle against the alien monster spaceship and the mini craft it releases, 

which the squadron destroys in a spectacular manner. The gravity of the situation that the 

nation (and indeed the world) faces, which is considerably greater than that in Atr Force 

One, helps Pulhnan overcome bis relative obscurity to achieve n the film something that 

only superstars of Harrison Ford's stature are capable of. Released during the election 

season. Independence Day's political message caimot be missed. By fashioning 

presidential figuies like James Marshal and Thomas Whitmore at a time of ideological 

division, personal attacks and partisan bickering, Hollywood sigpals Americans' desire 

for a sense of heroism and a unifying power in their political leader, if only to make 

themselves feel good about their nation and themselves. And for this reason, James 

Marshall and Thomas Whitmore are much more than cinematic representations of 

presidential images. These heroic figures, as firedric Jameson would put it, create a 

"symbolic space in which the ccdiectivity thinks itself and celebrates its own unity" (Jhe 

Political Unconscious 70). For a nation where communal life in the traditional sense is 

all but nonexistent, this space is what the Firankfurt School would call a "surrogate 

communiQr" which, among other thin^, gives Americans a reassuring sense of their 

national identity. How these heroic icons actually model the young viewers is the topic of 

the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 THE ILLUSION OF POWER AND THE POWER OF ILLUSIONIN 

SELF-FASmONING 

"Show us what you're made of" 

-US Navy Recruitment Web Site 

One schod of Unguistics (represented by John L. Austin) aigues that human 

^eches do not just communicate; th^r are social acts that actually do things. This 

sociolinguistic theory finds a close ally in the New Historicists, who view texts as a 

socially constructive force, as opposed to the mere "reflection" of reality, which is the 

conventional Marxist standpoint (Ryan xi and xiii-xiv). The most important product of 

such construction is perhaps the human subject itself. My analysis in previous chapters is 

in part an illustration of this theory, for the novels, news and fibns I examined do more 

than inform and entertain; they profoundly impinge upon reality by influencing people's 

diinking, behavior and perception of themselves as well as the world around them, hi 

contemporary American society, major agents of self-fashioning are genres of the media 

(print, visual and electronic) and popular literature-discursive forms that constitute the 

core of the US culture. Being an American is then, by analysis, the joint product of the 

"texts" (such as Indiana Jones, Air Force One, Independence Day, China Card...) that an 

average resident of this country is exposed to, indeed lives in, on a daily basis The 

notion of a finely chosen American subjecthood (and for that matter, subjecthood in any 

culture), unfettered and uncontaminated by the ideologies that fill the airwaves and 

movie screens, is simply an illusion. 
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In one common fonn of self-fashioning, cultural texts recruit individuals for 

subjects of the dominant ideology of the society. Such recruitment, I have argued, is 

oftentimes a fcnm of seduction as it relies heavily on the use of such incentives as money, 

fear and sexual pleasure. This chapter examines a less obvious but no less important 

sweetener of ideology-the illusory sense cf power which cultural texts often create 

around or associate with certain social positions. 

6.1 Star Power and the Modeling Effect of Cinema 

Among the various cultural discourses of today cinema enjoys unquestionable 

salience in the fashioning of subjects. This is due in part to its ^eer pervasiveness and in 

part to the fact that the icom'c nature of this form of art lends it "vividly modeling 

powers" over its audience (Prince 25). Theodore Adomo pointed out back in the 1940s 

that "fihn provides models for collective behaviour" because "the movements which the 

film presents are mimetic impulses which, prior to all content and meaning, incite the 

viewers and listeners to fall into step as if in a parade" (158). Adomo, however, does not 

appear to be aware of die sociological effect of the communal form of film viewing, a 

factor, which, if considered, would greatly augment the strength of his point. For while 

books and newspapers may well reach an equally large number of people, the 

consumption of a film is marked by i6 unique form of collective experience, its 

snnultaneity^ and the audience's keenawarenessof suchcollectiveness and simultanei^. 

This awareness, I want to emphasize, is particularly significant in that it serves to unify 
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both the response fiom and the effect on the audience, thus working ultimately to 

suppress the viewers' individuality. The experience of film-viewing, in other words, both 

excites and inhibits the audience. Indeed, the theater very much resembles the 

Panopticon, which, accoiding to Foucault's study, regulates the behaviour of its 

inhabitants through total illumination and visibility towards one another.'"' A viewer in a 

theater, for example, may frequently feel pressured to react in the same way as 

everybody else reacts to the story. Visible apathy towards a scene that has provoked a 

guffaw from other viewers will simply make one feel and look like a fool as such failure 

to respond is often taken for a sign of incomprehension, hence low intelligence. This 

tendency is particularly strong among teenagers and young adults, with whom peer 

pressure plays a significant role in shying their behaviour and personality. 

My viewing ofy4i> Force One was an enlightening experience on this point I saw 

the film at the Gallagher Theater on the Universfty of Anzona campus in the fall 

semester of 1997. The screening of this action thriller turned out to be as revelatory about 

the power of representation as the content of the fihn itself (if not more so). The entire 

course of the show was interspersed with frequent and sudden outbursts of roaring 

applause, exclamations and whistles from the hundreds of undergraduate students that 

packed the auditorium, occasioned by acts of stunt on the part of President James 

Marshall The response was so natural and spontaneous that it seemed more of an 

extension of the plot than a comment on the action being played out. hdeed, I began to 

detect a convergence of fiction and reality on the veiy floor where I was standing as I 

'°'For more on this, see Discipline and Punish. 
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watched my fellow youthful viewers shout and gesticulate in the manner of the heroic 

icon. Their emotional enption clearty portended a deeper sentiment 4ian sheer 

excitement: the powerfiil image of President James Mar^all, I soon realized, had 

become an instant role model for the star-struck undergraduates. 

As a matter of fact, the chief source of a film's modeling effect on the audience is 

always the heroic and versatile character, which is again usually if not always the male 

protagom'st Laura Mulvey's study on the flow of pleasure during the viewing of fihns, 

which I mentioned earlier in this dissertation, elucidates the audience's fascination with 

the male protagonist from a basically psychoanalytic perspective: 

As the spectator identifies with the main male protagonist, he projects his 
look on to that of his like, his screen surrogate, so that the power of the 
male protagonist as he controls events coincides with the active power of 
the erotic look, both giving a satisfying sense of omnipotence. (12) 

For Mulvey, the visual format of the film allows the viewer to enjoy vicariously the 

pleasure that the male protagom'st revels in, thereby giving him/her an illusory sense of 

excitement and satisfaction. This illusion makes the viewer feel good about him-/herself 

and consequently, like the film itself Qience greater profit for the film industry). 

Mulvey's study, as I pointed out in Chapter 3, focused on role of the desirable women in 

generating this pleasant illusion in the audience. But visual pleasure does not have to be 

exclusively one of a sexual nature. The spectacular defeat of an enemy or conquest of an 

adversary often generates the same enjoyment, as the unusual populari^ otindiana 

Jones, Top Gun, Air Force One, Independence Day and the 007 series powerfully 

indicates. Moreover, there is in fact no clear distinction between sexual pleasure and the 

pleasure of conquest: because sex is often viewed as men's conquest of women, conquest 
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frequently takes on a highly sexual connotation. The affinity between the two types of 

pleasures is best represented by a scene in Top Gun, where a Navy pilot experiences a 

"hard-on" at the sight of a Soviet Mig fighter during a lecture on combat tactics. For the 

young pilot, shooting Soviet Migs in an aerial combat is apparently not much different 

from sexual conquest of women-they at least provoke the same bodily reaction from 

him. 

The viewer's vicarious enjoyment of the protagonist's pleasures, needless to say, 

is often facilitated and intensified by the charisma and perceived power of the hero 

himself. This is certainly the main reason why many action films, such as diose 

mentioned above, feature highly charming characters-characters demonstrating power, 

intelligence, versatility, physical strength and sometimes even sexual potency. The 

American archaeologist that Harrison Ford fashions in Indiana Jones, for instance, is a 

James Bond-type figure \^o is capable of almost everything-a tradition that is carried 

into such later movies as Air Force One: President James Marshall is not only a 

courageous statesman ready to stand up for human rights, but someone who learns how 

to fly a Boeing 747 within a matter of minutes and who outsmarts his adversaries by 

manipulating electronic gadgets of the latest technology. President Thomas Whitmore of 

Independence Day, though played by a relatively obscure actor, is no less charismatic a 

figure, who flies the US Navy's state-of-the-art F-18 fighter in real combat. One 

important component of the masculine charisma of these heroes is their attraction for 

women or their womani^g ability, which I already discussed at some length in Chapter 

3. Most of the male protagonists in films mentioned above enjoy the lovely company of 
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sexy and beautiful women.'"^ For James Bond, the famed British agent, womanization 

even becomes an intrinsic part of his espionage work for the Bntish government. 

The male protagonist's demonstrated power joins forces with other pleasures that 

the viewer vicariously enjoys in encouraging close identification with and stronger 

imitation of the hero on the screen, which represent what Mulvey calls a narcissistic 

aspect of scopophilia; 

A male movie star's glamorous characteristics are thus not those of the 
erotic object of the gaze, but those of the more perfect, mae complete, 
more powerful ideal ego conceived in the original moment of recognition 
in firom the mirror. (12) 

The visual pleasure that I am referring to obviously goes beyond the mere satisfaction 

fi-om the illusion of a "complete" image; it is often closely associated with particular 

qualities of the character, such as handsome looks, physical power or smarmess, which 

the viewer will imaginatively take onto him-/herself Such identification and imitation 

(which can very much be taken for granted in the cases of Air Force One and 

Independence Day, the president of the IMited States being always already the chief role 

model of the nation), meanwhile, inevitably lead to some degree of acceptance on the 

part of the audience of what these figures stand for culturally, socially and politically, as I 

also pointed out in Chapter 3. Influence of this kind, no doubt, is especially effective on 

teenagers and young adults, whose characters are at a highly malleable stage and whose 

mimetic impulse is particularly strong. Numerous studies have linked violence on 

television and m films to rise in teenage crime and acts of vandalism. Occasranally, 

'"As I have argued in an earlier chapter, these women are power's reward for the heroes* comp liance with 
the ideologically hegemonic. 
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however, cinema and television seem also to cast a more desirable influence on the 

young generation. A good example is the sudden surge in pilot recruitment after the 

release of Top Gun in the mid-1980s. Statistics indicate that US armed forces 

experienced a sharp rise in the recruitment of pilots after the debut of Top Gun in 1986. 

Washington Post reported that some military academies received higher numbers of 

applicants than usual after the show of Top Gun, many of whom cited the viewing of the 

movie as a source of encouragement (Versey Bl). This "collateral" profit of the action 

movie is perhaps the strongest evidence of the imaginary transference of power from the 

hero to the viewer. For young viewers of Top Gun, "Maveiick"'s exceDence as a combat 

pilot and his attractiveness to women apparently sweeten up the social role he occupies, 

stimulating in them a strong desire to fill in this position. In cases like this, the illusory 

sense of power and pleasure generated by cinema becomes the currency that figuratively 

purchases the viewers' subscription to the values and beliefs that the hero represents or 

embodies. 

The institution that benefits most from the cinema-generated illusory power is 

perhaps the US armed forces (aside, of course, from Hollywood itself, which collects the 

dollars), as the sociological effect of Top Gun most plairdy suggests. The silver screen's 

indisput!l)le influence on teenagers inspired recruiters of the Pentagon, who began 

somewhere in the later half of the 1990s to turn to movie makers and stars for help in 

persuading teenagers to join in the services. The Washington Post attributes the initiative 

to Defense Secretary William Cohen himself who reportedly came up with the idea after 

seeing Stephen Spielberg's 1998 WWnfihn Saving Prfvate Ryan (Suro andWaxman 
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A11). Such cooperation between Hollywood and the military is now possible, die paper 

goes on to suggest, due to the increasing friendliness of the film industry towards the 

military and its war efforts: 

While the Vietnam War fomented a distant, sometimes hostile relation^p 
between Hollywood and the armed forces;, the tone has changed maikedly 
in the last few yeais. Harrowing and heroic portrayals of the Amiy in such 
recent films as "Saving Private Ryan" and "The Thin Red Line" teve 
replaced the unflattering portraits that prevailed in "Platoon," "Full Metal 
Jacket" and "Bom On the Fourth of July." Even last year's "Three King^," 
the edgy, of^balance look at die Gulf War starring Grarge Oooney, 
portrayed American soldiers as moral and essentially good-hearted, even 
as they were stealing Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein's gold. 
"Patriotism is no longer unpopular," said Howard Suber, founding 
chairman of the producer program at UCLA's film school. "The Defense 
Department is no longer a politicized institution. It's no longer politically 
incorrect to even contemplate doing this [recruitment ads]." (Suro and 
Waxman A11) 

Howard Suber is, however, mistaken on one point: patriotism is always popular 

while war may not be. But Suber does reveal, perhaps unwittingly, the real cause for the 

newfound cordiality between fihn makers and the military. Hollywood was critical of the 

military during the Viemam War not because it hated the institution itself or was 

unpatriotic, but because the American people, its salary payer, did not like the war. 

Surviving/thriving very much on the whims of a viewing public, Hollywood is a polMcal 

chameleon never willing to risk economic losses by going against the popular sentiment. 

What Suber refers to as "patriotism" is in fact a type of political hegemony (in Gramscian 

terms), or a result of constant negotiations between those in power (politically and 

economically) and the general populace ("Antonio Gramsci" and Williams 112-113). 

While patriotism as a principle was never shaken, for example, its definition has gone 

through diffeient stages, often through violent protests, controversial elections and media 
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warfare, which are today common forms of social negotiation. The continuousness of Ibis 

process is well recorded in the vicissitudes of the popularity of war in the United States 

over the past century. A symbol of patriotism in die 1940s, war was seen to bring losses 

and shame to the nation during the late 1960s, thanks in large part to the US's quagmire 

in Vietnam. It was only after easy victories over America's petty adversaries in the 1990s 

that war and the military were finally restored to the shrine of patriotism. Indeed, the 

history of American patriotism best reflects the two most central characteristics of 

hegemony: while on the one hand patriotism is a consensus accepted by all (As a result, 

no one dares to oppose cr reject it; politicians, in particular, are eager to appear 

patriotic.^ on the other, what is patriotic is really subject to interpretation, hence 

negotiable. 

The Pentagon's use of "influencers" to shore up recruitment is a new way of 

negotiating patriotism (Suro and Waxman AI1). b suggests that love for one's nation is 

not always nursed through conventional indoctrination but may also be inspired by heroic 

figures-or rather images of heroic figures, simulacra of power and heroism (Movies stars 

are not real heroes but ones who play them.). The kind of influence they have on 

teenagers and young adults is, therefore, one of an entirely illusory nature. Central to this 

illusion 0^ power is the cultural and political "others" of the West For one thing such 

otherness, as I have pointed out in Chapters 2 and 3, serves as a perfect background or 

mirror that reflects the humanity, wholeness, masculinity and other forms of attraction of 

the heroic protagonists that the stars impersonate. For another, it is literally by engaging 

those "others" that the heroes demonstrate their immense physical and intellectual power. 



The villain's repulsiveness, persistence and power often add, by contrast, to the 

excitement that the audience feels at his final defeat, which always seems to accentuate if 

not heighten the hero's own power and charms, hi Air Force One, for example, the more 

desperate die terrorists get, die more capable President James Mar^all seems to become. 

Marshall's spectacular display of power cuhninates in his killing and parachuting the 

dead body of Korshunov ofTthe presidential carrier into the dark sky. The violence and 

spectacle of this "solution" not only somehow balance the gravity of the terrorists' crone, 

but also serve as a proper measurement of James Marshall's power and heroism. 

Meanwhile, violent and spectacular actions are always a major source of thrill for 

teenage/young vieweis, who often transform such excitement into a liking for the fihn 

and its representation. And for this reason, killing the terrorist with a pistol (by one of the 

presidential guards) and having the police roll his body off the plane at the Andews Air 

Force Base outside Washington D.C., which is a much more likely scenario in reality, 

would be a disappointing anti-climax. In Independence Day, the sky-reddening fire ball 

created by the explosion of the alien spacecraft more than brightens the heroism of the 

resistence team led by President Whitmore; it displays the power of a united America in 

an exciting spectacle. For the viewing public, especially its younger members, to whom 

the mere mention of duty is more likely than not to encounter opposition, the illusion of 

power and die enjoyment of excitement fulfill the same fimction as die blatant money 

offers or the vague allusions to the availability of foreign women which the military 

makes in its recruitment materials. Power and pleasure remove the rough edges of 

patriotism, rendering the idea of serving one's country irresistibly attractive. 
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Such iUusion/deception-induced mass reproduction of ideological relations 

represents the core ofwhat the Rrankfurt School discovered to be the collusion between 

culture and capitalism more tban four decades ago. Although many of its argmients 

about capitalism have been weakened by changed circumstances of the contemporary 

age,'"^ that the cultiral industry produces influential role models for society and that sudi 

production ultimately services the operation of the capitalist economy remain a basically 

valid observation to this day. While I will certainly not predict that the cinematic icons of 

Air Force One or any other fihn can "[mold] men as a type unfailingly reproduced in 

every product," as Adomo and Horkheimer believed they could (34), the influence of 

these images on viewers is indisputable. It is at least safe to say that in general terms, 

popularity ofthe fihns combines widi the charisma of individual actors/characters to 

have a "standardization" effect on consumers of culture in a capitalist society, for whidi 

perhaps the rise of pilot appUcation inspired by Tom Cruise is the most powerful 

evidence. Here also lies the greatest irony of culture under capitalism: it is precisely by 

promising the audknce with the power and pleasure of individuality (As I have pointed 

out before, James Marshall, like most of I^rrison Ford's previous cinematic 

incarnations, is a James-Bond-like lone hero.) that Hollywood deprives the American 

subjects of their real individuality, fashioning them in a way ultimately advantageous to 

the interests of the capitalist economy and to the maintenance of US global leadership 

""Forexample, tdo not share theFrankfuitSchool'sunderstandingofpopularculture as "a history-
stopping, imposed culture of poSticai manipulation" (Storey 127). As t mentioned in a previous note, owing 
to the diversi^ in the culture iidustryas well as the consumers' iicreasmgly visible lole in the 
determination of entertainment, the culture industry's "standardization" has also to reflect the fluid nature 
ofhegemony. 
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(Adomo and Horkheimer 154). In one way or another, the illusion of power, pleasure and 

excitement generated by cultural representation contributes to the realization or 

reinforcement of what is represented. 

6.2 The Gadgets: Powerful Tools, Tools of Power 

Certainly, human icons are not the only source of the illusory pleasure and power 

for Hollywood's consumers. Much of the excitement and thrill generated by action 

movies is closely associated with the presence of powerful gidgets-the advanced 

equipment and high-tech weapons used by the male protagonist. In fact, today's action 

movies would be unimaginable without these gadgets, however unrealistic they may 

actually appear. James Bond, for one, is heavily dependent on superior equipment in 

order to outmaneuverhis adversaries. From special hand guns, amphibious cars to e-mail, 

minicomputer/code breakers and satellite weapons, the high-tech toy that the British 

secret agent uses in each sequel of the series roughly reflects the technological progress 

of its time and the film maker's imagination. Indeed, without his legendary equipment, 

one can easily imagine. Bond would be little more than a second-rate Chinese martial arts 

picaro who is at best able enough to handle street toughs. Many of the action movies that 

I have analyzed earlier in this dissertation feature weapons that employ (supposedly) the 

latest advancements in the information technology. In The Peacemaker, for example, a 

satellite camera tracks and displays the movements of one of the stolen nuclear bombs 
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(which is in fact technologically not possible yet) ahnost efifortlessly, very much in the 

way grocery store surveillance cameras monitor customer activities."*^ 

These high-tech weapons, of course, more than represent a simple increase in the 

capabilities of conventional technology; their supposed magic properties help create an 

aura of immense power and excitement and an air of "coohiess" for the fihns featuring 

these toys, making them especially appealing to young viewers. In particular, these 

gadgets greatly magnify the charisma of the protagom'st in the eyes of the viewers-not 

only because they lends him additional power, as in the case of James Bond, but also 

because high-tech equipment always associates its users with such hi^ly favourable 

connotations as versatility and progressiveness. Among the high-tech weapons featured 

in recent action movies, planes, especially combat aircraft, are a clear favourite. In many 

of the films examined in this dissertation (e.g. Air Force One, Top Gun, Into the Sun, 

Storm Catcher and Stealth Fighter), for example, planes play a prominent, sometimes 

even central, role in the action. In fact, they have very much come to be an important 

symbol of male power in contemporary cinema thanks to the cultural signification of 

their high speed, (destructive) power and the advanced technologies involved in both 

their production and operation (R'oficiency in technology, which always signifies 

sophistication, advancedness and a high level of intellectual power in general, is socially 

accepted as a male province."*^). Flying F-16 (which represented the latest generation of 

fighter planes in the US Air Force's arsenal in the 1980s) in Top Gun, for example, 

'"^e "Star War" satelHle tasersyslem in Under Siege II shows a similar capability. The film begins with 
large pictures of wo men in swimsu it sunb athing o n a beach. 

""Women,by comparison,areoftenconsidered and portrayed asunknowledgeabletn technology. 
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helped establish Tom Cruise's stardom abnost overnight, la Independence Day and Air 

Force One, the planes' close association with masculine power, coupled with the 

universal political symbolism of navigating a vehicle, turns the act of piloting into a 

signifier of presidential leadership. 

Occasionally, however, bad guys (the antagonists) also put their hands on high

tech equipment in the execution of their evil plans. In Under Siege II: Dark Territory, 

disgruntled ex-Defense personnel blackmail the US government with a satellite laser 

weapon (developed for Reagan's "Star War" project) capable of mass destruction. 

Airplanes are no exception. F-117, US Air Force's invisible tactical bomber made 

famous by the 1991 Gulf War against Iraq, plays a central role in Stealth Fighter and 

Storm Catcher. But these gadgets do not give their evil users the halo that surrounds 

James Marshall or "Maverick." If anything, their powerful capability seems only to 

intensify the repulsiveness of the antagonists. This is because the bad guys' possession of 

these weapons is ill^al and their use of them acts of transgression. The satellite laser 

system in Under Siege II, for example, is hijacked by terrorists and used against the 

government, its rightful owner. In Stealth Fighter, the prized plane is stolen by a former 

Air Force pilot for use in drug traCBcking. The unusual amount of tenor present in these 

fihns is precisely the "abjection" of the illegal possession and use of these weapons, and 

as a result, a way of reafiGrming their positive associations. Advanced technology, these 

films seem to suggest, must empower the right people. Ladeed, in many cases, it appears 

to constitute an intrinsic part of patriotic heroism. 
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Hollywood's obsession with high-tech weaponry is revisited in the US military's 

current recniitment campaign (which in recent years has been very receptive of influence 

from the fihn industry). Advanced weaponry often figures prominently in recruitment 

advertisements and literature of the armed forces, e^cially the Av Force and die Navy, 

which, as I pointed out in an earlier chapter, involve more use of technology than the 

other branches. None of the Air Force commercials, posters and handouts that I have 

examined, for example, fiiils to mention, or include the images of, their advanced 

equipment. Aircraft, especially the latest types, such as F-22 the "Raptor," F-117 the 

stealth tactical bomber and B-2 the invisible strategic bomber, frequently appear on the 

cover pages of the Air Force's publicity materials. The five television commercials being 

aired at present, which deal with dissimilar themes, are composed mostly of "action" 

shots and clips of the best known planes of the Air pDrce."*^ The Navy's recruitment 

propaganda also centers around the main source of its pride-the warships, especially the 

dozen or so aircraft carrier battle groups that are roaming the oceans of the world, fis old 

recruitment site at http^/www.navyjobs.com,"'̂  quite interestingly, has on its front page 

'°*The first ad, entitled "Jumper Sticker" on theirweb site, isabout fighters in actions (F-IS, F>16 and F-
22); the second, "Fuel," features the mid-air refueling of two F-1 l7'sandaB-2 although the ad claims that 
people are the most important fiiel the Air Force runs on; the third, "Lullaby," begins with theclips ofa 
little smilinggirl and her mother, apparently the happy fimily of an Air Force pilot, and ends with the scene 
frozen in apicture placed inside the cockpit of an F-117, next to a male pilot; the fourth, "People," 
intersperses images of Air Force peisonnel with those of flyiig planes; the famed next generation fighter, F-
22, dominates the fiflh commercial, "Radar," which calls the plane "the meanest, the baddest [sic] bird" in 
thesl^. 

""It has recently been leplaced by a more sopbsticated page, featuring a world map with clickable blmking 
dots indicating the US Navy's major bases around the globe. 
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Mpc/AwmnavyiobKcain/hlnil^ Saniunder/nMsianNin 

F'V/.'-J'J • 

LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN 

The Mission 

HOW TO PLAY 
If you h jv« sound ojpabllHiM. m ik* sut* it tctumtd on^ ^Iom «Jdt it* j within Ih* gam* to find 
your n«xlst*pf;.Yoi/ll b* givtnsubtl* du*c4long<h« wiy.so stay ii*rtAsin raal Navymisfian*; it 

it etilfoal to foliotM otdtsso ttiatth* whol* t*am can tuc«**d. if youi otdas at* not eaiii*d out 
ptopoiiy and in s*qu*nc*, you nIII not b* abl* to GOinpl*t* Ih* mivtan. So l(*«p *xploting or l)it 

"play again" if you gctstudt 

Figure 5 The Mission, game page firom Navy's recruitment web site, accessed on 15 
May 2001. 

the image of a radar screen for a site navigation bar. The outer ring of the screen is 

divided mto several sections, each intended as the entrance portal for a particular 

audience group: high school graduates, college students and graduates, profesaonal, 15 

and under as well as parents and teachers. Aside fiom the benefits and bonuses that the 
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Navy offers to recruits and those already in service, the site devotes considerable space to 

Figure 6 Osprey, the Marine's new hybrid plane, digital image from Marine's 
recruitment CD-ROM Camp Marine. 

the introduction of its ships and air planes, which are presented in ways clearly designed 

to attract teenagers and young adults. Its "Download Center," for example, offers young 

net surfers high-resolution digital photographs featuring stunning images of the Navy's 

ships and aircraft (which the site recommends to be used as computer wallpapers). Di the 

"15 and under" section of the site, there is even an online video game which simulates a 

wartime situation on aircraft carrier USS Truman. A much simplified interpretation of 

real combat, the game takes one (widi some control by die visitor him-/herself) through 

the usual steps of a war situation in an easy-to-understand yet highly interesting manner. 

Before the visitor starts the game, he (The image is male.) will be greeted witha highly 
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provocative mission statement which appears above the image of an aircraft carrier: 

"You are a Navy pilot and the SEALS are in need of your help. Show us what you're 

made of Just start the mission and let the journey begin." Clicking on the image leads 

one into the labyrinth of the carrier. The visitor will then be ushered into the 

commander's room, assigned a task and briefed on the situation. After going through 

preparation in the flight control room, die game player is then taken to the deck, where he 

starts to carry out his challenging mission. 

These images create an impression of immense power about the Air Force and the 

Navy and, by association, the soldiers who use these weapons The symbolic 

participation of the young net visitor in the operation of the "weapons" adds a real touch 

and feel to this illusion of power. Viewing and "using" these powerful toys (by clicking 

the computer mouse on certain images and buttons) give the young visitors the satisfying 

feeling of powerfiihiess, as if they actually possessed or had control over these weapons, 

or that somehow they could acquire the power and all the other empowermg qualities that 

these weapons supposedly embody. This good feeling is a necessary prelude to the 

fondness of, and eventually a desire to use, these gadgets. Apparently, the recruitment 

ads work towards very much the same ot '̂ective as Hollywood action films: both genies 

use images to generate within the viewer a good feeling about him-/herself so as for him 

or her to like what is being represented. How much this mood contributes to successful 

recruitment is the subject of another study, but it certainly creates a favourable condition 

for this effort, b both types of representation, therefore, the powerfiil tools eventually 

become a tool for power. 
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63 The Soldierly Qualities: Honour, Courage, Toughness and Strength 

By contrast, the Army and the Marine Corps, which rely more on manpower and 

whose weapons are teclnologicallyless sophisticated, lay a greater emphasis on soldiedy 

qualities of a more traditional type in their recruitment literature and conomercials. 

Pervading these texts are images of honour, toughness, physical strength and cooperation. 

The first page of the recruitment brochure I obtained fi-om the Marine Corps, Precious 

Metal, for example, contains an imi^e that signifies every prized quality in the tradition 

of the armed forces; a full-size picture of a golden-handled sword and a gauntlet lying on 

stones. The text to die right explains it all; 

What is it that makes a Muine a Marine? 
Honor..courage...commitment...these are certainly qualities inherent in 
every Marine. Like the symbols below, a Marine has a will made of iron. 
He has nothing to fear, because he has confidence in his ability to succeed. 
He has conquered the enemy within and turned self-doubt into self-
reliance. 
The gauntlet symbolizes courage. The sword symbolizes power. A Marine 
possesses both these qualities, but he never abuses the latter. A Marine 
lives by a imique credo that says he is a special person with a special 
mission. Very few individuals can claim die title of Marine...very few. But 
if you have the desire, if you have the determination, if you follow the 
voice that says you can d> anything you set your mind to, maybe you can 
be one of us. ("Precious Metal" 1) 

This picture and its caption serve as an appropriate preface to the booklet, which consists 

mainly of images that purport to elaborate on qualities mentioned in the above paragraph. 

Right on die next page, for instance, is an image that signifies integrity^ and firmness. It 

features the portrait of a young Marine, cleanly shaven, tightly buttoned, looking straight 

ahead. He personifies the country he serves; in his penetrating stare is an even mixture of 
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anger (at the enemy) and humaneness (towards those he is supposed to protect); it is an 

image that radiates honour, trustworthiness and reliability. His comrade in the next 

picture-a fiilly camouflaged soldier in active combat gear-presents an image of 

toughness. The paint on his face, which barely conceals his black skin, accentuates the 

intensity of his attention by highli^ting the colour contrast in his eyes. The white grains 

(possibly of snow or sand) stuck on his cap, face and clothes, which indicate the harsh 

condition of the action, put the signs of his strength andendurance-the contour of his 

facial tissues and the vertical wrinkles by his lips-in a moral context. Toughness with a 

moral purpose-that is the key message that every image in this recruitment booklet 

signifies. 

The Army's publicity materials show a similar pattern in the use of pictures. 

Many of their brochures andconunercials feature photographs and video images 

purporting to illustrate the physical details of combat duties, such as marching in muddy 

fields in the shadow of the rotating blades of a helicopter (usually in slow motion if on 

TV), wading rivers and lakes andcUmbing trees and fences. Most of these commercials 

are aired during sports programs, signalling 1) that their target audience is young males, 

who comprise the vast majority of the audience of sports, and 2) that military recruiters 

hope to transform young men's passion for sports and what it stands for into 

embracement of a military career (as the placement of a commercial is often dictated by 

some afBnity between the product/service/ideology being advertised and the contents of 

the regular program). The analogy between the attendant ideologies of sports and military 

combat in this case is too obvious to need elaboration. 



Texts used in Aimy and Marine Corps' advertisements and publicity literature 

also seem designed to arouse yearning for the qualities that they gbrify. Like the images 

they serve to explain, these texts lay unusual emphasis on the meaning and value of a 

military career. When combined, they perfectly inculcate the impression that serving in 

the armed forces is really about success, about living a meaningful and valuable life and 

that it is a way of realizing one's ideals and dream& What is noteworthy about such 

propaganda is its exclusive focus on the individual. Surprisingly Uttle is mentioned in 

either the commercials or the brochures about the country one is supposed to serve, very 

much as if joining the military were the nation's service to the individual, instead of the 

other way round. In addition to pandering to and cashing in on the ideology of 

individualism to which most young people subscribe, such camouflage conceals the 

military's nature of being a form of submission to authority, which would certainly sound 

jarring to teenagers priding themselves on dieir lebellious urge. As a matter of fact, in 

power's pervasive seduction of individuals, even such rebelliousness is frequently made 

an enticement. And it is to this topic that I now turn in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 SYMBOLIC COLONIZATION: CULTURE'S APPROPRIATION 

OF THE MARGINALIZED/DISSENTING 

By colonization I do not mean what Western imperial powers did to Asia and 

A&ica during the nineteenth century and have been doing h a different form ever since. 

My coinage refers to late capitalism's appropriation and co-optation of what is generally 

considered Left-wing objectives and potentially subversive forces-such as feminist 

challenges to patriarchy~in its relentless effort to woo consumers of cultural products. 

The start of this trend may be hard to pinpoint, but it has become increasingly obvious 

since the mid-1980s that commercial culture, especially Hollywood, no longer refies only 

or mainly on traditional attention-catchers like beautiful women and other forms of 

sensation to achieve popularity; rather, it has turned more and more to such ninety-ish 

allurements as dissent, subversion and sigm'fiers of political conectness. Many fihns of 

the 1990s, for example; feature images and stories ofhigh (^bolic) status for women 

and blacks, easy upward mobility, ethnic equality/harmony, etc. This rather flattering 

portrayal of the marginalized/dissenting, I want to argue, is part of culture's maintenance 

of the very political order which precludes what is portrayed from becoming reality. 

In my analysis of the appropriation of the maiginalized/dissenting I will once 

again focus on action/adventure films produced by Hollywood from the mid-1980s 

through the endofthe 1990s. One major political accoutermentofthese films is the high 

symbolic status of their female protagonists. Unlike in films produced in the early 

eighties and before, where the leading female role is usually a brainless beauty occupying 
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a markedly lower sodal status than the man, female protagonists of a more lecent era, as 

I pointed out in Chapter 3, are often characterized by high social rank, independence of 

both person and mind, a high level of education, unusual intelligence and judgement and 

a well-paid high-end job, among other things. A good example is "Charlie" in Top Gun, 

the female instructor in the Navy's elite f^g school. A PhD, which is considered 

unusual for a woman (more so several decades ago), "CharUe"is an expert on aerial 

combat from the US Department of Defense, an almost exclusively male field. In fact, 

"Charlie" symbolizes Top Gun's inversion of the traditional relation between the genders 

altogether: she not only gets inside the men's gpme under a man's name, but is placed in 

a relatively dominant position versus her pilot boyfiriend. In a sharp contrast to squeaim'sh 

girl companions of Indiana Jones, who aie often a buiden to the versatile hero, "Charlie" 

manages to put her macho students under control with intelligence and skill. Moreover, 

she is the one that initiates a serious relationship with "Maverick," a social role usually 

reserved for the man in most cultures. Indeed, except for their initial encounter at the bar, 

where "Maverick" plays the youthful skirt chaser (with "Charlie'"s identity still unknown 

to him), throughout the rest of the movie "Charlie" is the desiring female who takes the 

control of the development of their relationship. 

Nicole Kidman's Mia Kelly in The Peacemcdcer is a remarkably snnilar 

character. A PhD fi-om Princeton, Kelly is also a civilian working in the military and a 

woman in charge of men. Appointed head of a nuclear emergency task force by the 

Pentagon, she supervises the team of men responsible for the recovery of Russiui nuclear 

bombs lost to terrorists. And like "Charlie," Kelly seems keenly aware of the 
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unconventionality of a woman in a leadership position and well prepared for the lack of 

cooperation or even hostility from the men under her control. "By the way," she reminds 

Thomas Devoe Oier colonel in the task force) at the end of their first briefing, "make sure 

that your men are ready to take orders from a woman." Other such "progressive" figures, 

very common in fihns produced in the 1990s and late 1980s, include the charming 

female Air Force officer Major Goode ialnto the Sun, vice president Katherine Bamett 

in Air Force One and astrophysidst Dr lili McKee in Asteroid, whom I have analyzed 

elsewhere in this dissertation. 

Many of the women characters in action/adventure films, I have argued in 

Chapter 3, serve very much as Hollywood's (as well as its attendant ideology) symbolic 

prostitutes, literally attracting men and women to the big screen with their unusual 

feminine charms. Mia Kelly, the beautiful female supervisor of the nuclear recovery 

team in The Peacemaker, for example, acts both as a sex bait for the male viewers to 

envy and desire die colonel's position and as a role model for those of her own sex. hi 

spite of her seemingly powerful title, Kelly is ultimatdy a beautiful and sexy woman (as 

suggested by the final scene at the swimming pool), who e desirous of a hero, hence 

making Devoe's role attractive to the male audience, and at the same time desirable to a 

hero, which sweetens up her social role to the female viewers. But ideological seduction 

by Kelly does not occur only at the corporeal level. Her power of attraction comes also 

from the semblance of a feminist challenge to patriarchy and other forms of political 

correctness. Such leftist challenges and dissent as Kelly represents have g^ed unusual 

popularity in the US over the past few decades thanks mainly to the momentum of the 
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civil ri^ts movement and the women's movement. The economic potential of such 

popularity, as it is with most other kinds of popularity, has driven Hollywood and the 

culture industry in general to increasmgly include and reflect these challenges and forms 

of dissent in their products."*^ The symbolic importance that Hollywood assigns to the 

aforementioned female protagonists, for example, appears designed to profit &om the 

appeal of loftier feminine qualities to the viewing/ieading pii)lic. The ideological 

sigm'ficance of such "concession" Ues not in the mere (seeming) legitimation of those 

challenges and forms of dissent themselves. Political sympathy for and identification 

widi some of the ideas that a film carries^ such as (sigpifiers of) femim'sm, I want to 

argue, may very well encourage and induce toleration or even acceptance of other 

ideologies which the fihn embodies but which the consumers may otherwise not agree to 

or simply be not aware of, such as patriotism, the US version of the new world order, 

elements of sexism, racism and colonialism. Viewers of Top Gun who are im'tially 

apathetic to patriotic ideals, for instance, may feel excited at and encouraged by 

"Maverick'"s romantic/erotic reward for serving his country with excellence. For a large 

number among them, this excitement led to the actual pursm't of the career, as the 

Washington Post report cited in the last chapter suggests. Quite irom'cally, some of the 

values and beliefs that are thus unwittingly accepted, such as those on the above list, are 

often the very targets of the challenges that make these films popular. 

Indeed, it is firequently through favourable portrayal of challenges and dissent 

that, I want to argue, capitalism has colonized the breeding ground of, and even 

""Such mclusian is in Gnmscian terms theculture iidustry's poliltcal concession tocertah segments ofthe 
population. 
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neutrab'zed, its very opponents for the purpose of its own maintenance. Characteristic of 

a general confluence of the economic and the ideological 0deology is itself an economic 

activity and vice versa) in late capitalism (Jameson, "Postmodernism, or the Cultural 

Logic of Late Capital^" 56 and Connor SIX such symbolic colonization consists, at its 

core, of a rdationship of mutual service-indeed, dependence-between a cultural product 

and the ideology it bears (if it is still possible to speak of the two as separate entities). On 

the one hand, the inclusion and seeming glorification of challenge, dissent or political 

conectness help cultural products achieve popularity and profit Such success, on the 

other hand, allows cultural products to be a convenient shelter and disseminator for ideas 

and values not yet recognized or quite accepted by the general populace, especially 

various forms of bigotry, whose dissemination and acceptance will work to offset the 

effect of the challenges and dissent. 

Women are certainly not the only social group whose marginalized status 

Hollywood has appropriated to inculcate the semblance of challenge and political 

correctness. The well-being of racial minorities, particularly the blacks, is another liberal 

concern that films have given much attention to lately. Throughout the nineties, black 

figures on the big screen were assigned increasingly important social positions, a change 

well recorded by black star Louis Gossett Jr.'s (as Chappy Sinclair) gradual move to the 

center stage in the Iron Eagle series. From an Air Farce Colonel working very much off 

stage (mentoring a teenager and helping him to rescue his father from hostile Arab 

captors) in Iron Eagk I, Chappy Sinclair nses both in military rank and in his importance 

to the story over the next few sequels, lalron Eagle XT, for example. Chappy is no longer 
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a sneaky rule-evading petty officer, but has become a two-star general overseeing a joint 

US-Soviet anti-terrorist task foice. In the third and fourth sequels. Chappy, now a retked 

general, is directly involved in the action instead of working on the periphery. Sinclair's 

personal growth through this movie series reinforces the mylh of easy upward mobility in 

the US and that of the American dream m general. The possibili^ of such mobility, 

carefully hinted at by seemingly casual insertions like Princeton PhD Julia Kelly's {Jhe 

Peacemaker) protestation that her &ther was only a maihnan, also implies racial equality 

and social inclusion when the specimen of its success is one from a minority group. The 

symbolic rise of the blacks in cinema culminates in such films as Deep Impact (1998) 

and Stealth Fighter (1999), where blacks have even taken over the presidency of the US 

(Morgan Freeman as President Westwood and Emie Hidson as President Beck). 

One very interesting aspect d the cinematic representation of the blacks is that 

contrary to popular perception, they are ahnost always proponents/defenders of the 

dominant ideology, always already on this side of power. In some stories, blacks have 

even become guardians of justice, fighting white bad guys for what is good for the 

country and beyond. Crimson Tide (I99S), for example, features "good black guy" icon 

Denzel Washington (as Executive Officer Ron Hunter), who engages the war-zealous 

captain of a US nuclear submarine, Frank Ramsey (Gene Hackman), in a heart-throbbing 

battle to prevent a nuclear war between US and Russia. Though colleagues on the same 

boat, Htnter and Ramsey seem to be the very opposite of eadi other on some key 

political matters. Ibmter represents the good minority climbing up the social ladder 

through diligence and excellence, while Ramsey is a cigarette-smoking white chauvimst 
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who makes derogatoty remarks about girls and blacks."*' Hunter has reservations about 

the use of die nuclear bomb against Japan duriiig the Second World War while Ramsey 

itches to use it again with little thought about the consequences. As the story unfolds, it 

becomes increasingly clear that Hunter, set against a white villain, is the true American 

hero embodying the nation's conscience."" Through a succession of mutinies and 

counter-mutinies, Hunter proves to be in the right after a delayed emergency message 

from the central command confirms the cancellation of the previous order to launch a 

nuclear missile attack on a breakaway Russian republic. 

What happens in Crimson Tide and the Iron Eagle series to the black man (orto 

the white professional woman as discussed above) is the hegemonic power's symbolic 

co-optation, exploitation and controlling of the socially marginalized in its attempt to 

maintain the existing power relations in society-relations which in many ways continue 

to keep diese same people in marginalized positions. For one thing, using the 

dominated/marginalized to represent the hegemonic always gives the latter a sense of 

righteousness, and thus a moral justification for its existence. What even the traditionally 

dominated can accept and enjoy, it would seem, must be truty humane and equitable, 

hideed, the symbolic importance/centrality of the socially marginalized serves as a 

perfect aUbi for domination and marginalization. There has never been a black president 

""During the pre-mission briefing, Ramsey, in relating his past experience with a certain class, remarks, to 

the surprise o f his colleagues, that the girls in that class don't have much brains, yet they knew "all the boys 

wanted to fuck [nc] them." He makes equally beEttlmg things about blacks aie Hunter b anested by 

Ramsey after the failed mutiny. 

"°The film, by showing the length that Americans wouU go to in oider to prevent an unnecessary launch of 

anuclearmissile, is alsoaway of posing innocence for US's bombing of the Japanese cities during WWII 

and po ssession of a huge nuclear arsenal. 
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in the United States and there won't be one anytime soon despite Deep Impact and 

Stealth Fighter. The symbolic prominence of radal minorities and women is veiy much 

capitalism's way of using the dominated/marginalized as props to fabricate a fiction and 

to perpetuate what that fiction hides. The female Vice President (Katherine Bamett) in 

Air Force One, as I have pointed out in Chapter 5, serves largely as part of the 

background ag^unst which President James Marshall constructs his heroic and patriotic 

presidential selfhood. At first glance a daring experiment by the director, the staging of 

the female Vice Presidency ra. Air Force One is really a safe stroke that only lends the 

fibn a veneer of political correcmess to help madcet Marshall's version of heroic 

masculini^ and the film's overall ideological preference,^" for James Marshall does turn 

out to prevail in the end, thus keeping Bamett in a secondary hence safe position. By 

paying such lip service to political correcmess, Hollywood and, for that matter, the 

culture industry, in effect whitewash the structural violence embedded in the 

political/cultural/economic system of the US socie^, thereby makmg it appear 

progressive, humane, therefore desirable. 

This analytical approadi sheds much light on the use of the images of minorities 

in the West's cultural/political representation, such as Roland Barthes' much analyzed 

picture of a black soldier saluting the French flag on the cover oiParis-Match (116-7) 

and George W. Bush's abnost obsessive use of blacks, natives and Hispanics in his 

presidential campaign. On his nomination at die 2000 Republican convention in 

'"Vice Presidents are alwiys background figures in spiteof their symboEc importance, whkh makes the 
position an ideal place for a female role. Having a female President, on the other hand, wou Id still be quite 
unacceptable to mainstream America, hence a highly risky move. 
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Philadelphia, for example, Bush not only filled the stage and the fiont portion of the 

convention hall with non-white faces, he in fact had quite a number of them speak at the 

podium about their strong wish for him to be the next president of the United States. The 

same tactics were used in many of his campaign advertisements. One election ad aired on 

national television features black woman teacher Phillis Hunt of Texas, who, with tears 

in her eyes, praises Bush's education policy in his state in the midst of "a national 

education recession." The obvious excess in the Republican Party's staging of racial 

minorities reveals a barely-concealed eagerness to deny the party's traditional inattention 

to minorities. What Bush and his party did during the election is precise^ a fonn of what 

I earlier referred to as "symbolic colonization" of Left-wing objectives. Some of the 

issues on the liberal agenda such as education virtually became Bush's catchword in bis 

presidential campaiga And Bush made no secret of his puipose: to erode the Democratic 

territories and to bdng more people (i.e. \oters) to the Republican party and the political 

and economic relations it intends to install in the nation. The fact that Bush and his parQr 

have showed a large number of racial minorities and said a lot about education without 

doing much in laying out concrete policy objectives concerning these people and issues is 

a telltale sign that the Right's political strategy is very much the co-optation of the 

socially subordinate (and potentially challenging) for the implementation of its own 

political agenda; to raise symbolically so as to marginalize in reality, to have a few speak 

so as to silence the rest."^ Bush did fill prominent cabinet positions with blacks; most 

'"Bush's proposed educatbnal spendiig is, fir example, far less than his opponent AI Goie's S115 billion 

(over 10 years)L The single biggest educational expenditure undera Bush adminBtralion would be SS 

billion for reading (Schmidt pats 9-10). Bush's school voucher proposal wou Id also be a green light to 
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notably Colin Fowell as Secretary of State and Condoleeaa Rice as National Security 

Advisor. But diose are mainly foreign policy positions fliat have Ifttle to do with what 

concerns most black people in this country; better economic opportunities^ more tax 

breaks for the poor, urban safety and better public schools; not to mention that Powell 

and Rice, both coming from elite backgrounds, have experienced little of what most 

blacks in the US have to go through. Bush's appointment of minority figures to these 

high positions in one way or another lends his policies a much-needed appearance of 

fairness. Among diese is his vigorously touted tax plan, which, as he admitted during a 

debate with A1 Gore, does benefit the one-percent richest Americans. In fact, even on 

foreign policy itself, the decorative nature of these appointments is becoming 

increasingly pronounced. Powell's mild foreign policy approach, such as that on North 

Korea, has simply been overridden by the hawkish stand of Bush himself and hardliners 

in the Pentagon. 

By singling out one candidate, I certainly do not mean that other poh'tical groups 

and figures are innocent of this strategy, fo fact, both Goie and Bush perhaps spoke more 

Spanish during the last campaign season than the rest of their life combined. The point I 

am trymg to make is that while the politicians' concern for the marginalized groups may 

well be sincere (I give them the benefit of doubt), their excessive attention to these 

groups during election seasons is certainly unusual if not suspect. Given the Right's 

traditional neglect of the marginalized. Bush's focus on the minorities appears at best one 

of a highly utilitarian nature. 

abandoning tie public schoolsystem, in which most of minonty chldren aie being educated. 
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The appropriation/controlling of the maiginalized/dissenting through symbolic 

prominence in fact has a bng tradition. Back in Renaissance England, for example, 

women's rise in symbolic importance, asindiesymbolicdisplayofElizabethI,'" 

coincided widi the decline of their social status and the loss of the rights and relative 

independence that some aristocratic women at least enjoyed during the Middle Ages 

(Kelly-Gadol 141-9).'** Making women goddesses and stars (as in Sidney's poems) 

turned out to be a way of actually depriving them of Aeir agency and voice."^ In our age, 

the symbolic prominence of the marginalized/dissenting is a key marketing strategy of 

both corporations and politicians. Hollywood's portrayal of women and blacks in recent 

films, as I pointed out earlier, allows the film industry to cash in on the growing 

popularity of dissent fiom and challenge to authorityconvention which the symbolic 

importance of these social groups represents. The politicians' use of the 

marginalized/dissenting is driven by a similar purpose, except that their desired profit is 

not money but political power. For George W. Bush, whose immediate objective was to 

attract voters to his political camp, non-white faces and speeches were the "texts" with 

which to fashion his self-styled "compassionate conservatism" and to market his 

'"Roy Strong suggests that the royal inage of ElizAeth I, portrayed in numerous paintings during her 
reign, was designed to be a cultural glue to "bold a divided people in loyalty" (114). 

'"Kelly-Gadol is, certainly, refeirtng to woma of the uppeiclass. Working women's situation did not 

undergo much change over the centuries. 

'"This is because, as Kelly-Gadol argues, heaping such praises amounts to imposing the norm of chastity 

and passivity on women (140).To say ihe leas( Stdne/s &lsome praise ofhis loverin "AstropheL and 

Stella," for example, amounts to symbolic dismemberment of the "object" ofhis love. Not only do we hear 

little from Stella he rself, but she is no t even po itrayed as a comple te person—o nly parts and pie ces that 

make up an object ofdesire. 
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candidacy to people of the widest possible range on America's political spectrum. Bush's 

ostentatious attention to those social groups, even during the election, was not coipled 

with concrete policy plans that took their interest into consideration. In fact, the proposals 

he put forward before the election, as pointed out earlier, could only further disfavour the 

politically and economically underprivileged classes and groups of people. 

Indeed, that the dominated come to serve the purpose of the dominant and that the 

potentially subversive becomes the maintenance tool of power perhaps only reflect the 

pervasiveness and flexibility of capitalism. For it is the mechanism of the market 

economy that provides power with a platform on which to neutralize its challengers and 

to harness them to the task of consolidating its very grip on the populace. Electoral 

politics, itself an integral part of capitalism, works very much after the model of the 

market. like ordinary shoppers, voters in an election make '̂ urchase '̂ based on what 

they are promised by the advertisements. The bulk of a campaign's expenses, after all, 

goes to television commercials. Politics' close affinity with the economy is best 

represented by cultural products like films and songs. As a commodiQr, a film often relies 

on its ideological messages to realize its economic value; at the same time, the 

ideological messages are entirely dependent on the commodity form for theur 

dissemination. What often happens is that certain signifiers of political correctness or 

subversion borne by a cultural commodity conspire to seduce the consumer into 

acquiescing in, accepting and identifying with some other ideological messages or the 

overall power relations that the same commodity carries or represents. 
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The appropriation of the marginalized/dissenting by the culture industry and 

politicians is in fact part of a larger trend in capitalism which glorifies challenges to the 

status quo. Frank and Weiland point out, quite correctly, that the colonization of dissent 

and subversion has become an increasingly salient feature of the commodity economy in 

general. Corporate America has over the past few decades taken an unusual liking for the 

dissenting and the subversive. Non-conformist slogans are now common trademarks of 

big name products: "Sometimes You Gotta Break the Rules (Burger King);" "If You 

Don't Like the Rules, Change Them (WXRT-FM);" "The Line Has Been Crossed: The 

Revolutionary Supra (Toyota)" (Rrank and Weiland 41), "Think Different (Apple)" and 

"Different" (Dodge). By pretending to its very opposite, capitalism not only disarms its 

grave-diggeis, but also manages to have them work to advance its own ends. Such 

rebellious elements, or rather initially rebellious dements, as Rock 'n Roll and the beat 

generation, for example, have been so commodified over the past several decades that 

they not only have lost their rebelliousness, but have actually come to serve the interests 

of their intended enemy-capitaUsm and its corporate incarnations. 

I view such appropriation and colonization as forms of wiiat Raymond Williams 

calls the dominant order's "seizure" and incoiporation of the emergent cultural forms 

(124-125). By "the emergent' Williams means "new meanings and values, new practices, 

new relationships and kinds of relationship" that "are continually being created," 

especially elements "which are substantial^ alternative or oppositional to the dominant" 

(123). Major elements of the emergent in our contemporary capitalist society include 

femim'st challenges to patriarcl^r, a more prominent role for racial minorfties and other 
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forms of Left-wing subversiveness which I have examined in this chapter, among other 

things. Needless to say, it is always in the interest of the dominant cultural order to 

suppress or neutralize the emergent cultural forms, especially the oppositional or 

alternative elements among them. A common means of such neutralization, however, is 

not exclusion, but incoiporation, which "conditions and limits the emergence" (Williams 

124). The incorporation into "popular" culture of such Left-wing cultural forms as 

working-class writing and life-styles, for example, provides these oppositional forces a 

form/mediimi that either takes away or re-channels much of their subversive energy. For 

Williams, this kind of incorporation is m fact an important characteristic of advanced 

capitalism, in which "the dominant culture reaches much further than before... into 

hitherto 'reserved' or 'resigned' areas of experience and practice and meaning" to 

consolidate and expand die base of its dominance (125-126). The symbolic prominence 

that Hollywood and politicians give to women and minorities, as I have pointed out, 

works ultimately to perpetuate their current status. 

For suie, one may well contend that the kind of representation of the socially 

marginalized/dissenting I have examined helps, whether as an incentive to the 

represented or as an antidote to the prejudice of the dominant groups, to advance the 

social status of the marginaUzed and to promote gender equally and racial harmony in 

the US. To Ms viewpoint I raise no objection; in fact, I think it contains more truth than 

one can disregard. Representation of this nature is no doubt a double-sided swoid and it 

is far from clear which side outweighs the other. Ma>be it is onty a matter of degree. 

What I want to pointout, thou^, is the fact that the desirable effect of such 
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representation, however potentially powerfiil, tends to be minimized by Hollywood's 

market-dictated feel-good style, which is incompatible with the thought-provoking mood 

necessary for brewing any serious challenge to any form of domination, bdeed, 

Hollywood does not challenge people to think but thinks for them instead. Adomo and 

Horkheimer rightly point out that the culture industry leaves "no room for imagination or 

reflection on the part of the audience" (126), apparently because making people 

thoughtful is not in the interest of the entertainment business (Such is perhaps what 

Williams refers to as the limiting and conditioning of the incoiporation bypopular 

culture.). Hollywood being a major player in the culture industry inextricably intertwined 

with the existing politico-economic relations, its "concern" about the 

marginalized/dissenting is; for the same reason, at best a political ornament designed to 

increase popularity and profit. In fact, the close integration between the ideological and 

the economic precludes the two realms firom being anythmg other than serving each 

other's end while working to achieve its own. 
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CHAPTER 8 SEDUCTION OF THE FORM 

I have demonstrated in previous chapters how seducers of various kinds conspire 

to bring consumers of culture into the fold of the hegemonic power. Such ideological 

seduction, I have also indicated, is made possible by what Michel Foucault reveals to be 

an intrinsic relationship between knowledge and power. For Foucault, human subjects are 

shaped by the knowledge they acquire from discourse, which is everywhere saturated by 

power. Discourse's faciUtation of the "power effect" however, is not fimited to the level 

of the content (knowledge); a key contributor to the seductive power of discursive 

representation is its form. This is because form, as theorists of specific literary genres 

(e.g. the novel) have often argued, is an important bearer of ideology (Eagleton,Mimsm 

and Literary Criticism 24). By form I refer to any or the totality cf all the formal aspects 

of discourse: channel, genre, style and language, fo the first section of the chapter I want 

to illustrate the ideological capacity of the most basic fonn of discursive representation-

lang;uage-4>y deconstructing some conunon practices in translation, h the second, I will 

examine how the "aura" surrounding certain discursive forms entices the reader/viewer 

into accepting the content of representation. 

8.1 Linguistic Ideology as Reflected in Translatioii 

Because much about our language is taken for granted, ideology in a language is 

often invisible to diose who ^akit A goodwayto examme linguistic ideology, 
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therefore, is by focusing on those "foreign/strange" (or etranger, as the French would 

say) dements of a language-elements diat have crossed national/cultural boundaries, i.e. 

inter-language influence as reflected in translation. The ongomg rapid globalization, in 

which worldwide economic integration has resulted in unprecedented cultural interaction, 

provides an abundance of materials for this task. Language, like goods and information, 

is "seeping" through borders at a rate unseen before in human history. However, what 

characterizes the flow of goods and information does not necessarily apply to the cross-

cultural movements (Slanguage. Far while today's international trade is roughly 

balanced, say, between the East and the West, the flow of language is largely 

unidirectional, i.e. from the West, especially the Anglo-American culture, to the rest of 

the world. This linguistic invasion has sent "language police" in many countries into a 

panic, as is evident fiom the following reports. 

On July 16,1996, Christian Science Monitor reported that China, in an effort to 

preserve what the paper called "the purity of its culture," was launching a nationwide 

battle against foreign words in its language (Tefft 1). The targets of this campaign were 

mostly businesses with foreign names. Among the 20,000 companies that were 

scrutinized, according to the report, about 2,000 were forced to change names (Tefft 1). 

In a similar story, entitled "Beijing Bids to Eradicate All Aat Sounds Fore^," the/nter 

Press Service reports Aat names and trademarks that contained "vulg^, feudalistic, 

bizarre content and Wester-sounding color" were reportedly banned (Giandra par. 5). hi 

a single street in Shanghai, says the news release, nine restaurants scuttled names that 

"were considered feudalistic or colonialist, or were deemed offensive to Chinese 
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sensibilities"(Chandra par. 6). China is not the only country involved in the language 

war. On June 6,1997, under a glaring headline 'Teltsin says it's time to 'declare war for 

the Russkm tongue," the ITAR-TASS news agency reported that the Russian president, 

indignant at seeing "entire Moscow flooded with advertisements in foreign languages," 

called for a possible ban on the use of any other language but Russian in advertisements 

(Protasenko pars. 1-3). Yeltsm, meanwhile, suggested settingup a special commission to 

help, if not bring "the present-day Russian language close to that of Rishkin, at least to 

purify it" (Protasenko pars. 1 -3). The Vietnamese share the Chinese and Russians' 

hostility towards foreign words, h its Feb 9,1996 edition, the British FmanciVz/ Times 

carried an article on that country's "attack on foreign shop signs" (Grant 5). In what the 

paper calls "a shrill campaigi" against "social evils" and the use of foreign names in 

advertising, officials in Ho Chi Min CiQr ordered the removal of shop&ont signs that bore 

foreign brand names with threat of fines ranging from $18 to $4,500 (Grant S). 

In all three cases, language influence flows from stronger. Western nations (the 

US and Britain) into weaker, non-Westem ones (China, Russia and Vietnam), a pattern 

which suggests a possible connection-indeed, correlation-between language borrowing 

and power relations in our world. As a matter of fact, language has always been 

inextricably entangled with power. A language, for example, tends to acquire power and 

prestige from the people who speak it. By the same token, the language of a more 

powerM nation often carries greater symbolic vahie than that of a weaker one. 

Conversely, speaking the more powerful language gives one wiiat Pierre Bourdieu calls 

"symbolic profit" which translates mto legitmacy, prestige and vahie of what one says 
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as well as of the speaker him-Zherself (SO). Such profit naturally encourages people to 

speak the more powerful and prestigious language, which recognizes and reinforces the 

symbolic value system relevant to that language. The act of speaking as a result, 

becomes the means through which, as Bounlieu puts it, "power relations between 

speakers and their respective groups" are actualized in "relations of symbolic power" 

(37). The use of foreign woids in the aforementioned examples, for instance, is governed 

by the same rule of the "linguistic madcet," where competence to speak the legitimate 

and prestigious language is the "symbolic capital" transformable into real social power or 

advantage (Bourdieu 37,54 and 66-67). This prestigious language of our age is 

indisputably EngUsh, thanks to the superpower status of the United States. For speakers 

of an "inferior" language, such as those companies targeted by the language purification 

campaigns in China, Russia and Vietnam, using words borrowed from English helps 

increase the social and economic values of themselves as well as the products'services 

they sell. 

I will use the Chmese language as an example to illustrate the West's linguistic 

colonization of the rest of the world. Western influence on the Chinese language takes 

basically three forms: sheer borrowing of Western (mostly English) words; Western 

words replacing existing native terms and Westernization (mainly AngUcization) of new 

coinages. The first group of words aie limited to scientific and technical tenns, an 

aiqpaient reflection of the West's undiqiuted lead m modem science and technolo^. 

Most of these names, such as CD and DVD, are accepted for lack of ea^ translation as 

well as for their simplici^. Others are mere transliterations imitating the sounds of 
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foreign words. The Chinese name for radar, for example, is a two-character 

phrase which, if taken literally, does not convey the accurate concept of a radar. When a 

foreign word is "naturalized" or assumes the appearance of a native term (as when the 

characters that represent Aem do make sense in the native language), however, it 

becomes harder to detect and even more so to eradicate. Ke-kou ke-le (meaning 

"delicious and bringing happiness"), the Chinese brand name for the American soft drink 

Coca Cola, is an artful translation that both roughly imitates the pronunciation of the 

English original and conveys a highty complimentary meaning in the target language. 

Like its original "cola" in the EngUsh language, ke-le has over the time become the 

universal term in Chinese for any kind of American-made, bubbly, oftentimes dark-

coloured, soft drink. 

The American slang word "cool" is one of the few non-technical terms that have 

sneaked into and survived in the Chinese language. Spread largely via easy 

communication on the Internet, "cool" achieved popularity among the technology-worthy 

young generation almost overnight. Its intnision into the Chinese vocabulary illustrates 

the sometimes overwhehning effect that foreign languages can have on a native tongie. 

Early Internet users represented this expression with a native character, ku (meaning 

"cruel" or "merciless"), which is close in pronunciation but a far cry in meaning. 

Frequent use of the term over the past few years, however, not only has rendered the 

signification as natural as any native expression, but even seems to have resulted in a 

change to the meaning of the original native character. The highly positive connotation of 

'"Chinese characters in this dissertation, which cannot be displayed by English-language word processors, 
are represented in translitemtion. 
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the American expression, for example, has much weakened the "cruelty" and 

"mercilessness" that the signifier ku is supposed to convey. 

The second group of Chinese phrases that bear strong Western influence are 

transliterations which have come to replace conventionalized translations, often at the 

expense of accuracy. Examples abound. Lei-she, the Hong Kong/Taiwan term for laser, is 

rapidly replacing the long accepted translation,yi-gi/ai>g, a term first coined by scientists 

and used by the general public on ihe Chinese Mainland. literally "shot by radium," Lei 

She is a highly misleading translation, since what it signifies in the Chinese language 

really has nothing whatsoever to do with laser beams. The popularity of terms like these 

signals a tendency in the Chinese language where the currency of a translated term 

depends increasin^y less on accuracy and more on such superficial aspects as 

pronunciation. Usually the more foreign it sounds, the more popular a term tends to get. 

Unlike the first two categories, wheie borrowing fiom the West is fairly 

justifiable, the third group of Western-influenced words are brand names of indigenous 

products which take Western forms or sound/appear like Western names. A good 

example is Lucky, the brand name ofa colour film of a domestic origin. Fora product 

whose immediate goal is survival on the home market, the need for an English name is 

certainly questionable. The same question can be asked about Afoxiam, the English-

sounding name (or Mei-Jia-Jing (meaning "beautifiil phis clean"), a popular toothpaste 

made by a company in Shanghai. These highly Westernized brand names both reflect and 

pander to increasing xenophilia-or, to be exact, Westphilia~in China, where anything 

fiom the West is held in the popular mind set to be more valuable than its domestic 
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counterpart. Their sound and appearance inculcate the illusion that the products must be 

manufactured with advanced Western technology or that in one way or another they are 

associated with the power of the West. The "symbolic capital" gained through the use of 

the "legitimate" language is in these cases directly translated nto real economic profit. 

Although statistics are not available to support this claim, ahnost all Westerm'zed brand 

names are well-known, popular ones in China. 

On the other hand, the consimiers' purchase of these products, which keeps such 

linguistic Westerm'zation econorm'cally viable, reaffirms and reinforces the ideology of 

Western superiority and the power relations that characterize the current world order. For 

this reason, what I earlier referred to as the form's ideological role goes beyond its 

"bearing" of certain values and ideas; the linguistic form provides a platform where the 

ideology that it represents is disseminated, accepted and reinforced in our everyday life. 

In fact, much of the seduction of ideology, as I will continue to show in the next section, 

is carried out at the level of the form. The form is seductive due mainly to its association 

with certain ideas and values or its implied orientation towards certain audience groups. 

Insofar as langiage is concerned, the form's seductive capacity resides chiefly in 

connotatioa Stuart 1^1 points out that "s^ appear to acquire their full ideological 

value-appear to be open to articulation with wider ideological discourses and 

meanings-at the level of their 'associative' meanings" (97, original italics). R)r it is in 

the connotative aspect he goes on to argue, that "'meanings' are not apparently fixed in 

natural perception...and their fluidity <£meaning and association can be more fiiUy 

exploited and transformed" (97). In the case of the aforementioned Chinese brand names. 
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WestemizatioQ does not affect the referents of these terms. However people call these 

things, they remain the same products and objects. What is subject to perception and 

interpretation is the association that the name form creates with different values and 

ideas, which is wheie ideology (e.g. Western superiority) creeps in. Form accommodates 

ideology because it canies the purpose of the content; its very raison d'etre is to establish 

a smooth connection between representation and its audience. How this connection works 

with such new forms as digital representation is the topic of the next section. 

8.2 The **Auni'* of Computer/Interaet-Borne Digital Representations 

Walter Benjamin argues in his seminal essay, "The Work of Ait in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction," that mechanically reproduced art works, which are sold as 

consumer goods, have lost the "aura" and traditional "authority" that characterize the 

original art objects This is because, writes Ben^min, the ea^ availability of and closer 

access to these works; made possible by technologies of mechanical reproduction, gjreatly 

reduce the distance between art and people, which is essential to the ritualistic function of 

art objects. As a result of the loss of aura, works of art no longer absorb their beholders, 

but are absorbed by them (Benjamin 219-253). 

Benjamin's observation continues to be a vaUd one in our age. In fact, its validity 

is further strengthened by the capability of today's technology, much of which was not 

foreseeable during his time. Computers, for example, not only are capable of reproducing 

works of art at a much faster rate than any machine in the nineteenth century, but allow 
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them to be scratmized and manipulated in a way inconceivable in any time prior to ours. 

Besides, while during the medianical age it was still possible, thou^ to a much reduced 

degree, to speak of die original and the copy (hence the question of authenticity), today in 

the digital world to say so would be nonsensical as the distinction between the two is 

truly nonexistent. The duplicate of a picture made with a computer, for instance, is 

completely identical to the original file in every sense of the word. Meanwhile, digital 

duplication is not constrained by the availability/quality of material as mechanical 

reproduction in the nineteen-century sense sometimes is."^ More importantly perhaps, 

computer networks can now transfer images and texts between previously unlikely 

places/persons in the split of a second. 

Ironically, however, the advent of the digital age has also brou^t about changes 

that in some ways reverse the said transformation of worics of art. For \^ile the new 

information technology does facilitate medianical repnoduction in an unprecedented 

degree, it has also created around art objects and their representations, especially those 

which are accessed using the new technology, a new and quite different kind of "aura." 

Among the several components of this "aura" is the sense of being "cooP-to use a now 

gradually globalized American slang word-that seems often to characterize 

computer/Intemet-bome digital representations. Obviously, this "aura" has more to do 

with the channel and the genre of representations than with their content-altfaough it is 

associated not so much with con^uter technology per as with the state of being 

'"a photocopy of Mona Lisa, for instance, may lose something of the original during reproduction. Its 

picture quality is also limited by both the duplication techno logy and the quality of the paper/film. These 
problems do not exist for digitally composed graphics. 
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technologically the most advanced, v«iiich today happens to be symbolized by the daity 

advancing microcomputer technology. As a result, die mere fact that something is 

presented or transferred in the digital format somehow always makes it more attractive 

than usual, or simply, "cool." My personal experience indicates that die use of computer 

technology in classroom teaching visibly heightens student interest. Of the three classes 

for which I served as a teaching assistant in the University of Arizona, for example, two 

were taught by professors using conventional slide projectors and the other by one using 

a notebook computer hooked up to a digital projector. Student attention in the last class 

was clearly the most intense. Taking into consideration the disparity in the professors' 

personal attractiveness and teadiing ability, the difference which the computer 

technology made still cannot be disreg^ded. The difference, however, comes not only 

from such obvious advantages of a computer-assisted presentation as better picture 

quality and ease of use, but also from the mere awareness of being taught with the latest 

technology, which seemed an important source of excitement for many students around 

1997, when the technology was still fresh. In fact, computer technology's "aura" of 

"coohess" seems relevant to, and present largely in the eyes of, the younger generation, 

whose natural sense of curiosity makes them vuhierable to the attractions of the 

seemingly limitless capabiliQr and the fast advancement of technology. Their fascination 

with technological power is perhaps best illustrated by the worldwide dissemination of 

the word "cool" itself, widely considered a heavily youthful epithet, via the youth-

dominated Internet, putting nervous "language cops" from Fiance to China on high alert. 
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Like the "aura" that sunounds traditional art objects, the new "aura" of 

"coohiess" in which the digital media are shrouded also helps representation absorb the 

user/beholder, though in a slig^itly different way. Instead of taking pait in the ritualistic 

function of traditional art objects, this "aura," illusory in nature, becomes a source of 

pleasure that makes the act of reading'viewing an enjoyable experience. Such 

absorption/attraction, needless to say, has far-reaching implications, especially when it is 

closely associated with a form of representation/communication increasingly important to 

our daily life. For one thing, the irresistible attraction of digitally transmitted genres of 

representation simply increases a work's chance of consumption, ft is not unusual that a 

student may spend hours reading/viewing/playing on a computer (for all the eye stress) 

something which he/she would not care even to take a look at if it were printed on paper. 

The fact that many people are virtually glued to the computer/Litemet nowadays is a 

quite telling sign of the pleasure of this form. Such pleasure, meanwhile, also facilitates 

the reception of the message conveyed by the representation, regardless of and oftentimes 

despite, its actual content. In eidier sense, the form acts as a (seductive) bndge between 

the content and the receiver of a work of representation. 

Perhaps never since the rise of the novel has the form of a work become so 

critically impoitant to its consumption. As a matter of £ict, the Internet and digitally 

transmitted representations are causing the same debate diat once surrounded the novel in 

its nascent years. Quite remarkably, opponents of the digital genres, who range from 

totalitarian governments to conservative members of the US congress, expressed a 

concern very similar to that of guardians of traditional morality of eighteenth-century 
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England, who were professedly alarmed by the insidious popularity of the novel, hence 

the new genre's threat to social morality. It is evident from the following condemnations 

of the novel (as reading material for young women) that the chief cause of the morah'sts' 

concern was the seductive energy of literature, now fully released for the first time by the 

novel form: 

Instruction they [novels] convey none. They paint Scenes of Pleasure and Passion 
altogether improper for you to behold, even with the VGnd's Eye. Their 
Descriptions are often loose and luscious in a High Degree; their representations 
of Love between the sexes are abnost universally overstrained. (Fordyce 272-273, 
qtd in Clery 96), 

A young woman, who employs her time in reading novels, will never find 
amusement in any other books. Her mind will be soon debauched by licentious 
descriptions, and lascivious images, and she will consequently remain the same 
insignificant creature through life; her mind will become a magazine of trifles and 
follies, or rather impure and wanton ideas. (Robertson 44-45, qtd in Clery 96). 

These outcries are echoed, more than 200 years later, by opponents of the 

Internet. Ame Owens, director of communications for the Christian Coalition, for 

example, cited exactly the same reason for his disappointment at the US Supreme Court's 

striking down on the Commumcadons Decency Act, a law which was designed to place 

restrictions on the use of the Net: "We believe that it is going to expose America's 

children to the worst kind of pornographic material.. It's a sad day for our nation" (Bray 

par. 3). 

The moralists concerns about the undesirable social consequences of the novel 

and the bitemet are apparently not based entirely on the contents they bear. Much of their 

anxiety comes from the possibilities opened up by the form. To them, the very forms of 

the novel and the digital media ate by nature seductive, the case of the novel, for 
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example, the formal features of this literary genre not only allow contents that are not 

acconmiodated by other genres, such as poetry, to be brought to the readers for the first 

time, but present them in a highly realistic manner. In particular, the conversational style 

of the novel, which gives the genre the capacity to represent ordinary people and their 

life as its main subject matter, reduces the distance between the author and the reader, 

lending a work a sense of famih'arity and even trustworthiness (especially in comparison 

with the epic and romance). Such familiarity and trust are potentially subversive as they 

render the possibility of life imitating literature more real than ever. Computer/Intemet-

bome representations present an even bigger threat; first, they make texts and images 

more freely available and more easily transmitted; second, the graphic interface of 

computers allows «4iatever social impact of the contents to far exceed what the novel is 

capable of Moreover, compared with the traditional novel form, computer/Intemet-bome 

representations also enjoy the additional seductive "aura" of being "cool." 

Quick to sense the appeal of this "coobess," especially to the younger generation, 

political and economic interests lost little time in filUng the cyberspace with messages 

targeted at the young people. The intended audience of these messages is often sigpaled 

by the youthful language and style in which they are piesented. h fact, even web sites 

whose contents are net by nature oriented towards any specific age group frequently 

adopt such "cool" styles, a clear indication of the general hegemonic status of a youthful 

character of the Ditemet. This characteristic is especially pronounced in advertisement 

bands attached to the pages of major web sites. Most human figures that appear in those 

ads~to cite just one aspect-are young, seemingly carefree and, occasionally, sU^tly 
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Figure 7 From page of http://www.broadpoint.com with Netzero ad band, accessed on 20 
Jan. 2001. 

rebellious images. Ihe page shown here, die web siteof Broac^int, a company that 

offers &ee long distance calls (for Ustening to their ads), is a typical example. The icons 

on that page are, for example, of a veryyouthful, if not infantile, character. The r^t-

most of the three images located close to die bottom of the screen shows a hand holding a 

pen writing on a computer screen (instead of a sheet of paper!). Quite notably, it is a left 

hand, which carries a suggestion of slight unconventionality (hence nonconformity). 

Going fiirther down the page, at the very bottom of the screen is the ad band firom 

Netzero, a company that offers ftee Intemet connection (in exchange for the ad band. 
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Figure 8 Mr. Wong, page from web site http;//www.icebox.com, accessed on 20 Jan. 
2001. 

which must be displayed somewhere on the screen).'" The young woman in this ad 

(along with the language) also puts on a very youthful, and in the next gesture (in which 

she teasingly reaching towards you, with a handheld device in hand),'" even naughty, 

appearance. This childish style, incidentally, is common among commercial, especially 

shopping, sites. 

Corporations' coming to the bitemet is really not surprising given the immense 

economic value of this channel of information and given capitaUsm's innate expansion-

"There is no connection between Netzero, the service p rovider, and Broadband, the source of the content. 

'"Not shown here, for it flips so fast that t cannot capture it. 

http://www.icebox.com
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prone nature. What is noteworthy is the unusual weight they seem to assign to the young 

people as a portion of their market and the length Aey go to h order to capture this 

[Mortgage RmgtftYDUItAtwt 

Figure 9 Mr. Wong, fiom web site http://www.icebox.com, accessed on 20 Jan. 2001. 

portion. In their effort to attract the attention and to arouse the interest of the young 

people, companies do moie than just coming to the world d digital representations; they 

spare no resources to appear Net-worthy, to be "cool." 

This illusory sense of "coolness," which makes computer/Intemet-bome 

representations seem enticing and attractive, however, is also a potential source of 

problems. Its appearance of desirability, for one thing, fiequently camouflages messages 

that may be political^ or morally ^estionable. One good example of such sug^coated 

http://www.icebox.com
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political incorrectness is the digital caricature of an Asian figure, "Mr. Wong," by the 

infamous web site Icebox.com, \ '̂ch openly prides itself on going against the pditical 

mainstream. The ostensibly "rebellious" style of the site somehow makes the portrayal of 

this ugly and ridiculous clowm'sh figure more tolerable or even enjoyable. Acceptance of 

this image by visitors to this page is indicated by the presence of the ad band in Figure 9, 

a sure sign that the web site is commercially viable, hence reasonably popular among Net 

users."" In fact, "Nfr. Wongf' is only one of the dozen or so sections of Icebox, which 

also include pages that ridicule homosexuals ("Queer Duck"), Jews, among others. While 

there is little doubt that racism and bigotry always enjoy some appeal to certain sections 

of the population, it is equally unlikely that "Icebox's" popularity is entirely or mainly 

content-based. A large part of its attraction clearly comes from the "aura" of "coohiess" 

generated by its style and language. After all, the very name "Icebox" nnplies "cool." 

This "aura" of "coolnes '̂ surrounding digital representations, meanwhile, is 

frequently reinforced by the unusual accessibility of the digital media in general and the 

illusion of democracy often associated with the new information technology in particular. 

Unlike print publications and films, which one must pay to view/read, or television 

programs, over whose schedule one has little or no control at all, Interaet-bome 

publications are only several '̂ clicks" away to anyone with an fatemet connection, whkh 

is again either free or available at little cost to the user.'̂ ' bi addition, while publishing 

'"As of May 1,2001, the site has been pulled offthe Web, apparent^ due to regulatory interference. 

'*'Most schools in the US provide free Internet connection on campus. Commercial services are very 
affordable nowadays. Many providers, suchNetzero and American Express Online, offer free service in 
exchange for the display of ad bands, like the one shown here. 
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books or making Glms are means of expression quite off limits to most ordinary people, 

the Intemet is an open forum where, theoretically speaking, anyone >^o so desires can 

post texts, images and sounds at many places, including one's own web site (Aside &om 

purchased sites, there are numerous companies that offer fi:ee web spaces.). Although for 

most people the openness of the digital fcvum is largely a theoretical possibility,such 

possibility has created a quite misleading perception about the democratic nature of the 

Intemet. This illusion often puts the cyber-world in a hi^y positive light, helping to 

attract to it people who have turned away fix>m traditional forms of representation for 

lack of personal choice or control over the content, which they dislike. For instance, the 

slightly non-confonnist air of the btemet, to which the reputed onmipresence of 

nuschievous hackers, among other things, has made a significant contribution, has a 

particularly strong appeal to people disillusioned at reality or marginaUzed by the 

mainstream culture-helpless-feeling youths, angry blacks, bohemian artists, etc. A 

symbolic space of this character caters especially well to the rebellious urge of teenagers. 

The magic power of the cool "aura" d the digital media plainly ilkistrates how, as 

the commonplace saying often puts it, the "form" becomes part of the "message." 

Because the Intemet and the genres of digital representations it carries employ the most 

advanced computer technology, somehow they always seem to be associated with the 

progressive, the politically correct-an impression wdl collaborated by the widely shared 

(mis-]perception ci their democratic and even rebellious character. Just as the novel was 

"^Major forum sites, such as those of CNN and New York Times, do not allow direct posts. While personal 
sites may sound like a good alternative, they are practically inefiective as few have the resources to widely 
advertise themselves as the big corporations do. For this reason ,the Intemet is largely a mirror of the actual 
reality ofthe world, with majormedia gists stflt dominating this sphere ofrepresentation. 
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considered in its nascent days the form of literature most closely associated with 

individuaUsm and innovation (hence the word novet) (Watt 13), the very form of 

computer/Intemet-bome digital media has become the symbol of progress and freedom in 

our age (when it is still young and &esh). These perceptions powerfully validate Georg 

Luldics' thesis on the form and ideology laid out in his discussion about the novel, as 

sununarized here byEagleton, that "the true beaiers of ideology in art are the very forms 

rather than abstractable content, of the work itself (24).'̂  To be fair, though, the digital 

form, compared with print literature and the electronic media, does represent a great leap 

forward insofar it creates the technical possibility-if not reality-of a more democratic 

channel of representation and of greater individual choice and expression. The only 

problem is that this potential is far &om being reaUzed under today's economic and 

political relations, h fact, quite ironically, it is precisely the unreserved faith in this 

liberating potential of the Net that is preventing, even though only indirectly, die 

realization of this potential, as this blind faith tends to discourage critical and 

discriminating leading of the contents of the Internet, which is still dominated by big 

corporations and governments, as theyhave dommated elsewhere. 

The halo around the digital media constitutes an important seductive force of 

ideology in our age. The US military provides a good example of how a key state 

apparatus can make use of the appeal of computer/fotemet-bome digital media to 

advance its interests. Facing a severe personnel shortage problem in the midst of a 

booming economy, military recruiters jumped onto the bandwagon of the Internet and the 

"'For mo re see Lukacs, The Historical Novel 



digital world to rouse the interest of an apathetic youth population virtually inunune to 

traditional patriotic indoctrination. Today, in addition to buying expensive television air 

time, the various branches of the armed forces are running numerous recruitment sites on 

the worldwide web, such as www.airface.com,www.army.com, www.marine&com, 

www.goatmy.com,www.navyjobs.com, which are being widely advertised on the 

Internet and elsewhere. These URL's; for example, appear on almost eveiy brochure, 

postcard and flyer from the armed forces that I have obtained either via mail or at the 

2000 air show held at the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona. Apart from 

providing an effective means to "get the word out,"'̂ ^ these sites also put the military in a 

light quite diffeient from its traditional image, making it seem a "cool" place to go to in 

the eyes of the young people. This aura of "coohess" is frirther strengthened by youth-

oriented contents such as pictures of powerful weapons, masculine icons, and exciting 

games of destruction, which often create in die young readers a strong though illusory 

sense of power, as I pointed out in the last chapter. Most of these sites are stylish graphic-

intense pages, often carefully tailored to the tastes of prospective recruits of different 

groups based on age, class and educational level. The Navy's recruitment site, as I 

mentioned earh'er, even features free online games simulating combat operations, 

apparently meant to get adolescents acquainted with and excited at naval life, thereby 

mentally preparingthem for potential recniits of the service.'" The Marine Corps, not 

"'Considerable space of these sites is devoted to advertising the fliuuicial benefits of joining the services, 
such as lecruitmentbonuses and reimbursementi forcollege tuition. 

"'The menuoftheopeningpageofthatsite uses Java technology to simulate the real touch and feel ofa 
navy ndar screen. The user can have the gieen screen display different group-specific sections by movmg 
the mo use along its outer circle. 

http://www.army.com
http://www.navyjobs.com
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Figure 10 Beginning image of computer game Camp Marine fiom US Marine Corps, 

wanting to appear backward, also takes M advantage of the latest computer technology 

in its recniitment efforts, b addition to running a similar site on the Internet, it gjves 

away fiee CD RON& containing infonnation about the Marine Corps. One CD, entitled 

Camp Marine (see Figure 10), leads the user through a virtual tour of the US Murines: its 

history, major weaponry, training center, the Mirine University, mostly with digitally 

simulated pictures, ft also contains a game featuring the "Proving Station," a place 

similar to Dante's Purgatorio in the Devine Comeify, where the user must prove his/her 

"worthiness" before being allowed to enter other parts of the camp. One culturally 

interesting feature about the game, which merits another chapter, is that the game 

purposefully stimulates and plays on self-styled toughness of joung adults by using 

language that humiliates substandard performance. 
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Michel Foucault, on whose theory this dissertation lelies heavily, argues, through 

his voluminous genealogical studies of the sciences and sodal institutions, that power 

produces its effect thiough the knowledge generated in discourse. This knowledge 

apparently also includes technological literacy, which, as my above analysis indicates, 

not only makes discourse accessible but helps create around certain genres an enticing 

"aura" that assists the reception of their messages. The young people's relative 

technological advantage over older generations, for example; has created new means that 

allow power to have a tighter grip on them. Their better access to and proficiency in 

certain new channels and genres, in other words, get themselves "entrapped" by the very 

things they are presumably rebelling ag^t. Such entrapment also accentuates the 

significance of the one aspect about Foucault's conception of power and discourse that 

usually does not receive much attention: the form of representation. While power 

becomes powerful mainly because knowledge beats its imprint, the reception of this 

knowledge, as I have pointed out earlier, depends in a high degree on the reader/viewer-

fiiendliness of the form. An appealing form will undoubted^ contribute to die favourable 

reception of the message while an unfriendly one will even discourage the consumption 

of a work. For this reason, the productive nature of power (Foucault, History of Sexuality 

I, Chapter I, esp. 30-31) may also be inseparable from the possibly 

expansionist^colonizing tendency of the forms of discourse, bi order to get its message 

across, power occupies the symbolic space of its intended audience, adopts its genre of 

representation and "deigns" to speak its language. The US military's current recruitment 

campaign, for one, does suggest a tendency or proneness on the part of the dominant 
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ideology and its economic and political incarnations to literally colonize the breeding 

ground of the young generation. This tendency, judging fiom the following New York 

Times report, appears to be driven by a conscious endeavor 

Last year Mr. Cohen decided that the military had to change its recruiting 
strategy, and he hired two private consultants to draw up a plan. 
The recommendations were fairly severe. 
The miUtary, the consultants said, has to go where the young people are ~ 
on the Internet, at shopping malls, answering e-mail messages and 
watching MTV. 
"We're going to do somethii^ other than putting an ad on television once 
a year on Super Bowl Sunday," Mr. Cohen said. (Becker A16) 

To the Pentagon's delight, the strategy apparently worked. Major Gen. Evan Gaddis, 

head of the Army Recruiting Command, expected the Army to "sign up more than 

enough soldiers to meet its target of80,000" in the year 2000, "thanks in part to the 

Internet" (Mom'z 18A). The success of the miUtary's strategy encourages the 

continuation of the practice even after recruitment. According to the same report, the 

armed forces have decided to provide their personnel with laptop computers and easy 

access to the btemet to keep them hooked and happy. "You have to operate where young 

people go," Gaddis admitted, "[t]hat's why all our recruiters use laptops"(Moniz 18A). 

The military's recruitment strategy also suggests that while ideology maybe 

social in nature, as Althusser argues, it always begins with representation, or the 

symbolic. It spawns itself in your channel of representation, speaking your language. It 

becomes part of you in order for you to become part of it. It is, in other words, a form of 

reversed assimilation. And in that sense, the "aura" of the digital representations is more 

similar to that of traditional art objects than it appeais at first glance. Just as some 

traditional art objects perform a highly ritualistic social function (such as initiation. 
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puberty and wedding), for example, the new media, with their "cool," progressive and 

oftentimes rebellious "aura," serve to bring the user/ieader into the fold of certain 

ideologies. 

Such ideological assimilation reveals yet another important aspect of "symbolic 

colonization" (see Chapter 7): businesses and the military's rush to the Internet, I would 

argue, indicates that the dominant culture's incorporation and neutralization of what 

Raymond Williams calls "the emergent" culture is not limited to subversive content 

alone but also applies to forms that may potentially accommodate political challenges. 

This kind of incorporation is perhaps a more literal form of symbolic colonization as it 

involves the actual occupation of the genre, channel and code of representation. 
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CONCLUSI(»^ 

The ideological role of culture is one of the most fundamental questions for 

cultural studies, one which has provoked a wealth of theories and hypotheses during the 

past few decades. Some, like Edwaid Said and the Frankfurt School, have rightly pointed 

out a relationship of mutual service between culture and ideology (along with its political 

and economic incarnations). My argimientis that culture is seductive by nature and that 

such seductiveness allows it to be an effective tool for the installation and maintenance of 

the dominant ideology. Specifically, fay generating various forms of incentives-some 

concrete, others illusory-for its audience which make the represented ideology 

interesting and attractive, culture entices its consumers into acquiescing in, approving of 

and subscribing to the beliefs, values and social positions that a cultural text stands for, 

embodies or portrays. 

But ideology is not the purpose of culture. It is rather an inevitable byproduct of 

culture's nature of being a commodity. Culture's ideological capacity is closely related 

to-indeed, firmly founded upon-its afGnity with the capitalist market economy, where 

seduction is veritably the basic mode of operation. In fact, culture has always been an 

integral part of capitah'sm ever since the very beginning of this mode of production. 

Today it has even evolved into a colossal industry whose operation is vital to some 

nations' economy (such as die US). The production and consumption of a cultural 

product largely fbllow the law that governs re^ilar commerce. Like an ordinary 

commodity, for example, a cultural product needs to attract audiences in order to be 
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economically viable, to achieve which goal, it must be entertaining to the 

viewers/'readers, cater to their taste and needs, or make them feel good about themselves 

as well as the world they live in. Ironically, this is also what sets cultural products apart 

fi-om regular commodities, for the fulfillment of these needs fiequently entails; especially 

for the younger generation, the portrayal of exciting actions, seductive women, 

charismatic heroes, spectacular destruction, among other things. Central to such 

representational effects, as my analysis of action films has demonstrated, are the 

demom'zation and feminization of the West's cultural and political "others." The ever-

present demand for sensation and good feeling encourages-nay, compels-the culture 

industry to keep portraying, and if necessary, fabricating, images of terrifying, hideous or 

otherwise feminine "others." Indeed, the desire for unlimited profit on the side of 

supply/production and the insatiable appetite for sensation on the side of 

demand/consiunption conspire to throw the "others" of the West into a vicious circle of 

(mis-)representation and symbolic domination. 

Culture's servicing of ideology attests to the Marxist argument that every 

commodity in capitalism is both an embodiment and crystallization of the relations of 

production. For cultural products, such embodiment is not entirely camouflaged by the 

exchange value, as it is with ordinary commodities. Instead, it is openly expressed in or 

at least implied by their representation. The consumption of cultural commodities, 

therefore, not only affirms the capitalist relations of production by realizing the economic 

value of such products, but also reproduces these same relations by socially preparing 

consumers for positions contained therein. 
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